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VOL. XXIV. PHILADELPHIA, PA., JANUARY, 1906. NO. 1. 
THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILX SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC 
George Frederick Handel 
The Making 
of a 
Of few can it be said with so much truth as of 
Handel, that the child is father of the man. In the 
child of tender years, setting up his will against that 
of a father determined to crush his sou’s passion for 
music—and in the end winning it, we recognize the 
same sturdy spirit, the same firm fibre of inde¬ 
pendence that characterized him as a man two-score 
years later. An alien, the object of cabal, intrigue, 
and satire; bankrupt in purse, in health, in pros]>ect« 
for the future—in all save honor and inspiration for 
his art—he refuses to own himself beaten as per¬ 
sistently as did the little lad of seven, trotting un¬ 
observed after his father's carriage until the stern 
parent is forced to relent and to give the child the 
journey he had set his heart upon. The audacity of 
the enraged impresario in threatening to throw the 
capricious prima donna from the window if she re¬ 
fused to sing the music he had written for her is the 
logical outcome of the daring that led the child, in 
spite of the command that he was not even to go 
where musical instruments were to be seen, to lug a 
clavichord to the attic of his home, there to enjoy 
in secret the art he was forbidden to practice publicly. 
Seldom has force of character, as an element of 
greatness, been more strikingly illustrated than by the 
career of Handel. None of its manifestations—fiery 
energy, indomitable will, unshaken confidence in one's 
own powers, contempt for conventionalities, coupled 
with the less popular qualities of self-assertion and 
obstinacy, are lacking. In all these resjiects a ctiri- 
ously-exact parallel might be drawn between this 
master of the oratorio and Beethoven, the supreme 
figure of the succeeding century. 
Rending the child's aspirations in the light of the 
achievements of the man, one might he inclined to 
"S. blame his elders for their short-sightedness in ignor- 
. ing his manifest destiny, if he did not remember the 
spirit of the age and the natural desire of the father 
to have his son make his way through life on a 
' higher plane than that assigned to the musician. He 
himself was in reality a sort of upper servant. 
Though dignified with the title of surgeon, he was 
in truth a barber—of a superior order, to lie sure, for 
lie was employed at court as a volet dc chatnbrc; one 
Great Man 
in Music 
Handei. Monument in Westminster Abbey 
By FREDERIC S. LAW 
whose business it was to bleed, draw teeth, apply 
leeches and to perform other minor surgical offices 
under the direction of a physician, in addition to his 
ordinary duties. He had experienced the chagrins 
of a dependent position, and no doubt wished some¬ 
thing 1 letter for the child of his old age—he was 
sixty-three when the conqxmer was liorn of a second 
wife, who was thirty years younger than her husband. 
All things considered, the musician was no better 
off than the barber-surgeon in those ilnys. The arts 
were dependent upon the favor of the rich and noble. 
Musicians who wished adequate subsistence were 
constrained to enter the service of royal or ducal 
houses, where they were regarded in the light of ser¬ 
vants—servants, too, who hud not the privilege of 
changing their masters when they chose. Even at 
a much later period Emmanuel Bach was detained in 
Berlin by Frederick the Great long after ho had re¬ 
quested permission to depart, lie- could not take 
flight without leaving his family behind, and they 
being Prussian by birth were not allowed to leave 
Prussian territory without legal warrant, which was 
denied them. This being the case with those high in 
the art, the social condition of the musician in tin* 
smaller towns may lie readily imagined. 
Old Georg Handel designed his son for the law. not 
for a profession which he considered unworthy’ as 
the vocation of a man of dignity. Since the boy's 
early bent for music was so pronounces!—he sang be¬ 
fore he talked—the father determined to keep him 
aloof, so far ns possible, from contact with the art 
that so inflamed his susceptibilities. He was not 
allowed to go to a school where music was taught: 
musical instruments were banished from the house: 
he was forbidden to go where they could be seen or 
where music could be heard. Notwithstanding these 
prohibitions—or perhaps by reason of them—the 
child’s little fingers were so eager to exercise them¬ 
selves on an instrument that there v 
talk of mutilating them in order to make this im¬ 
possible. His determination, however, was equal to 
his father’s. In some way, probably by the aid of 
some sympathizing member of the family, he smug¬ 
gled a small clavichord into the attic, and before his 
father knew it, had taught himself to play it. By 
the time he was .seven, he was the wonder of the 
town for bis precocious musical ability. One day, 
his father announcing his intention of visiting Weis- 
senfels. where a son, the half-brother of the little 
George Frederick, was in the service of the Duke of 
ttaxe-VYoissenfels, whose court was renowned for its 
music, the boy begged to accompany him, but was 
refused. Nothing daunted, he ran behind the car¬ 
riage until it was too far from home for him to be 
sent back, and then discovered himself. The father 
was obliged to yield and took him on the journey. 
This proved the first step toward breaking down 
parental prejudice, for the Duke hearing the child 
play, recognized his genius and spoke earnestly with 
the old surgeon on the folly of attempting to crush 
such unmistakable talent. These ducal admonitions 
had an effect heretofore denied the boy’s pleadings; 
on his return he was given jiermission to study with 
Zachau, one of the most learned musicians of Halle. 
In 1(S!>7. the old man died, but a sense of filial duty 
led young llandel to continue his classical course and 
even to enter the I’niversity of Hnlle as a law-stu¬ 
dent, at the age of seventeen. The offer of the posi¬ 
tion of organist at the city cathedral, however, 
brought him to the parting of the ways. He aban¬ 
doned all thought of law and threw himself heart and 
-mil into the practice of his loved art. But even a 
great man is dependent in part lqion his surroiuid- 
ings. Before a year had passed. Handel felt that he 
had accomplished all that was |tosgihle to him in so. 
quiet and retired a town ns Halle; his wings had 
grown and he was impatient to try them in fuller and 
more audacious (lights. He determined to go to Ham¬ 
burg, which at that time offered particular advan¬ 
tages to the aspiring German musician. 
166S35 
II, 
Hamburg had the first theatre in Germany that 
was open to tho general public; there operas were 
given in German free from the restrictions that pre¬ 
vailed elsewhere. The opera was the favorite amuse¬ 
ment of royalty and nobility; it was confined to 
court circles and only those might hear it who had 
U<0 right of eutrle at court. It was exclusively 
Italian; among tho Upper classes opera in the ver¬ 
nacular was considered u barbarism; a German mu¬ 
sician who wished to write an opera was obliged to 
write it to an Italian text and in the Italian style. 
It was in Hamburg that the first German opera re¬ 
ceived public performance, in 1078—a naive produc¬ 
tion based on the story of the fall of man, an evident 
survival of the medieval Miracle Play. At the time 
of Handel’s visit, the opera was in charge of Keinhold 
Keiser, a musician of rare attainments, who had elab¬ 
orated such simple Hingspiels (plays with songs) into 
a form closely resembling the Italian opera—that is, 
the dialogue of the play wns replaced by recitatives 
which served to connect the series of florid arias 
culled for by the taste of tho time. 
It can be imagined with what delight the young mu- 
•Iciun from Halle drank in the new and intoxicating 
atmosphere that surrounded him in Hamburg. He 
was introduced to an unfamiliar form of his art; one 
that had n deebdvo influence on his artistic develop¬ 
ment ; a form that was destined in the future to 
bring him fame but to rob him of fortune, while 
serving ns transition to the creation of some of the 
mildest choral works ever achieved by any composer. 
IIis great gifts won cordial and s])eVdy recognition. 
He made friends with dolmnnes Mnttheson, a man of 
remarkable endowments, who was connected with 
Hie opera as composer, conductor and singer, whose 
influence smoothed the path of the youthful aspirant. 
He secured him pupils and paved the way for the 
performance of his first 0|K-ra, Almira. 
A joint experience of the two friends illustrates a 
curious practice of the times. The aged Dietrich 
Buxtehude, organist of the Marienkircho in Lfllieck, 
forty miles from Hamburg, wished to retire, and 
public competition for the post wns invited. Tho 
young men journeyed thither with the intention of 
entering the lists, but when they reached Llilieck they 
discovered that the successful candidate must bind 
himself to marry the daughter of the old man. Since 
she was twelve years older than Mnttheson, who was 
four years tho senior of his companion, it was hardly 
surprising that Is.th declined to proceed further in 
the quest. Suel, matrimonial conditions were not in¬ 
frequently attached to similar opportunities; clergy¬ 
men. precentors and organists were often expected 
to marry the daughter or widow of the previo^ in- 
chormsl'if th *rntif>'i,,S to »dd ‘hat the mature 
“ *l,l"Htion ww not so brusquely 
rejected by all the applicants; a certain Schiefer 
ladlne!!,wp h“r "nd ,be witt' apparent 
During his stay in Hamburg, Handel led a busy life 
th^Srrrap0B"lf 1,laying th" MTOnd 'iolfn in 
in both of which h* th‘ 0r*an and harpsichord, 
n both of which he had surpassing skill. In 1705 
WM P73r<1 With *r'umph»nt suJl It 
^itains one of Handel’s best-known melodZ' the 
tiT^rm lf'° (He" 'et m>' flow , i„ 
Keiser. scenting a fornndali"XpeUtlr to D. t<mgUe' 
composer. s«t the texts nf «i Ppt,tor >n the young 
»nd banished his rival’s worker ''"♦T™* hiniself 
Handel pave hirruflf little °m, but 
He had long totemled SLTn'f the 
and advamLeut . dfa I*/? ^ ^ 
H«ly was then the . for F1<~. 
»nd b,rt little wondef nr„f mtisieians— 
the etude 
Ilondel, was laying the foundation of the free school what indefinite permission was broadly interpreted by 
of playing on’ keyed instruments through his re- the absentee, who settled down in Loudon with no ap- 
markable works for the harpsichord; Corelli was per- parent intention of leaving it. The trouble that came 
forming a like service for the violin, besides materially from this decision is mentioned on page 20, in eon- 
advancing clearness and unity of form in purely in- nection with the incident of the "\\ ater Music.” ■ 
strumental music by the clarity and conciseness of Thus far, though Handel had written much sacred 
his compositions. Handel became the friend and ad- music, it had by no means taken the form it was to 
mired associate of all three. He already had the assume in his mature years. His early works for the 
knowledge and erudition which characterized the Ger- church show little difference in style from those writ- 
man school; his five years’ stay in Italy gave his ten for the stage. The interest was in the main con- 
art the charm of a thoroughly vocal style. When he fined to solo voices; there was no trace of the mightv 
first came to Hamburg, Mnttheson tells us that he choruses which give such grandeur to his English 
had but little idea of melody; that the works he oratorios. From the very beginning of his residence in 
brought with him, mainly church cantatas and arias, England, however, there was a notable growth in the 
were long and learned but dry. He was, however, depth and dignity of his sacred music. This was, after 
quick to profit by the opportunity of studying the nil, much more in accordance with English taste and 
more condensed and melodious effects of the dramatic character than the opera. 
school; lie made still further progress in that direc- In 1719, accordingly, a stock company was formed 
tion while in Italy, where his works, both sacred and to secure the establishment of a permanent Italian 
opera in London. Handel was appointed manager 
and when it failed, nine years later, undertook to con¬ 
tinue it at his own risk. His patrons, however, cared 
less for music than for sensational stage effects and 
the equally sensational singing of expensive singers. 
When' their thirst for novelty was satisfied, they de¬ 
serted the enterprise. In eight years’ time the unfor¬ 
tunate impresario found his health shattered, his for¬ 
tune of ten thousand pounds swept away and himself 
menaced by threatened imprisonment for debt. 
Before his ill-fated connection with the opera, while 
capellmcister for the Duke of Chandos, Handel had 
written his first English oratorio, Esther, which had 
received a few performances in the Duke’s private 
chapel. Thirteen years later he produced it success¬ 
fully to no less than six large audiences. The next 
year, 1733, Esther was followed by Deborah and 
Athalia, and thus began the noble series of oratorios 
that have made Handel’s name a household word in 
the English-speaking world—eighteen in all, of which 
The Messiah stands first, closely followed by Israel in 
Egypt, Samson and Judas Maccabaeus. For a time, 
indeed, the oratorio crowded the opera out of the 
field and in the end enabled the composer to retrieve 
lus fallen fortunes, in spite of not a few despicable 
attempts made by his enemies to prevent their success. 
In 1741, he composed The Messiah in the short 
space of twenty-two days and conducted its first per¬ 
formance early in the following year in Dublin for 
the benefit of that city’s charities. This was in 
recognition of the warm appreciation he and his 
works had always received from the Irish public. The 
composition of this oratorio stirred him deeplv. 
Though impetuous, often rough in manner and un- 
kng“se' hi> 
neSl0!’.*8 -laCkin? *° add anything further to this 
necessarily incomplete account of one of music’s great- 
^ that tlle last -vears of his life were 
have the^ ir ! f °f SiKht ™8 affliction did not 
nublto-b °f, bamshing him entirely from the 
condn<i A a*yeC* or£an and even occasionally 
the ! b1hr °rat0ri0S at the harpsichord. To si 
in,, to 1, 1D man at a performance of Samson, listen¬ 
ing to the complaint of the Jewish hero: 
“^°tal eclipse, no sun, no moon, 
All dark, amidst the blaze of i: 
House u which Handel lived in London. 
25 (FORMERLY 57) BROOK STREET. 
Going down Bond Street from Oxford Street 
- im "reat oratorios (including the 
Messiah”) were written. ^ 6 
many tofelrl0 ^ ** m°St in8ensible and moved 
tho^Chhcontelle did haS Pa88ed away- His operas, 
details, were w r d tenT" 7f,°harm'ntruly exquisite 
now forgotten. A little of taste.°f,his da>' and ;lre 
, still survivoo k X X . f hl8 instrumental music 
secular, created the utmost admiration w giant Handel’ 'V* “ his oratorif,s that the true 
sx.12 
brought out <,n"f’"j, ^ '!TO|e which waa 
pletely captivated the sZui ma?mficen<* and corn- 
far more to his taste than FT.. pub,ic’ London was There i 
hi« retun, he applied "0t lon^ after WW the Z °f portrai 
revisit England. This was tn-n \ f8'® of absence to which the b®8tknown being the 
onlv few -- 8 "as granted bv the , . lch the portrait, tHot 
’ ** lr“*ic of this issue. 
r-- "’“''a distins 
^ r* «»"P ro»-teiTroi'S; 
sfsr. pl“w' *»»«**• ** 
of the heart ti, i i *nevolencc, and every quality 
and insure esteem.”89 * tendency tf> beget confidence 
*ft istence, t 1 rt: , its of Handel in ex- 
hy Hudson, of '» ZT ♦ a u ° ™n r one l,
°nlV fW “a reaS0“able le^b of ti^ Ruction6 th'i8 
represents the ",ieresting one, printed in 1720 
P sents the composer seated at the harpsichord. 
THE ETUDE II 
HANDEL’S PLACE IN MUSICAL HISTORY 
By LOUIS C. ELSON 
Thebe are two popular misconceptions regarding 
Handel which require to be banished from the mind 
of almost every musical amateur. One is that “Bach 
and Handel” or “Handel and Bach” were about the 
same kind of composers (a species of musical Siamese 
twins), and the other is that Handel’s place in mu¬ 
sical history is wholly determined by his “Messiah.” 
Bach and Handel were almost opposites in the bent 
of their music, and had Handel never written the 
“Messiah,” he would still have left a decided mark 
upon the progress of music in the world. 
The points of resemblance between the two great 
contrapuntists may be set forth as follows: they 
were born within twenty-six days of each other; 
they were fine organists; they were the two chief 
composers of their time; they were Germans; they 
left great sacred works; and they became blind. 
The points of dissimilarity may be stated thus: 
Bach was twice married and had twenty children; 
Handel lived and died a bachelor; Bach lived mod¬ 
estly and quietly in his family circle; Handel passed 
the greater part of lus life in the glare of publicity 
and in contact with the aristocracy; and finally, and 
chiefly, Bach leaned toward the older school of com¬ 
position, while Handel faced the new dramatic style. 
Handel and the Orchestra. 
It is not too much to speak of Handel as having 
been a 20th century musician, born two centuries too 
early. Had he lived today we would find him ex¬ 
perimenting a la Richard Strauss, Hugo Wolf or Max 
Reger. As it was, he was constantly trying new or¬ 
chestral effects and inventing new musical devices. 
It was he, for example, who first used horns in con¬ 
nection with the human voice. The French horn 
(without keys) had always been considered as a 
hunting horn until Handel introduced it into operatic 
scores, and there was a loud outcry against such a 
“rough instrument” being allowed an orchestral place, 
when the composer first made the innovation. Handel 
introduced the contrabassoon into the orchestra, for 
the first time, in the coronation anthems written for 
George II, in October, 1727. 
While other composers slighted the harp, which was 
then a semi-diatonic instrument, Handel wrote some 
prominent passages for the instrument, and in “Alex¬ 
ander Balus” he even introduced the mandolin, to¬ 
gether with the former instrument. The clarinet, 
nvhich was at that time often called the “shawm,” 
and was but a primitive instrument, was also used 
by Handel, in his opera “Richard I.” 
In his use of the bassoons, scarcely any modem 
composer could surpass this pioneer of nearly two 
hundred years ago. If any reader will look at the 
second part of the great aria, “Revenge, Tiinotheus 
Cries,” he will find a most impressive three-part 
harmony, accompanying the words “Behold, a ghastly 
band,” given to the bassoons, a passage that fore¬ 
shadows the portentous bassoon passages which shud¬ 
der in Berlioz’s “Marche au Supplice,”’ in the “Sym¬ 
phonic Fantastique.” Handel made another exhibi¬ 
tion of the ghostly powrer of this instrument in the 
scene where the Witch of Endor causes the spectre 
of Samuel to arise, in the oratorio of “Saul.” 
Lute and viol di gamba were also employed boldly 
by this 18th century radical, and when it came to 
the regular stringed instruments lie attempted all 
kinds of experiments. His use of the pizzicato was 
practically a new thing in England when Handel 
first employed it. His obligato passages for violon¬ 
cello were also novelties at the time. He also brought 
forth a new effect in his employment of trumpets in 
cluet with solo voice, and such numbers as “The 
Trumpet Shall Sound” (bass voice and trumpet) and 
“Let the Bright Seraphim” (soprano and trumpet) 
were as strikingly new combinations in their day as 
Strauss’ bleating sheep, or Tchaikovsky’s growlings 
of woodwind are in modern music. In view of such 
instrumental touches, it is not too much to call 
Handel the first modern orchestral composer. If it 
were not that with Haydn as “The Father of the 
Sonata,” Bach as “The Father of the Fugue,” Gluck 
as “The Father of Dramatic Opera,” etc., music is too 
copiously supplied with “fathers,” we should feel 
tempted to call Handel “The Father of the Orchestra.” 
Yet there are other reasons against this appellation. 
With all his experiments and his new tone-colors, the 
orchestra remained in rather a primitive state in 
Handel’s day. He had; to be sure, a much larger 
force of instrumentalists than poor Bach could ever 
venture to hope for in his Leipzig obscurity. The 
latter once said that he would be well content with 
any orchestra o!f twenty-four men, while Handel often 
had as many as that in his first and second violins. 
In spite of this, his orchestra was weak, according to 
modern standards. The harp and clarinet were, as 
already stated, only partially developed; the trum¬ 
pets, narrower in tube and more brilliant in tone 
than ours, had yet no keys; the drawing trumpet 
(tromba a tirarsi), which had slides like a trombone 
but drew towards the player, was unhandy. 
Per contra, there are a few tone-colors which ex¬ 
isted in the orchestra in Handel’s time, which we 
would gladly see restored to the modern orchestra. 
There was the basset-horn, which had a funereal tone 
which is not found in our organization. There were 
the two deep oboes, the oboe di eaocia and the oboe 
d’amore, both somewhat twangy, but having a strik¬ 
ing tone quality. There was a violino piccolo, a solo 
HANDEL'S LARGO. 
By Richard Watson Gilder. 
When the great organs, answering each to each. 
Joined with the violin’s celestial speech. 
Then did it seem that all the heavenly host 
Gave praise to Father, Son and Holy Ghost s 
We saw the archangels through the ether winging; 
We heard their souls go forth in solemn singing; 
"Praise, praise to God,” they sang, " through end¬ 
less days. 
Praise to the Eternal One, and naught hut praise. ” 
And as they sang, the spirits of the dying 
Were upward borne from lips that ceased their 
sighing; 
And dying was not death, but deeper living— 
Living, and prayer, and praising and thanksgiving. 
Reprinted by permission of the Century Co. 
violin tuned a third higher than our violin, which 
must have been very effective in obligato passages. 
Handel’s Dramatic Touch. 
It will be seen, from the orchestral instances cited 
above, that Handel wielded an important influence 
quite apart from that obtained through his master¬ 
piece, “The Messiah.” Thanks to his Italian sojourn, 
he had acquired the ability to write singable works 
and understood the value of a good tune. Therefore, 
his vocal solos are generally much superior to those 
of Bach, who treats the voice in the older manner as 
merely a part of the contrapuntal machinery. 
Nor is Handel’s operatic writing to be deplored. 
It is true that many reasons forbid the presentation 
of the works which he wrote in this school, not the 
least of which is the absurd conventionality which 
ruled the stage in his day; but his constant labor in 
this field, developed his dramatic power, which he 
afterwards used gloriously in oratorio, and in this 
he was also much the superior of Bach. For one 
such touch as “Ye lightnings, ye thunders,” or 
“Barabbas,” in Bach, one can find fifty or a hundred 
similarly powerful effects in Handel; and this was 
due to his long apprenticeship in operatic work. 
Handel’s Musical Science. 
But if we rank Handel as orchostrally and dra¬ 
matically the superior of Bach, the contrary holds 
true of his contrapuntal abilities. Bach’s concerted 
music is frequently made up entirely of real parts 
carried through from beginning to end. Nothing that 
Handel ever wrote attained the ingenuity or com¬ 
plexity of some of the numbers of the “Mass in B 
Minor.” In simple dignity of chorales, also, Bach 
has attained a plane not found in Handel’s works. 
In beauty of melody, Handel was definitely the 
superior of Bach and of any master of his time. He 
possessed this gift from even his earliest works, al¬ 
though his sojourn in Italy undoubtedly helped to 
advance this desirable quality. Even his opera of 
“Almira,” written for Hamburg, before he had ever 
seen England, contains many melodic gems, among 
them the beautiful “Lascia ch’ Io Pianga,” in the 
shape of a saraband. 
Handel as a Borrower. 
This instance of taking a melody from himself and 
changing it into another work was innocent enough. 
Less condonable was Handel’s habit, when working 
rapidly, of appropriating to himself melodies of 
other composers, without any acknowledgment. He 
took in this manner many tunes of Urio, of Erba, of 
Clari, of Mulfat and of other great and little con¬ 
temporaries. Many of the choruses in “Israel in 
Egypt” are plagiarisms of this kind; these are 
chiefly taken from a “Magnificat,” by Erba. To cite 
a few other instances: “The People Shall Hear” is 
a melody by Stradella: “Egypt was Glad when they 
Departed” is by Kerl; five numbers of “Theodora” 
are by Clari; ten numbers of the “Dettingen Te 
Deum” are by Urio; parts of “Samson” are by Caris- 
siini; and the list could be extended much further. 
Yet Buononcini, Handel’s contemporary, was obliged 
to leave, England because of the disgrace he incurred 
by giving forth a madrigal by Lotti as his own. It 
is possible that Handel’s appropriations were allowed 
because he so greatly enriched what he stole. The 
madrigal of Lotti was reproduced by Buononcini 
without the alteration of a word or a note, while 
Handel always glorified any melody which he ap¬ 
propriated by treating it in a manner much greater 
than its original setting. 
Yet the appropriation of an entire melody can 
scarcely be apologized for on the same grounds as the 
use of another’s fugue subject, for the latter, in it¬ 
self, shows no great invention, and the restricted 
field of fugal subjects is threadbare, which is not 
the ease with melodies. It was well known in Eng¬ 
land that Handel thus “borrowed” melodies without 
acknowledgment, yet not even Handel’s enemies, dur¬ 
ing his lifetime, charged this against him, whence we 
may assume that it was not held as dishonorable. 
His own melodies, however, were often of the most 
beautiful type and generally superior to the tunes of 
Bach. They were not only beautiful but they were 
graphic and fitting to their subjects. Where* can a 
greater outburst of joy be found than in “Rejoice 
Greatly”? “He Was Despised”’is full of sobs and 
sorrow; “I Know that My Redeemer Liveth” is a 
portrayal of the most absolute surety and confidence. 
Wagner, in much later times, fought for the perfect 
interpretation of poetry by music, but in Handel we 
already find something of this union of the arts, 
and his tunes are gloriously united with their text. 
Handel Mannerisms. 
There are, however, some mannerisms in his mode 
of working up climaxes. If the reader will critically 
examine “The Messiah,” he will find that the com¬ 
poser almost invariably reaches his culmination, in 
great choruses, by a sudden retarding of the tempo. 
The sudden conclusion of a minor composition by 
a major cadence was very popular in Handel’s life¬ 
time. It is prominently present in many of Bach’s 
compositions. It is called “the tierce of Picardy.” 
One seldom finds this Picardy tierce in Handel, but 
one can find the opposite, a sudden change from major 
to minor, in the last measures of “All We Like Kheep,” 
and it gives a sublime effect to the whispered euding, 
which is in the adagio vein, above described. 
Whenever a pastoral effect was desired, Handel 
generally dropped into 12-8 rhythm. It was again one 
of his mannerisms, yet it is always effective, as may 
be seen in the “Pastoral Symphony,” “He Shall Feed 
His Flock,” and numerous other examples. 
One would wish to linger lovingly upon the many 
touches of genius displayed in “The Messiah,” but 
that is to be the subject of another article in this 
issue of The Etude, therefore we can sum up our 
estimate of the composer by admitting him less 
subtle than Bach, by confessing his plagiarisms of 
melodies, but also by asserting emphatically that he 
was the most dramatic, the most melodic, the most 
grandly orchestral composer of his time. 
THE etude 
The Instrumental Music of Handel 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS 
Til* attitude of Handel toward instrumental music 
U at first view a little disappointing when we re- 
membsi tint ha waa one <>f four great men of his 
period. Ilai'li. Kameau. Domenico Scarlatti and 
Handel were four giants in their way, each a com- 
jHMcr and player of rare iniiividuality. All alike 
were thoroughly schooled contrapuntists, capable of 
fuguing upon any subject, improvising fugues if de¬ 
sired, and of giving to the impromptu product many 
of the churuiM of their most finished work. Moreover, 
while all were great organists and fluent players upon 
the clavichord and harpsichord, perhaps Handel and 
Scarlatti were more fluent than cither of the other 
two, great us was the great Hitch. 
Vet there is a most singular difference in their at- 
titude tin'.,.id fust... ratuie. Scarlatti was 
trained from childhood in operatic composing, and in 
his father’s house he licaimc educated in what we 
now call the "old Italian art of singing,” which orig¬ 
inated with the elder Scarlatti. Handel began his 
career ns an operatic composer with a distinct suc¬ 
res*, at the age of about twenty, and an operatic 
composer he remained all his life—merely changing 
the ipiality of his libretti from seculnr to Biblical 
subjects, and calling the products of his Inter years 
oratorios. There is no especial difference between the 
Handel opera music anil his best oratorio music, 
beyond occasional flights of inspiration when n great 
text raised him above his own level, which was rather 
high for his times. Rameau did not immediately gain 
admittance to the theatre, but when he did so his 
successes were many and great, and we must count 
him among the operatic band. 
The distinguishing trait in the instrumental music 
of Bach is the innigkeit, the "inwardness,” the con¬ 
fidential note of most intimate unveiling of soul- 
states. Bach "compiled” his tonal ideals, we might 
»ay. From the organ he brought conceptions of 
massive grandeur and mighty polyphony; from the 
violin, conceptions of throbbing and pulsating melody, 
with an undercurrent of mystical counterpoint; aiid 
from the clavier, a conception of most sensitive fluc¬ 
tuation of tonal appeal, such as the harpsichord never 
afforded. All these sides of his musical nature come 
now and again into his clavier music; notably, for 
example, in the great "Chromatic Fantasie and 
I'Ugue." And above all, while Bach exercised himself 
in church compositions for voices to the full measure 
of his dramatic powers, this exercise was quite ns 
contemplative and subjective ns his instrumental 
imi»ie itself, since he had no capable church public 
to recognize the advanced lieauty of so many of his 
idea*. Thus Bach remained from first to last at his 
tiest in his instrumental works. 
Now Handel was in his lifetime and remains today 
the jicoples musician. Who that chanced to hear at 
the Boston Peace Jubilee the chorus of 10,000 singers 
with the great orchestra intone: “See. the Conquer 
mg Hero tomes,” when General Grant entered, the 
cannon giving the accents with no more force than 
the occasion seemed to demand, can forget the thrill’ 
I here is another point of view from which this same 
HnT'r.' ?""* m,t Plninl.v- 1-W example. 
n the Messiah, the chorus "All We lake Sheep 
Have Gone Astray,’ meanders in charmingly fluent 
counterpoint, two of the parts most of the time in 
thc ,,owinK "here each 
si I flock follows the Ml-wet her over the 
walls into pastures of dominant and subdominant bv 
turn, until we think Handel I,as gone astray as much 
arrTts h '°V h"t be,lol<1! he' suddenly 
. nnd with the words: ••Rut tho i *1 
,mth ,a?d llP°n ,,if« the iniquities of us all ” he takes 
."k- »«nin M 
strophic melody, mightily conceived. There is a 
glimpse of it in the chorus "For unto us a Child is 
born.” The incidents follow tiic approved lines of 
the period in counterpoint and mixed up responses; 
but when it comes to the nature of that Child, on 
the words: “Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God, 
the Everlasting Father,” fugue suddenly becomes too 
formal; he turns again to this language “under- 
standed of the people” (as the prayer-book has it), 
in tonal forms so simple as to invite, nay, to require, 
all the people to join; and the more they join, the 
grander the effect. This is dramatic art, and the art 
of a fine vocal writer as well. 
We will not find this sort of thing in the instru¬ 
mental music. His temperament demanded a public 
occasion. It was the wife of a despondent Presby¬ 
terian preacher who described the dominie as having 
been “set in the key of D minor, Andante moderato.” 
Now Handel seems to have been set in the key of 
A major, a good healthy key, and in tempo ordinario, 
a designation which meets us over and over again 
in his music. 
Handel’s music has been arranged, revised and 
added to by various composers, with greater or less 
success. Jt is possible that any of Handel’s music 
might receive additions of the kind that great inter¬ 
preters know how to give. We may imagine this from 
the universal appeal made by that modest little air 
which the late Theodore Thomas found somewhere in 
Handel’s Harpsichord. 
"Worthy i 
1 pages of 
, in. i " as that of the 
i the Messiah, where at the words: 
. 
he h!T, f mUS,C a"d transc,'il*d for orchestra, 
’V ' Lar90' a °f * thousand. Here 
question not of the "How much?” 
Imt of the "Hou-r; Thomas sang it ms Farinelli 
"light bale sung it. And how we all loved it! 
shown ns rPrCtati^ Can 'l0 f°r a HandeI a'r is 
shown us from a different standpoint bv Brahms’ 
handling o one of ,!,e simpU,t. ^ok first 7Z 
“SisELsrs 
pattern of his 
i figuration of 
>f quarters for 
I Ik* left hand. t0 ■'”’1 Hus affair, a tr'plet motion, 
fourth variation after 111'“ 'V'0 '0ft han<1 in the 
k’i'c the left hand m, equal cha iw' T, t,m<* to 
fifth variation which is merelvT COn,es the 
Brahms begins hv 1 ? f°r ordlna<7 players. 
Handel ga^ it Lmn"* 6 theme as 
«" -n»i 1. ,°r"' ”ml 
•” « ..h„ „««. 
variations are 1. 5 (in minor mode). 7 (a la trum¬ 
pet), 11 (very quiet and charming). 12 (with in¬ 
teresting vagueness of mode), 19 (a la Siciliano). and 
perhaps 25, if one has bravura enough. And in the 
omitted numbers are other wonderful unfoldings, all 
directly traceable to this noble Handelian root. 
Another example of variations for study is found 
in the third lesson, the Chaconne in G, played at 
about the rate of seventy-two for quarters. The 
variations are plain enough, although there arc no 
less than twenty-one of them; Nos. 9 and 10 are very 
artistic indeed. He is writing for three voices and 
in minor mode, and the work is musical to a high 
degree. 
Handel’s curious fluency Is shown by his sixty-two 
variations upon the Chaconne in G major, in the 
same book of lessons. The theme is a short 3-4 air, 
which occurs later on, in variation 4, in much 
simpler form; and in variation 8 in a form which 
might be called reduced to the lowest possible terms. 
Many useful exercises are afforded by these varia¬ 
tions, but the willingness of the master to content 
himself so long upon repetitions of the same har¬ 
mony, and get so little new out of it, can only be 
explained by the aid of uncomplimentary inferences 
as to the talent of the pupil—who probably was a 
princess or some grand young dame, such as still 
remain to us in boarding schools, now and then. If 
one were to add some of these to a Handel program 
I would advise Nos. 10, 12, 24 and 37, which intro¬ 
duce new motives, and as many others as fancied. 
The piece is of second grade difficulty. 
While discussing variations, we must not forget 
the famous “Harmonious Blacksmith” air and what 
Handel called "doubles,” meaning thereby different 
figurations upon the same melody and harmony. The 
term variation properly means more than this. In 
a double, such a thing as changing the mode and 
materially changing the natural expression of the 
theme could not occur. Other examples of these 
doubles are found in the Gavotte in G major in the 
14th Suite (Peters, No. 4b), where the gavotte in 
2-2, motion of quarters, is “doubled” later oh in 
motion of eighths, and again accelerated to triplets 
of eighths. It is a pleasing movement of no more 
than good fourth grade difficulty. 
The slow movements in Handel’s instrumental 
music are always sarabandes, chaconnes and menuets, 
the first being the standard slow form in his music. 
This form is always short, very serious, with a pulsa¬ 
tion close around 60 by the metronome (sometimes in 
half-note units, sometimes in quarters) and a good 
vocal illustration may be found in the famous con¬ 
tralto air: “Lascia ch’ io pianga," from “Rinaldo.” 
a piece which oeeurs in every contralto album of 
classical selections. 
In the sarabandes. the student will note the curious 
way the counterpoint has, now and then, of introduc¬ 
ing passing notes before rests, the resolution following 
later. The Sarabande i„ G minor, from the 7th 
Suite Peters. No. 4a). has this peculiarity, as also 
the tidls which Handel introduced to keep up the 
interest the melody where the harpsichord had 
not the necessary duration of vibration. This same 
has. f passaeaille or passacaglia, of strong 
, . , but of very unusual measure form, 
which is almost always 3-4, but here 4-4. This form 
was almost the same as the chaconne and sarabande, 
and almost hab.tually taken as basis for variations, 
the famous 
. organ passacaglia of Bach 
minor, where there are about twenty-fiv 
points to the 
llnnl b 3 °f subdom>nant. I„ his 
Handel remains conventional after the pat 
<imo. In the first variation he gives « fi, 
ground bass. One of the liest 
tes is that in the lltli Suite 
’ is in D minor, in chords, with 
noves contrapuntal ly at times, the 
■ impressive when well done, 
upon this suite, I will call attention 
of the sliort- 
sarabandes 
( Peters, No. 4b). 
a baas which m 
whole being very 
While we are 1. 
, vum 1 
/ ! <•%) which follows, ... _ 
halfUmS to8p0,fayhe His ^""8 ab°uta 
was verv "°'lRU,e’ at the rate of about 84. Handel 
creates , thl! glSue motion, and occasionally 
"igue in tbn iZe !,it>ces in >t. For instance, the 
„>gu< in the 9th Suite (Peters. No. 41.) 
Handel is remnrboKK. 1 . . ; • 
Bach Than. ' kl ' css ncI> 1,1 gavottes than is 
°Tverv'prKtv'one 
*.*£.*,as 
scribed bv Arth (tlle next best thing) tran- 
cle?e a^d Meal/00'6 (‘Schmidt)’ *** * a very Posing piece („0t difficult, fifth grade). 
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Dr. William Mason has transcribed a gavotte in G 
major; he calls it a "free transcription,” because in 
it he has illustrated his theory that in consequence of 
Handel’s always writing in double counterpoint of 
the tenth or twelfth, there is always a place in his 
music where the principal idea can be repeated in 
canon, sometimes a half measure later, sometimes a 
measure. So here, beginning in the 9th measure, the 
tenor imitates the soprano a half measure later; and 
later on, 13th and 14th measures, the imitation fol¬ 
lows a measure later. This is clever work, but one 
^’swallow” is too little to make a summer in contra¬ 
puntal rules. TI113 piece is fifth grade, rather high. 
For rapid movements by Handel we have in the 
suites almost exclusively the allemandes and tha 
courantes except the gigues, which invariably end 
them. The allemande was a French conception ol 
what the “German” ought to have been. It is a 
short form, generally of eight measures each half, 
in quarters, 4-4, with motions of half and quartei 
pulses, partly figuration, partly changes of harmony. 
The allemande therefore requires excellent polyphonic 
habits, and all are difficult to play so easily and 
fluently as to give the Handelian effect. The temps 
of the allemande is usually marked by editors at about 
72 to 84 for quarters, giving a velocity of close up ta 
300 to 400 notes per minute, which is quite fast 
enough for this kind of work. 
The other fast movement of semi-serious character 
was the courante, usually in 3-4, at about the rate oi 
72 for measures, or perhaps not quite so fast. In 
these, Handel often has some very delightfully-flow¬ 
ing counterpoint. Among the more available illus¬ 
trations I might refer to the Courante in G minor. 
9th Suite, where the movement might be as fast as 
144 for quarters; the real measure is a 6-4, two 
measures for one. In the 11th Suite there is a 
courante in 3-4 which goes at about the metronome 
rate of 96 for quarters. 
Closely allied to these in spirit is the famous 
Chaconne in F, which in place of being a slow move¬ 
ment, as the chaconne regularly was, is here to be 
taken at about the rate of nearly or quite 144 foi 
quarters. I advise the von Biilow edition because il 
adds marks of expression for contrast. It is a fluent 
and attractive piece. This chaconne is also from tho 
third lesson (Peters, No. 4c). It is developed at 
great length, occupying in the von Biilow edition seven 
pages (fourth or fifth grade). 
Pedagogically considered, the Handel instrumental 
music is available from the standpoint of the per¬ 
sonal representation of the composer and also as an 
attractive form of what is essentially contrapuntal 
playing. It is good, healthy music, never profound, 
but always music. 
There is yet another charming little piece which 
might well have found place in books of graded ma¬ 
terials. It is marked Allegro, and occurs in the 
14th Suite ("Peters, No. 4c). I would take it at 
about 96 for quarters, which is probably quite a bit 
slower than Handel intended by his 2-2 and Allegro. 
It is a fine study and a really tasteful little piece 
(easy third grade). 
I have not yet mentioned the famous “Fire” fugue 
in E minor, which opens the 4th Suite (Peters, No. 
4a). This name was given by some fanciful English¬ 
man who imagined in the three insistent quarters of 
the theme, the cry of “Fire! Fire! Fire! ” after 
which Handel runs away in sixteenths with chromatic 
suggestions. It is a fine fugue, one of his best. 
Difficult to play well (seventh or eighth grade, and 
wants plenty of practice). 
In all this instrumental music we must expect to 
miss what is now the universal note of pathos. In¬ 
strumental music was not yet developed. It gained 
appreciable headway only during the very latest years 
of Handel’s life, and became something like the artis¬ 
tic microcosm it now is, only when Haydn and Mozart 
had gone to their reward and the irrepressible Bee¬ 
thoven had done his work upon it. And we. in our 
turn, have inherited all this with the working of a 
full century of masters since. Hence the old-fash¬ 
ioned simplicity and the restricted range. We can¬ 
not turn back the wheels of time. We must give 
Handel his standpoint, for he was a truly great 
genius, a most commanding personality in music. 
And while his instrumental music is generally cut off 
the same piece as his oratorios and operas, the pieces, 
we must admit, are small—for the most part, samples. 
As samples, let us admire the texture of the fabric, 
the finish of the workmanship and the durability of 
the warp and woof—harmony and counterpoint of 
rare dignity and sterling quality. 
THE ETUDE 
APPRECIATION OF HANDEL. 
SELECTED BY W. J. BALTZELL. 
“Handel is the one man whom I should like to 
meet before I die; and were I not Bach, I would 
willingly be Handel.”—Bach. 
“And I would say the same,” said Mozart, with his 
habitual modesty, when he heard of Bach’s remark, 
“if I dared to put myself side by side with two such 
“Every musician should make a pilgrimage to 
London and kneel bareheaded at Handel's grave.” 
exclaimed the impulsive Beethoven. 
Handel knows better than any one of us what is 
capable of producing a great effect. When he chooses 
he can strike like a thunderbolt.—Mozart. 
Haydn called Handel “the father of all the com¬ 
posers.” 
Domenico Scarlatti is reported to have said that 
he had not imagined that it was possible for any 
man to have played the organ as Handel did. 
Handel possessed an inexhaustible fund of melody 
of the noblest order; an almost unequaled command 
of musical expression; perfect power over all the 
resources of his science; the faculty of wielding 
huge masses of tone with perfect ease and felicity; 
and he was without rival in the sublimity of ideas. 
The unanimous verdict of the musical world is that 
no one has ever equaled him in completeness, range 
of effect, elevation and variety of conception and sub¬ 
limity in the treatment of sacred music.—Ferris. 
The examples of this [oratorio] form of writing 
which Handel has left us have gained for him the 
same preeminence in oratorio composition which Mo- 
"zart holds with the opera or Beethoven and Haydn 
with the symphony. In them, too, can be seen, far 
more clearly than in his operas, the enormous extent 
of his learning, his vast perceptive powers and the 
extraordinary ingenuity which he brings to bear upon 
From the Overture to “The Messiah.” 
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his art. This is especially discernible in the grand 
and massive choruses which move so pompously 
through these works. The resources of counterpoint 
are taxed to their very utmost.—Crowest. 
Handel stands preeminent in his art as a master 
of choral writing, and his works in their time ex¬ 
ercised a greater influence upon English music than 
those of any other composer. Some of the noblest who 
followed in his path have been the warmest in the 
admiration of his genius.—Sharp. 
If it be said, and it must be admitted, that many 
of Handel’s compositions were formed in haste and 
without any attention to those critical moments in 
which the powers of genius are at their spring-tide, 
it is no less true that there are others which must 
be supposed to have been produced under the in¬ 
fluence of the strongest enthusiasm, when the bright¬ 
est illuminations irradiated his fancy, and he himself 
felt all that rapture which he meant to excite in 
others. . . . Until they were taught by Handel, 
none were aware of that dignity and grandeur of 
sentiment which music is capable of conveying or 
that there is a sublime in music, as there is in poetry. 
—Hawkins. 
In his music we find the height of sublimity and 
grandeur, together with the perfection of sweetness 
and tenderness; the beauties of extreme simplicity 
and those of marvelous learning and intellectual 
power.—Whittin gham. 
Other oratorios may be compared one with another; 
the “Messiah” stands alone, a majestic monument to 
the memory of the composer, an imperishable record 
of the noblest sentiments of human nature and the 
highest aspirations of man.—Upton. 
Handel’s peculiar merit was his breadth of writing. 
He understood, better than anyone who ever lived, 
how to contrast simplicity with complexity. Much 
has, been said of his obtaining grandest effects by 
simplest means. It will be found upon analysis that 
the efl'ects are produced by the sudden introduction of 
simplicity into passages of complexity. In general, 
he retained the forms and style of the late 17th cen¬ 
tury, and the melodic dialect of A. Scarlatti; but in 
orchestration he was decidedly in advance of his age. 
—Davey. 
Not in the rigid forms of purely church music, 
neither in the empty, superficial forms of the opera 
of his days, but in a noble, universal, human ex¬ 
pression [the oratorio] lay the mission alloted to his 
exceptional genius to fulfil.—Ritter. 
Bach remained German in art and exclusively 
national, while Handel enlarged his confines, and while 
preserving his own physiognomy, he learned and per¬ 
fected himself at the school of the Italians. Bach 
is more profound and complicated than Handel; the 
latter uses simpler and clearer means. The first is 
more accurate in detail, while the second draws more 
broadly.—Untersteiner. 
Strongly marked rhythms, fluent melody and power¬ 
ful climaxes are among the easily discernible elements 
of the greatness of Handel’s choruses, but the deeper 
secret of their power is their admirable adaptation 
of old means to the promptings of a new spirit^ 
Handel never forgot his public, however, and it is 
largely because he kept always before him the neces¬ 
sity of achieving his artistic purposes with attrac¬ 
tive means that his “Messiah” continues to be popular. 
The fundamental elements of popularity in music do 
not change radically, after all, and hence Handel’s 
music holds its own in the absence from the oratorio 
of anything of a more influential nature.-—Henderson. 
Those effects of genuine grandeur, simple dignity 
and cosmic power which mark his culmination as 
one of the great eras of art.—Parry. 
The innate grandeur of Handel’s oratorios has, 
hitherto, defied all attempts either at rivalry or 
imitation; and we may safely predict that, to the 
end of time, the “Messiah” and “Israel in Egypt” 
will command as deep a reverence as that which they 
have never ceased to enjoy since the day of their 
production.—Rockstro. 
For the amateur who enjoys the sensations of music 
without troubling himself further, the choice be¬ 
tween Bach and Handel is easy. He will select the 
latter; not so with the historian. If the prodigious 
richness of Handel, his dramatic ardor, the majesty 
of his style, majesty without coldness, carried even 
to a lyricism of the sublimest quality draws us to 
him, the severity, the perfection of the form of Bach, 
the strength of his harmony, the originality of his 
orchestration and of his melodic ideas, the inex¬ 
pressible grandeur which characterizes all his works 
obliges us to stand before him and contemplate him 
with admiration.—Lavoix. 
Handel represents the union of the two spheres of 
art, the sacred and secular, which had been separated 
for 150 years. His works were, as Chrysander has 
most clearly indicated, not a true ecclesiastical music. 
—Keller. 
In Handel, artist and man formed a complete unity 
but of such a nature that it was not the artist in him 
that shaped and conditioned his human existence, but 
the reverse. The artist in him was the servant or 
was the best form of expression for his whole human 
impulse to activity.—Storck. 
Handel’s mastery of counterpoint was equalled by 
no one of his time except J. S. Bach, and he was 
able also to impart a variety of expression entirely 
suited to the needs of his oratorio subjects.—Dickia- 
fc&nc- 
Handel’s Signature. 
Handel’s influence over the men who were his con¬ 
temporaries was great; yet he founded no school. 
All his works were performed as soon as they were 
written; and, thanks to the constant opportunity 
thus afforded to him of comparing his conceptions 
with their realization, his growth of mind was such 
that he surpassed himself more rapidly than he in- 
llueneed others. That which is imitable in his work 
is simply the result of certain forms of expression 
that lie used liecnuse he found them ready to liis 
hand: that which is his own is inimitable. His 
oratorios are, in their own style, as unapproached 
now as ever: he seems to have exhausted what art 
can do in this direction; but he has not swayed the 
minds of modern composers as Bach has done.— 
Marshall. 
i4 THE ETUDE 
HANDEL’S ORATORIOS TODAY 
By F. W. WODELL 
Works by Modern Composers. 
In the product of modern French writers of oratorio 
there appears to be a lack of works of sufficient dig- 
nity, strength and beauty to secure enduring popular¬ 
ity among German and Anglo-Saxon peoples. Gou- 1 
Of about n score of "English” oratorios, written by “Israel in Egypt” 
Handel, beginning with "Esther" (1720) and closing jg preeminently a choral oratorio. There are a few 
»ith the •Triumph of Time and Truth” (1767), the solos, and three duets, one of which, “The Lord is a 
•'Judas Maccabaeus” and Ifnn ..f War •• is cnmffHmne Qiinnr W ttio mon nf tllo 
a i s  
nod’s “Redemption” and “Mors et Vita” are not works 
of the highest type. The music of C£sar Franck (com- ■: 
poser of “Redemption,” "Ruth” and “The Beati¬ 
tudes”) is, however, gaining recognition. The last- 
named work has had several performances in America, ] 
and called forth high praise from well-informed crit¬ 
ics. In Horatio Parker, America has produced r 
composer of oratorio who is counted worthy, ’ ’ * 
Man of ar,” is so eti es sung by the en of the 
chorus. The greater part of the oratorio is made up 
of double choruses. Well-known numbers are: “He 
Gave them Hailstones for Rain,” and “He Sent a JMJ__ _ _ . _ . ... 
Thick Darkness.” In this work, Handel places chorus best choral numbers, to rank with the old masters, 
after chorus and piles strength upon strength, making Some of his choral work has been received with praise 
ion and production an imposing climax in the final double chorus: “Sing by English and German critics, as well as by our own 
ctical man, writing for the Ye to the Ixird, for He Hath Triumphed Gloriously.” people. His "Hora Novissiraa” is especially effective 
d Scripture texts and Indeed, Handel’s choral writing is a source of wonder in its choral parts. England has been prolific of 
writers of oratorio. An interesting work by a mod- 
— English writer ir A ° vr—1 ‘■'r” - 
“Israel in Egypt” arc today practically the only ones 
known to the public who attend choral performances. 
Handel was for many years a composer of operas. 
In his later year, after serious losses as operatic 
composer and manager, ho quitted that field and de¬ 
voted his attention to the composition and production 
of oratorios. As a practical man, writing for the 
0\k'n ‘^ *P . exts i* i mi cu ii u i n i i a ...  |_ . ...p PHHH
1,1? Fn7?i. 7777 7?? ° T' ,hiHt°°' ,7 nn<* delight alike to the music-loving amateur and writer ¬
i'll 7,,^ 7 r ‘’^7 T > r ' (° 11,0 professional In the hands of lesser cm li rit r is . C. Mackenzie’s “The Rose of 
as in the’Italian opera, to a idaVof SS imisZ!’ ^ 17 contrapuntal nnd fu"al st-vle of composition Sharon,” which is a setting of the Biblical drama 
h P° • too often results in uninteresting, academic music. “The Song of Solomon,” and is sometimes presented 
“Samson.” "ith Ilande], his wonderful mastery of counterpoint by English societies. It contains uumliors for solo 
The text of “Samson" is taken chieflv from Ytiltnn1* and 7gue| combines with that practically indefinable voices which possess the smoothness and vocal char- 
".salm Alnisb"land^^ “ *?in8” to produce a^er of the best writing of the Italian school, to- 
choral music, armroDriatelv exnressivp in char. 1. , + i. „„,i ... . . 
Samson goni t.* ” and nresenU in three nnrts the f t if , vn as. ge",us tunc' ete
tory of Samson’s exisrienoes (blind and a ^active l *7 Ch0ral mm\C’ aPPJ°Prlately expressive in char- gether with strength and genuine interest. A solo 
mong the I’liilist ini'i. over whom he finally triumnhs 77’ T7 ®“der8t.?od’ !.>ossf‘sslng J™nkness, direct- for soprano. “The Lord is My Shepherd.” is the best 
y bringing down the pillars of their temple and cn- strength’ often rls,ng to s“Wimity. setting of those works for one voice known to the 
oolong them with himself in the ruins. This nn. Comparison of the “Messiah” uHth writer. There are also some effective numliers for 
do n t e illars f t eir te le a  
lit i l i t mi . i c 
torio includes some of the finest choruses ever penned. 
'I here is tlio brilliant “Awake the Trumpet’s Lofty 
Sound,’’ sung by the priests anil the Philistines to 
their god Dngmi: the majestic “Then Round about 
the Starry rhrone”; Hie stately, descriptive, double 
chorus for Delilah and her virgins, and the Israelites, 
“Iixed in His Everlasting Neat,” and the thrilling 
concluding chorus, frequently used as n concert num¬ 
ber, “I-ct their Celestial Concerts all Unite.” Of the 
r°*h *7’ j 7 p*thot,° air "TotaI Eclipse,” allotted 
to the blind Samson, and the tremendous appeal of 
. nms.hi: “Why Does the God of Israel Sleep? ” have 
»en much used by tenors ns progrnm numbers. “Let 
the Hright Seraphim” is a brilliant number for so- 
prano. The recitative and aria, “Thy Glorious 
and the arm. “Honor nnd Arms,” afford two 
i xre lent numbers for the concert baritone. A more 
suave yet interesting number is that for Miuioah. 
"ams<>n s father: “How Willing My Paternal Love.” 
no duet for Hoinson (tenor) and the giant Hnrapha 
(boss), -Go, Rutiled Coward,” has been us,si in con- 
«rt with good effect. The contralto solo, "Return, 
o God of Hosts," followed by a chorus for mixed 
voice* with contralto obligato solo, “To Death His 
£io7i V;.1;1 Tre"wl;"nwy 1x1 uswi a «»■<** 
i,h itR effectiveness will lie en- 
program !7f"lm7777rt| 7 upon °>e 
l.y tile M. ssen ‘ .r7» ,l , T*'1"* "P to tl"’ 8in«>ng y f Me etip.er of the selection Return, etc.” 
Comparison of the “ essiah” with Other Oratorios. Viter’ T,7? 7° als° SOme e,rpctive numlK-rs for 
The “Messiah” , , , , ,, chorus, which have been published separatelv for 
i“° We8siah 18 the Jnost popular of Handel’s -Weh „«* p-»n>.. ju ‘ .... “Messiah” is the .most popular of andel’s 
oratorios, and is performed annually in scores of church use. Since Purcell’s time, however, there has been no English composer whose work has attracted 
so much attention and evoked such warm praise as 
that of Edward Elgar, the composer of the “Dream 
of Gerontiys.” 
w||iii 
“Judas Maccabaeus” 
deal* with the revolt of the , ... 
Syrian *1- ? Je"8 a«««nst their 
id,,latro3777;f 7‘r, rU*gl<‘* with ,he luitad and 
nn 1 t7'r hnal v“'tor-v' celebration of peace 
ceremony of national thanksgiving The ne.- 
'^^berik Jodi, tlilZ 
Handel. 
Engraved by Dubois, from a portrait 
by Mad. Clement. 
wSnr77nnd H •Ur7es “ Eur°Pe and America 
. .. '41, within the space of twenty-four day: 
id first performed in aid of charity ' . ' lender who first incites his ecu 7^777 '“*7 nn<‘ • fir8t rf°r e< 
T£'t■£££ oratorio "Sound 
”Fallen0is the Fw^TTi 27 includin« in II h the t(H. (celebrating the first victory of 
-oeir , 
Repertoires of Two Prominent Boston Societies. 
During the last ten years, the Handel and Haydn 
Society of Boston, one of the representative and best- 
equipped oratorio societies of this country (Mr. E. 
Wollenhauer is now conductor), has sung the “Mes¬ 
siah” oftener than any other work. The “Judas Mac¬ 
cabaeus,” “Israel in Egypt,” “St. Matthew Passion,” 
“Creation.” “Elijah,” “St. Paul,” “Redemption,” 
Hora Novissima” (Horatio Parker), “Requiem” 
(Verdi), “Paradise Lost” (Dubois), and “Raphael” 
(\olbach), with the “Messiah,” practically make up 
the list of works given during the period named. 
The Cecilia, of Boston (Mr. B. J. Lang, conductor), 
with a smaller number of voices, is most enterprising 
in the production of new works, or works not com¬ 
monly given. This choir is composed of exceptionally 
good vocal material—trained voices and musicianly 
smgers-and can thus cope with works the difficulties 
ot which for the chorus strongly militate against their 
general and frequent use. Brahms’ German “Requiem” 
ISMone *1such’ and Dvorak’s “Stabat Mater” is an- 
o er. This Society has brought forward such mod- 
?7n!n <!.,71CUlt W0,ks as “St- ^ancis of Assisi” 
tonW’MTfT'T ,<Berli°ZK “T^mul of St. Chris- 
topher (H. W Parker), “Phoenix Expirans” (G. W. 
“Stahltkl; .7fanS%Uration of Christ” (Perosi), 
Stabat Mater and "Te Deum” (late works of 
Verdi), and Dream of Gcrontius” (Elgar) It an- 
,r7 7 ln T°rnthP f!,,'eSent 6eason a Pcrfonnance of the treat favor. Grand Te Deum” of Anton Bruckner. 
■ ....... iuiseu in hostile criticism- the andels Works Suited to Average Conditions. 
it'inferior °ne " riter has declared H^del° ^TT P°PU,a.rity of tha oratorios by 
composers The f 7 oratori°8 b.v certain modern be siur^sterl t) 7 part,cularl.V named, it may 
"S’ ‘he “Messiah” ** ^ ^ ^ 
to do with it rw?:7*Cho.rU8may have something the Israelites n........... Z7? *“ r**ra»* 
ra tosl sn* r ^ 
their patrons, particle 7°ral socleties and 
choruses ik the'w^kr which 7 the grandest 
stirring events of l*art II nf fiT** rec'tal of the 
and'the 
".* Liie renearsais 
Of Other’oraterios"6^?3*117 7 p,epare a Performance 
is more difficult in the 77 °f Wh.,0h for tl,e chorus 
or verv much e niatters of interval and style, 
presentation is not „7 * P ,mpre9s,on even when the 
nical excellence. lh* °l Ty high. grade of tech‘ 
Hero CoJ,”, UZ 51 ^ the ConnWr«,7 Mendel-ohn S “Hymn writers. It mav FL? by othe, 
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_ tand a roughness of treatment 
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nevertheless has its own charm of melody and ex¬ 
pressiveness, and offers opportunities for the display 
of the highest type of vocal virtuosity and inter¬ 
pretative power. It takes a vocalist of good voice, 
thorough technical command of his or her resources, 
and a high grade of interpretative power to do justice 
to the pathos of “Comfort Ye” and “He Was De¬ 
spised,” the joyful brilliancy of “Rejoice Greatly,” 
the broad legato and religious fervor of “I Know that 
My Redeemer Liveth,” the fire, dash and fluency of 
“Thou Shalt Break Them” and “Why Do the Nations,” 
all from the “Messiah”; and the same may be said of 
many of the solo parts of the other works. 
The “Messiah.” 
If we judge of popularity from the number of per¬ 
formances, the “Messiah” is more highly esteemed 
by the public than all the others of Handel’s ora¬ 
torios put together. One of the reasons for this lies 
in the nature of the text. The story of the birth, 
life, passion and resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ 
has a particularly deep and abiding interest for Eng¬ 
lish-speaking peoples. This text and Handel’s strong, 
expressive music thereto make a powerful appeal to 
large numbers among our population. 
The “Messiah” was not written for church per¬ 
formance. Indeed, it was first given in a music hall, 
though it is called “sacred” music, and quite prop¬ 
erly considered appropriate for performance in cathe¬ 
dral or chureh, as well as in the concert room. The 
conventional style of delivery of “sacred music” is 
such as to do injustice to the “Messiah.” To some 
conductors and singers the “true oratorio style” means 
a dead level of mechanical dulness. It is instructive 
to note that the revolt of certain solo singers against 
this idea brings them to the other extreme; in the 
attempt to sing with expressiveness tempos are 
dragged, the portamento, or slurring or smearing 
is freely indulged in, and what is intended for pathos 
becomes sickly sentimentality. The music of the 
“Messiah” is the expression of a manly, honest, frank, 
emotional, devout soul, engaged in the contemplation 
of the greatest subject which can occupy the mind 
and heart of man. It is, therefore, not to be treated 
theatrically. The true oratorio style is fundamentally 
one of dignity, nobility and honesty, without affecta¬ 
tion, trickery or vanity. Within-its limits there is 
scope for great variety of individual and collective 
expression. On this point suggestive illustrations 
from the “Messiah” are given in the writer’s work, 
“Choir and Chorus Conducting.” The oratorio should 
be delivered with appropriate variations of tempo, 
force and emotional color: this applies as well to the 
choruses as to the solos. 
Notwithstanding certain difficulties arising from the 
essential nature of the music in these oratorios, such, 
for instance, as the very long florid passages, it is, 
nevertheless, eminently music for the singer: the in¬ 
tervals are vocal, not instrumental. If a voice has 
had a certain amount of training, the study of the 
solos of Handel’s works (supposing them to be prop¬ 
erly chosen for the class of voice) is of great benefit 
in increasing freedom and command of tone. This is 
true also with regard to the choruses. In these, as 
much fluency and breadth are required of the alto, 
tenor and bass divisions as are asked of the sopranos. 
When the “Messiah” was first given in Dublin, the 
chorus numbered about fourteen men and six boys. 
One might think that Handel’s original choir could 
hardly have done justice to the music. It must, 
however, be remembered that Handel was a strict, 
exacting drill master, who thoroughly knew what he 
was about when dealing with singers. The probability 
is that his twenty voices were superior in sonority to 
many times their number of the type of chorus singer 
ordinarily to be found in the ranks of oratorio so¬ 
cieties. Moreover, it is questionable whether the in¬ 
crease of numbers in the deliverance of these choral 
works does not oftentimes do more harm than good. 
Beyond a certain number, having a relation to the 
size and acoustic properties of the auditorium and 
the character of the music, the addition of still other 
singers is of little value with regard to breadth and 
sonority, while such additions add considerably to 
the unwieldiness of the choral force, and multiply the 
danger of a lack of crispness in attack and release, 
of clearness and smoothness in the runs, and of that 
elasticity which is so valuable an element of choral 
•interpretation. It is not sufficient to deliver this 
music with attention only to the broadest effects. 
Full justice cannot be done to it unless the chorus 
is of such number and technical ability as render it 
responsive to the commands of the conductor for the 
finer and higher types of expressive delivery. 
TflE ETUDE 
HANDEL MISCELLANY. 
BT W. F. GATES. 
A man may be said to have several personalities 
in his time. His individuality changes as he pro¬ 
gresses from youth to old age, but it is the mature 
man who is known best to the generations which fol¬ 
low him. Handel, as known to the world, is the 
older Handel—the pompous, the domineering, the 
gourmand. But there is much interest in the Handel 
of younger age, even the child showing something of 
the traits which in their development made him the 
man who conquered all enemies and all circumstances, 
save blindness and death. 
How Handel the Boy Won His Way. 
Young George’s love for music manifested itself 
early, much to the father’s disgust. He was kept out 
of school, as music was taught there; he was for¬ 
bidden to hear or play any musical instruments, or to 
enter a house where there were instruments. But the 
lad had a spirit of his own and an aspiration that 
would not be downed. So we find the boy of seven 
lugging a little clavichord, perhaps two feet long, 
into the garret and there teaching himself to play. 
Soon the father started on a trip to court, forty 
miles away. The boy ran after the chaise a long dis¬ 
tance and when the father discovered him it was too 
far from home to send him back; so he was taken 
in and carried to Weissenfels. While the father was 
about his duties, the lad got into the chapel and upon 
the organ bench and was soon pouring out his little' 
soul in melody, to the astonishment of all who heard 
him. The duke himself heard the playing and had 
both father and son before him. He learned of the 
lad’s talent and privations and at once insisted that 
the father give young George opportunity to make 
the most of his genius. After this official berating, 
the father placed the boy under good instructors. 
How Handel Disciplined a Singee. 
Handel went strongly into operatic ventures, not 
only in composition but in management. He was the 
Grau or Mapleson of the period, and had his own 
troubles with his song-birds. Cuzzoni insisted on 
singing his arias to suit herself and mangling Han¬ 
del’s notation. This was not to be tolerated and the 
composer rushed onto the stage and caught her by 
the arms, exclaiming: “Madame, I know you are a 
ferry defil, but I will show you dat I am Beelzebub, ze 
prince of ze defils.” The singer submitted. 
Handel as a Gourmand. 
Handel preceded Wagner in the matter of being 
ridiculed and lampooned and caricatured. His self- 
reliant and intolerant nature carried him over many 
pitfalls and brought him many successes, but it also 
made him many enemies. These attacked him in every 
way. One of them was invited by Handel to dine, 
but Handel left him to enjoy his meal alone and the 
guest later espied his host in another1 room, writing, 
and surrounded with a lavish menu of fruit and wine. 
The visitor, an artist, went home and drew a cartoon 
of Handel in the form of a fat hog, seated on a beer 
barrel to which are attached a ham and a fowl, while 
the floor is strewn with other eatables. 
Anent Handel’s fondness and enormous capacity for 
the good things of the table, tradition says that on 
one occasion, when dining at a tavern, lie ordered 
dinner for three, and getting impatient, asked why it 
was not brought up. The landlord said he was wait¬ 
ing for the company. “I am the company,” said 
Handel; “bring up the dinner prestissimo.” 
Handel’s Temperament. 
Though a choleric German, Handel was not without 
a strong streak of humor in his make-up. In fact, his 
sense of humor was more enjoyable than his English, 
which never got past its Teutonic heaviness—as 
evinced in the following: A singer once charged him 
with playing a poor accompaniment and declared that 
if "Handel did not accompany better, he should jump 
down on the harpsichord and smash it. Handel im¬ 
mediately responded: “Led me know ven you vill 
do dod und 1 vill adverdise id. I am sure more beebles 
vill come to see you shump as to hear you sing! ” 
Handel had little sympathy with the modern idea 
that music is simply a vehicle for words and should 
be made subordinate to the text. Once, a Dr. Mor¬ 
rell, who wrote a number of his librettos, ventured 
to give the crusty composer a hint as to what kind of 
music should go to certain words. 
“Vat,” exclaimed Handel, “Vat! You deach me 
music? My music ish goot music. Damn your vorts! 
Here, here are mine ideas; you go unt make vorts 
to dem! ” 
Although naturally impatient of ignorant comment, 
Handel was never offended by intelligent criticism, 
even when adverse. One evening, while he was 
strolling in Marylebone Gardens with Rev. J. Fon- 
tayne, a musical amateur, a new piece was struck 
up by the band. “Come, Mr. Fontayne,” said Handel, 
“let us sit down and listen to this piece. I want to 
know your opinion of it.” Down they sat; and after 
some time the old parson, turning to his companion, 
said: “It is not worth listening to—it is very poor 
stuff.” “You are right,” replied Handel, “it is very 
poor stuff. I thought so myself when I had finished 
it.” The old gentleman, taken by surprise, was be¬ 
ginning to apologize, but Handel assured him there 
was no necessity, that the music was really bad, 
having been composed hastily. 
Handel as a Player. 
The appreciation which the higher and more cul¬ 
tivated classes showed for Handel’s genius was equally 
shown by the people at large. On one occasion he 
asked the organist of a village church to let him 
play the people out after the service. But no sooner 
had he begun than the whole congregation, instead of 
leaving the church, stopped and eagerly listened to 
Handel’s performance. “No,” said the old organist, 
at last, “that won’t do; let me come; your playing 
will not make the people go.” 
As a performer, Handel was one of the first of his 
time. He was a master in violin playing, so his 
biographers tell us, though little is thought of that 
side of his ability nowadays. He was still greater 
as an organist and harpsichordist. While in Italy 
he was held to be the equal of Scarlatti on the latter 
instrument and to be the greatest organist then in 
that country. At a masked ball he once sat down 
to a harpsichord and improvised. Scarlatti wandered 
in, and hearing the performance, ejaculated: “It -s 
either the Saxon or the Devil,” and this was when 
Handel was but twenty-one. 
A Verse on Handel. 
One of the most notable musical competitions of all 
history was that of Handel and Buononcini, in 1720. 
The latter was an Italian who had been invited to 
London give prestige to the Royal Academy of 
Music, of which Handel was the head. King George I, 
Handel’s patron, was unpopular with the English no¬ 
bility and for that reason they patronized the new¬ 
comer. After much rivalry between the two, it was 
arranged that Handel. Buononcini and Ariosti should 
hold a triangular competition, each composing an 
overture and an act of an opera. In this peculiar 
competition, Handel was almost unanimously awarded 
the victory. From it came that much-quoted verse 
on the rivalry: 
Some say, compared to Buononcini 
That Mynheer Handel’s but a Ninny; 
Others aver that he to Handel 
Is scarcely fit to hold a Candle; 
Strange all this Difference should be 
’Twixt Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-dee! ” 
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THE ETUDE 
THE EDUCATION OF THE MASTERS 
SCHUBERT 
Like Mozart, Schubert is commonly supposed to 
have had a mind fur music und nothing else. In The 
Etc DC (or October, however, 1 presented documentary 
evidence indicating tlmt Mozart might have made his 
mark in other brunches of intellectual activity hud 
nut music absorbed every minute of his time till he 
succumbed to the struggle for existence. In the 
present number 1 wish to show that .Schubert, also, 
was a man with u more varied mentality than he 
usually gets credit for. 
HIs School Education 
Although the school in which Franz Schubert was 
placed when he was nearly twelve years old was a 
so-called "Convict," at which choristers were eduenteu 
for the court cha|M'l in Vienna, it was by no means 
simply a school of music, instruction was given also 
in writing, drawing, mathematics, geography, history, 
poetry, Italian and French; and Kranz, as a matter 
of course, had to take all these courses. When his 
voice broke, in 181.1, and lie was of no further use to 
the Imperial Choir, he had an opportunity to devote 
himself to the higher classieul studies. This,, how¬ 
ever, did not tempt him. Is'cause of his growing predi¬ 
lection for music. Jie spent a term at a normal 
school, in order to qualify as teacher, and then, for 
three years, he assisted his father in teaching the 
elementary branches in a suburban school. These 
yeurs of drudgery must have seemed to him inter¬ 
minable, for teaching—even music teaching—was not 
what nature had intended him for. Finally he 
realized that for n flsli the only natural element is 
water; so he left tho school and thenceforth devoted 
himself to music. 
Schubertiaden 
Not entirely, however, lie was fond of good com¬ 
pany, and spent much of his time with his friends. 
These friends were by no means all musicians; there 
were among them officials, poets, artists, philosophers, 
men of brains and character. not n few of whom won* 
or became famous in their vocation*. Yet Schubert 
dominated this intellectual circle so completely that 
he meeting soon came to I* called A*ubertiaden. 
U",e occasions he used to piny his new eomposi- 
tions hut ns no one suspected at that time that he 
was one of the immortal masters, this alone could 
not have explained his leadership. Scholar wrote 
afterward* that “the intellectual enjoyments of these 
jwnes no participator can ever forget so long as he 
lives ; and Schubert, we may Is- sure, did not hide 
;im,pr “ bu?w- I>o 'VU, particular too! 
as to the men who joined in the Schubert in,I, n, and 
to Cr KT *•“ nrr,arriVnl 1,“ PromPt,y "anted to mum Kann er was! (Does he know anything!) 
Schubert’s Literary Tastes 
For a time Schubert also belonged to n social union 
at which Homer and other authors were re ? 
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By HENRY T. FINCH. 
Schubert’s Musical Education 
('oncoming the musical education of Schubert, three 
tilings are of special interest. Like Mozart, lie seemed 
to know most things before they were taught him. 
“The lad has harmony at his fingers’ ends,” said one 
of his teachers, while another, the famous Salieri, 
exclaimed; “He can do everything; he is a genius.” 
Yet he worked hard at his lessons. But his best les¬ 
sons were those he got through playing chamber- 
music at home and orchestral music in the “Convict.” 
This is the second point. The third illustrates his 
modesty. Up to the end of his life his friends kept 
nagging him about his alleged ignorance of counter¬ 
point. As a matter of fact, there is much admirably 
melodious counterpoint in his works—his songs and 
particularly his orchestral and chamber-music; but 
with characteristic meekness he believed his friends 
and made arrangements, only a few weeks Before his 
death, to take lessons in counterpoint of Sechter! 
It is one of the most comic and, at the same time, 
pathetic incidents in the history of music. 
WEBER 
Weber’s Environment as a Child 
It is not a mere coincidence that Germany’s two 
greatest dramatic composers of the 19th century, 
Weber and Wagner, belonged to theatrical families! 
Karly association with the doings behind the curtain 
taught them “how the wheels go round”; and when 
they subsequently composed their operas, this knowl¬ 
edge of stage routine was of inestimable value to 
them. Carl Maria von Weber’s father was the man¬ 
ager of a traveling opera company of which his 
children were members. Thus it came about that the 
young Carl breathed the atmosphere of the theatre 
trom Ins childhood; the stage was his playground, 
the children of actors his playmates, and instead of 
playing tag, they played theatre. 
To be sure, this was not the only kind of education 
eher received. His father was extremely anxious 
hat one of I,is sons should he a wonder-child, like 
Mozart (to whom the Webers were related bv mar- 
riage). Carl inspired him with hopes in tins diree- 
.on but the boy proved anything hut precocious, 
hte day, his elder brother Fridolin, in giving him a 
h'e tit’ hTh"" I*” <‘X?'TltPd at his laek of «•<•>! that he I t his hand* will, the violin how and exclaimed: 
-in. you may become anything else you please but 
a musician you will never he! ” 1 
The father, who was a self-taught musician (he 
as a virtuoso on the viola and the double-bass) made 
the m,s nke of not appreciating the value of strict 
‘ ,n8truct,on- Discouraged by Carl’s unsue 
C -f-.l rtlorts to “dance before he could walk ”Tto 
potr clrl ctullT WUh and eWing; but 
recognized the necessity of beginnine at thet d W'° 
This was Heuschkel , S at tl,e beginning. 
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private lessons, Vallesi admitted him to his Acad¬ 
emy, where the young man soon distinguished him¬ 
self both as singer and player. 
In 1802, he accompanied his father on a trip to 
Leipzig, where he spent most of his time in collecting . 
and studying theoretical works. Unhappily, he adds 
a Doctor Mcdicmae discussed musical theory with 
him and kept asking him ichy such and such rules ! 
were enforced; which plunged him “into a sea of 
doubts.” But in all probability this attitude not 
only advanced his education hut encouraged him in I 
his commendable tendency toward slighting conven¬ 
tional rules when they interfered with the natural 1 
expression of his romantic ideas. 
With the Abbe Vogler 
A deep impression was made on Weber’s growing ] 
mind by the Abbe Vogler, whose acquaintance lie 
made in 1803. Vogler also had an aversion to 
pedantic rules of which no one knew the "why,” and 
his influence confirmed Weber in his independent at¬ 
titude. At the same time, Vogler was by no means 
an iconoclast; he fully appreciated the value of the 
works of the great masters. Weber writes: 
“Following Vogler’s advice, I gave up—though 1 
it was a great privation—working at great sub¬ 
jects, and for nearly two years devoted myself i 
to the diligent study of the most diverse works 
of the great composers, whose method of construe- 
tion, treatment of ideas and use of nie-ms we ] 
analyzed together, while I separately’ made I 
studies after them and endeavored to clear up 
the different points in my mind.” r 
t0 sa>' that merely to associate 
Voil if/f Tv T t0 takin" « high-school course. 
a vonthd df "0t fa/ t0 866 Bt 0nce that hi3 P«Pil was J 
a jouth of exceptional gifts. One of the most help¬ 
ful tasks he set Weber was that of assisting in 
elaborating the details of an opera he was com¬ 
posing at the time (“Samori”); it was excellent j 
practice, too, for the student to arrange the scTre o 
this opera for pianoforte. 
First Professional Position 
WeW’sr8ldlTtashaVe aIi° had °PPortunity to test I 
Iiearsals S « a conduetor-probably at the re- I 
fident of A 10n = at an-V rate, he was so con- 1 
sssas 
Vienna w-i* J' s i !"" a Ka-V and happy life in 1 
but after some he T oatI‘ *° acoePt tliis position; fl 
went to fill his Tew no"; Jigned the co,,tract alld ! 
to the move in hi 1 ^ makes this reference I 
call to the direct - u autol»iographic sketch: “A 
I 
of Vogler. at Dn -m t. i* nCf Ino,e under the influence 
through the works hi ’ ' m'T th° aged ,naster went 11 
wTlso trff the PUPThadcomP°8ed’ Meyer- 
Vogler, wh^to excS ,ra1e^beC°rae a P*1^1 °f 
had been obliged to nTo, ater years: ‘ 0h. it 1 ! 
educated these two men tklS,'vorId without having J 
have felt! There ; ’ ", lt an anguish I should J 
-«id not get oT;,Sthe°;:Sn '’t'f" “ Whi°h 1 
would Permrino 11 do 14 for me! What 
without Raphael ? ” " Would Fra Bartolomeo be j 
Weber the F^rSt MuSical Man of Letters 
of the Modern Tyne 
compitTr1;^1 Tne 0n- n'P «* original 
school Of opera His '** C"‘£ltor of tlie Romantic { 
equally signijj ’, f s career. moreover, is almost I 
his time, S StL r Tther I'oint of view. From . 
who was a music!™ ,h<‘ mnsician of genius, ft 
possible in Gennanv yv, ”°T'n“ ^came im- [ 
acteristies which dkti,, T a<lds that “the char- 
d,stlngU18h Mendelssohn, Schumann, 
(Oontinuca on paye 
TpE ETUDE y7 
Longevity of Musical Compositions 
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY 
The question is often raised and seldom satisfac¬ 
torily answered: Why do certain compositions live 
and others die! What secret, unnamable quality in¬ 
herent in a given work secures for it universal pop¬ 
ularity and practical immortality, while other contem¬ 
poraneous productions, even by the same composer, 
enjoy only brief and limited recognition, and are soon 
buried in oblivion? 
I believe that the presence of this quality or quali¬ 
ties is no subtle, inexplicable phenomenon of what we 
call genius, and that a careful examination will show 
it to be due to perfectly natural and clearly-defined 
conditions susceptible of intelligent analysis. It is 
only another case of the application of that universal 
law—the survival of the fittest. What constitutes 
fitness? In this instance, it is dependent upon pre¬ 
cisely the same conditions that obtain in every other 
form of artistic production, namely: the presence 
in large measure and well-balanced proportion of 
three essential, esthetic elements; Perfection of Form, 
Charm of Sensuous Beauty and Content or Subject 
Matter. 
These elements are distinct and readily separable, 
yet blend in the general effect, and together they make 
the merit and interest of any art work. They may be 
present in approximately equal or in infinitely varied 
degrees, according to the temperament, training and 
general trend of the composer; and the effect upon 
the listener depends on his ability to recognize and 
appreciate simultaneously, in larger or smaller mea¬ 
sure, some or all of these elements. 
Musical Form has to do with the rhythmic char¬ 
acter and metrical structure of the composition, the 
the one or the meaning of the words in the other. 
When judiciously used in music, it may have a 
secondary, indirect effect on the emotions through the 
physical organism, and is a potent factor in the artis¬ 
tic result, but often, especially in the poorer sorts of 
music, the so-caUed popular tunes, it stands alone, 
pleasing the senses merely as sweets please the palate 
of the child, soon wearing out its charms after a few 
repetitions, as sugar soon cloys the taste, having no 
more serious and lasting claim to our attention, and 
dying of its own insipidity. Nevertheless, as has 
been intimated, this element of sensuous beauty in 
due proportion may be, and often is, utilized most 
effectively by good composers in really great works, 
as one of the means to the artistic end. It is present 
in greater or less degree in nearly all of the best 
music. It is the element most readily appreciated 
and enjoyed by the general public; in fact, the only 
one which many persons recognize at all. Hence the 
all-too-prevalent belief among the masses and even 
among a certain class of musicians that it is the only 
legitimate factor in music, and that all music which 
might not be called pretty or lovely is necessarily 
worthless. 
Thirdly, and lastly, in the order of discussion heie, 
but really of paramount importance, is the element 
of Content or Subject Matter, expression or descrip¬ 
tion, the true soul of a composition, the vital spark 
of mental or emotional experience or impression, 
which is embodied in the form and enhanced and 
rendered additionally attractive by the sensuous 
beauty. It is the presence of this factor which alone 
gives enduring life and varied, human interest to any 
the merely melodic standpoint were more beautiful 
or rather “prettier” than “Home, Sweet Home,” but 
with no genuine sentiment common to the whole race 
behind them, to give them enduring life in the world’s 
heart, they have had about the artistic value and 
durability of the soap-bubble. A breath has made 
them and a breath destroys. Thousands of piano 
pieces have been written which possess greater sensu¬ 
ous charm than any of the Beethoven sonatas. They 
are popular for a month or a year, then die past all 
hope of resurrection, and justly, for they have no 
distinct anatomy, no dignified, scholarly diction, and, 
above all, they embody no worthy, permanent thought 
or emotion. 
The work that lives must epitomize the best and 
highest experiences in the brain and heart life of its 
creator, must be charged with the vital essence dis¬ 
tilled from his most intense, most exalted moments. 
It must deal with real and profound emotions or 
exceptionally thrilling experiences, with which the 
race as a whole is in sympathy. The Chopin “Funeral 
March” will live when every trivial song and comic 
opera of the day, with its writer, has been long for¬ 
gotten, because it expresses in perfect form and most 
beautiful tone-coloring a great tragic sorrow, common 
to human experience in all time, which the world’s 
heart recognizes as its own. Generations yet unborn, 
to whom our now popular ragtime abominations will 
be a curious phase in our early barbaric stage of 
musical evolution, will welcome Beethoven’s “Ninth 
Symphony,” as voicing for them their own inarticu¬ 
late, half-conscious moods of exaltation, in transcen¬ 
dental moments of divinely serious happiness. 
Funeral Masch—Chopin. 
relative length 
and arrangement 
of phrases and 
periods, the pro¬ 
portion of parts, 
the development 
of themes and 
counter-themes, 
the modulations, 
embellishments, cadences; in a word, the way it 
is put together. Its laws resemble closely those of 
prosody in poetry. Our interest in it is purely intel¬ 
lectual, scholastic. It gratifies our mathematical sense 
of symmetry, of the due relation of parts to each 
other, but it necessarily appeals almost exclusively to 
the trained musician, as a considerable degree of 
special musical training is requisite even to recognize 
its presence, still more to derive any real pleasure 
from it. 
Hence the fugue, the apotheosis of form, its high¬ 
est development, in which the other two elements 
are entirely subordinated or ignored, while it appeals 
strongly to the admiration of the musical specialist, 
has very little interest for the general public; and 
in the present writer’s opinion is very far from be¬ 
ing the highest or worthiest type of composition in 
which the form should ever be merely a suitable body 
or vestment for the soul, and the soul should be in 
close touch with the broadest, most vital human in¬ 
terests. 
The second element referred to, Sensuous Beauty, 
concerns itself entirely with the production of plea¬ 
surable effects upon the senses. Its means in music 
are sweetness and thrilling sensuousness of melody, 
smooth, rich, constantly-varying progressions of har¬ 
mony, catchy, fascinating rhythms, all that can set 
the pulses beating and the nerves tingling. It is 
purely physical, like the color scheme in a picture or 
the mere rhyme jingle in a poem. It has nothing to 
do with the grouping or significance of the figures in 
musical production, which alone justifies its title 
to be called an art work. We cannot too often or too 
vigorously repeat that art is expression in form, and 
music which expresses nothing, if there can be such, 
which I doubt, is not art, any more than are a num¬ 
ber of beautiful colors spread haphazard upon canvas. 
I am aware that this statement is likely to revive 
in the minds of some the old discussion as to whether 
music can be or ought to be descriptive, but the whole 
discussion seems to me preposterous and absurd. It 
is based on ignorance of the province of music as an 
art, or of the basic principles of art, as such, or it 
is merely a quibble over terms. All music, good or 
bad, is descriptive, or if you prefer, expressive, in a 
more or less satisfactory degree. There never was a 
period of good music written that did not express or 
describe something, if it were merely the passing, 
half-defined mood of the composer at the time. 
What is usually called “descriptive music,” and 
decried by many, is that comparatively small class 
of works which deal with sights, sounds and occur¬ 
rences in nature and in actual life, a class as dis¬ 
tinct, but as legitimate, as narrative poetry in litera¬ 
ture. But all music is the more or less direct and 
forceful expression of more or less definite, profound, 
mental or emotional impressions or states, whether 
we think of them in the abstract, as many prefer to 
do, or seek to find or imagine the precise personal 
cause of such states or impressions. Unquestionably 
it is the intensity or broad human importance of these 
impressions or moods, combined with the force, clarity 
and beauty of their expression, which constitutes the 
merit and secures the longevity of a composition, and 
the most ideal and immortal work is that which ex¬ 
presses most vividly and profoundly one or more of 
the strongest, most universal of human emotions; 
such as love, hope, sorrow, courage, patriotism, 
through the most perfect form, and enhanced by the 
highest, purest beauty of setting. 
Thousands of songs have been written which from 
Choral Theme, Ninth Symphony—Beethoven. 
In a word, then, the three essential virtues which 
make for immortality in a composition are • Form, 
Beauty and Content, and the greatest of these is Con¬ 
tent. It is this which gives to a work its poetic or 
dramatic interest, so that it appeals not only to the 
sense of proportion and love of sensuous beauty, but 
to the imagination, intelligence and emotions of the 
listener, arousing and stimulating them to intense and 
pleasurable activity, which is the highest mission of 
an art work. 
In some eases, when this prime factor of Content is 
unusually strong or imaginative, the work wiU live 
on the strength of that alone, despite the fact that 
the form is crude and rough, and the sensuous beauty 
largely or wholly lacking. In other instances, more 
rare, however, when the content is simple and rather 
tame, but easily grasped by all, and the form is ex¬ 
ceptionally perfect and treatment exceptionally beau¬ 
tiful, a composition will live by virtue of these ele¬ 
ments, combined though in unequal proportions. But 
in the few greatest, world-famous masterpieces of 
music we find all three elements in fullest measure 
and well-balanced proportion, uniting to produce the 
most profound, lofty and lasting impression upon the 
great heart of humanity, which, in spite of perversity 
and seeming fickleness, its surface callousness and 
frequent follies, must and does in the end recognize 
true art and render its tribute of appreciation and 
gratitude. 
The teacher may comfort himself if the greater 
number of his pupils have but moderate or even small 
capacity; nowhere is the harvest equal in extent 
year after year, so one must content himself with the 
general lot.—TegnSr. 
I concern myself for three things in my works as 
a pedagogue: for the flower, the root and the fruit; 
for the poetic, the harmonic-melodic and the mechan¬ 
ical content; for gain iii the heart, the ear, the hand. 
—E. B. 
i8 the etude 
VINCENT D’INDY. 
BY EDWAIU) BURLINGAME KILL. 
word and deed is without parellel in this self-seeking 
economical in resource. It shows virtually no Wag- ultimate rank as a composer. In mastery of technic, 
“Siuen^ and while there are some extraor- in vividness of expression he sWs v_ery high; his 
dinarily dramatic scenes, it is not so remarkable a originality and power are incontestable "lute his 
contribution to French opera. Close in rank to the reverent devotion to the memory _ of^ Ofear Franck by 
15 spite of the amazing versatility of Saint-Sa&is, dramatic music are his two symphonies, Op. 25, No. 1, 
and the graceful fertility of Massenet, it is toward “On a Mountain Air” (with the piano as an orchestral 
the so-called “younger school” of French composers instrument) and No. 2, in B-flat, Op. 57 (a lnay 
that the eyes of the musical world are turned today, has renounced an early symphony. Op. 5, entitled. 
Among a group of such diverse types as Alfred “Jean Hunyade”), a set of symphonic variations, 
Bruneau, Gustave Charpcntier, Clnude Debussy, Paul “Istar,” which are all skilful in construction, striking 
Dukas and Gabriel Faur<5, besides the more unfamiliar in thematic treatment and brilliant in orchestration, 
names of A. de Castillion, P. de Breville, Henri Du- besides displaying individual poetic and artistic qual- 
parc, Charles Bordcs and others, Vincent d’Indy ities. Other orchestral works by d’indy worthy of 
stands out clearly as the leader, not only by sheer especial mention are his early “Wallenstein” Trilogy, 
force of jK-rsoiiality, but by the artistic quality of his Op. 12, after Schiller; “Songe Fleurie,” Op. 21, a 
varied achievements. “legend,” a Fantasie, Op. 31, for oboe and orchestra, 
Vincent d'indy was born at Paris, March 27, 1852. "on popular themes”; a suite, Op. 47, arranged from 
WORKING FOR SUCCESS. 
“All the world’s a stage,” said the immortal 
William, and musicians are actors as well as those 
whose business gives them this title. The successful 
performer is, to a certain extent, an actor, though not 
generally recognized as such. 
The histrionic performer is successful in propor- 
__ ___ j_ ____| |__ tion to his ability to take on a variety of 
His family"is aristocratic and* wealthy;’ his father incidental music to Catulle Mendes’ drama “Hedge,” tenses. He must assume mental attitudes and express 
was an amateur violinist and was fond of music, and a Varied Choral for saxophone and orchestra, these through the technic of his art. Before the ex- 
D'lndy was brought up by his grandmother, Madame Op. 55. A still earlier work, “The Enchanted Forest,” 
Theodore d'indy, and it is duo to her cultivated in- after Uhland, is not so individual, resembling similar 
a.n..t ki. »« works by Cgsar Franck. D’Indy’s latest work for 
orchestra is entitled, “Summer Hours on the Moun¬ 
tain,” in three parts: “Sunrise,” “Afternoon” and 
“Evening.” In consummate mastery of the orchestra, 
d’Indy is second only to Richard Strauss. 
Next in importance is his chamber-music. In¬ 
fluence that h s musical tastes were formed on serious 
lines. At the age of ten, he began piano lessons with 
Dimmer and harmony with Lavignac, both professors 
at the Paris Conservatory. These lessons lasted until 
1803. At flfteen, d’indy became acquainted with 
Berlioz's instrumentation, and two years later he 
came to know Wagner's scores under the guidance 
of Henri Duparo, a pupil of Cdsar Franck. Then 
ternals become available, there must be the mental 
condition. Now, the same is true, to a certain ex¬ 
tent, with the musician. His clothing of technic is 
different, to be sure, the means of expression are dif¬ 
ferentiated from the actor’s; but there must be that 
same delicate balance of mentality which permits of 
veering quickly to suit the mood suggested by the 
composer. The mind must not only be alert and 
i the Franco-Prussian ■ 
eluding an early piano quartet, he has written two acute, it must be willing; the performer must have 
string quartets. Op. 35 and 45, a trio for piano, clari- not only knowledge, he must be willing to subordinate 
served ns a volunteer in the 105th regiment of in¬ 
fantry. For several years he had been studying law 
in a desultory fashion, out of deference to his family, 
but after the war he renounced the law for a musical 
career. 
In 1872, lie became a pupil of Cdsar Franck, both 
at the Paris Conservatory and as a private pupil, and 
thus laid the solid foundations of his unusual grasp 
of the technic of composition. In 1873, ho made 
musical pilgrimages to Brahms and Liszt, and was 
even a pupil of the latter for a time. During several 
years following, d'indy served in various practical 
"npacities its second drummer and chorus leader of 
the Colonno concerts, and as chorus leader of the 
Utooureux concerts. In 1885, d’indy won the prize 
offered by the city of Paris with “The Song of the 
Bell,'’ after Schiller, the text by d’indy himself, for 
soloa. chorus and orchestra. D’indy was one of the 
founders of the National Society of Music, and after 
frrancks death in 1890, he becamo its president. In 
1893, he was offered a professorship at the Paris Con¬ 
servatory, which ho refused. In 1896, lie founded, 
with Charles Bordcs, the conductor of the famous 
choir “The Singers of St. Gervais,” nnd Alexander 
uuilmant, the celebrated organist, a school of music 
on now lines, the Schola Cantorum not, ns some have 
behoved, for a capella singing, but providing a thor¬ 
ough education in all branches of music. Its stand¬ 
ards aro broad and helpful, it wishes to produce true 
artists and not mere acrobats who juggle with technic. 
Iho tirhola has been exceedingly successful; it is 
responsible for a considerable development in the 
direction of modem music at Paris. Moreover, it 
gives remarkable concerts, chiefly programs of little- 
known music, including operas by Montevcrde, 
Knmenu and Gluck, church cantatas and oratorios by 
Bach. etc. D Indy has published the first volume of a 
treatise on composition, with a new and striking 
plan; h,s treatment of the subject and the novel 
exposition of ideas show at once the extent of his 
erudition and his unusual capacity as a teacher. He 
has also contributed not a little to a fuller compre- 
*eTten°rL?T artistic purposes and work 
as a teacher, by various sympathetic articles. 
At present, d'indy divides his activity between 
composition and the Schola CaHtorum. He hns oc¬ 
casionally acted as conductor, and it is in this 
t2'at 1,6 “ v>siting the United States to con¬ 
duct the Boston Symphony Orchestra in programs of 
music by Franck, Chausson, Faute Dukas 
and himself, although h„ wiD perform in somfof his 
which d’indy net and ’cello, Op. 29, “Songs and Dances” for wind his own personality to the whim of the composer. 
In this, he parallels the actor. That aetor whose 
personality is continually injecting itself into his 
impersonations soon comes to the end of his histrionic 
possibilities. The same is true of the player or 
singer. He must sink the emotional condition which 
he would at the time personally prefer in the mood 
which should dominate the music, and he must change 
moods as willingly and as quickly and as completely 
as the actor. Doing this, he will be called a “tem¬ 
peramental” player, a performer of sentiment and 
feeling. Without it, he is academic, a technicist, 
having the body but not the soul of his art. 
In all this there is much suggestiveness for the 
young player, to whom the idea probably may be new. 
Reams have been written about the true secret of 
success. The ramifications of the subject are so 
many and so diversified in their leadings that any 
writer who attempts the theme is almost perforce 
led to a whole essay. The music student may gather 
good from all these essays and books, but there is 
one aphoristic piece of advice that it is well he should 
keep before him to the exclusion of all else, if need 
be. Do something better than anyone else” is easy 
to say and easy to remember, but it includes a whole 
lot Literally, it is impossible of attainment, but 
T>,a1!aAIuh ldea1’ Jt is Pro(]uctive of great things. 
doTw!ifrStAhlng 18 t0 Sett,e Upon what one ia g°inR to 
’ tben come3 the continued shooting at that 
mark Put m spare hours in thinking ^ ^ ^ 
vn!, „/°iU are g°lng 40 excel; and then remember if 
better tht0 “S?®4 y0U must be able *0 do that tiling 
the samA! ousand. others that are striving toward 
instruments, Op. 50, and a suite in the old Etvi» cuu> «* alter gi- 
trumpet two flutes and strings. These are all dedde A"7 ar° Dot 8Uch as to promise 
origmal.,^ fc™, we,(.written for the instruments step out of the * ‘ 
and containing notable beauties. ^Hi^pianfmAiek ceed 
not voluminous, the best-known are “Poem of the d 
Mountains,” Op 15, and ‘Tableaux de Voy^? Op 
33- There are also three Romances, Op. 1, a Sonatina 
Op. 9, four pieces. Op. 16, three waltzed, Op 17 a’ 
ism* *«?: A: 
u s Plano music is less individual unu’ orga> 
h. “ vr"1 
another ’ “~1' uul' OI lne race and enter 
roice, violin, r n, or what not. Carry c- 
musical knowledge without fail— 
“2“ **■ *« “ gm' erou"'1-but •»* 
aT- Op' TTfor Zirr "U Ch"*"i“d’ uril,r’' -Hr., 1* „„ told 
Dlndy s principles as an nrfiof A tion for a rirh v , ’ a sort of combina- 
the teachings of Cesar Franck of wh 6V<! 0ped from study—a general k Ut A the expcnse o{ the central 
ardent disciple, not onlv„X£ter7 o "V"* is ba'd on the 
but as an artist and as a man mA T1*1011’ one grindstone mor J® 'vho kept tbeir noses on 
that of a self-denving apostle Hia iattitude’s are now gettine- ti 6 <:ontlnuous]y are the ones who 
sem music in the deejJest sense To his hS t0 m°re «•*%! ° The sA'-A Pe°ple’S Pocketbooks 
sparingly to spreading the g“S ua’ bis intimates £“ m°re Satisfactory to himself and 
him by Franck. It is too S(8 f lnusic as tamrbf res' Know everythin™ _„ • „ .... 
and hi self, although he 
chamber-music. 
)» a*id portions of his earlv work “THp 
sonff of the* Hell” naqo o-t ,tn ‘/ work ihe 
french, and marvelous in 
J!"™!00 °XprC8si0"- "The Stranger” i# 
more compact work, more concise in s^e Id 7-- i ti t -nnnsen u 
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TWO WAYS OF TEACHING THE PIANO. 
BY H. E. CBOLIUS. 
A few days before lessons began, I was sitting in 
my studio with unopened package of music before me 
from which I was going to make selections for the 
first week’s teaching; but before commencing, I 
stopped to think over last year’s work. As the pupils 
passed in review before me, there was not one who 
had not made progress, some more, some less, but all 
had been satisfactory; and with the resolution firmly 
fixed in my mind that this should only be a stepping- 
stone for still better things for the coming year, I 
proceeded to cut the cord of the first package, when 
the door opened and a fellow-teacher with a lugu¬ 
brious countenance made her appearance, saying: 
“Oh! this eternal grind is to begin again next 
week. How I dread it. But, good heavens! one 
would think to look at you that you had either come 
into a fortune of a million or so, or that the millen¬ 
nium had dawned and you held a commission for one 
of the highest offices in the Kingdom. Do you mean 
to say you enjoy the prospect before you?” 
“I do! I love the work and shall be glad when it 
“And I hate it. I only wish I might never have to 
give another lesson. I would rather wash dishes, 
scrub floors, or even take in laundry work! ” 
“Yet you deliberately chose it as a profession, and 
now you must practice it; but whether nobly or 
ignobly depends entirely on the spirit in which you 
do it.” 
“Oh! it is easy for you to talk! You have ad¬ 
vanced pupils only, who are willing to do exactly what 
you require. It would be a very different matter if 
the most of them were beginners, and you were ex¬ 
pected to make Rubinsteins and Paderewskis out of 
them, furnishing capacity with the instruction, as 
you go along.” 
“You forget that I served a long apprenticeship 
in teaching beginners, most of whom were very slow in 
learning, but from that very grind, and I admit that 
it was one, I gained the experience whieh enables 
me to overcome obstacles now. I never regret that 
part of my professional life. I learned some of my 
most valuable lessons from the pupils who had the 
least talent.” 
“Do you mean that I should regard these irritating 
things merely as the rounds of a ladder by which I 
am climbing to something higher?” 
“I do, and when you learn to take them as such, 
your aversion to teaching will disappear.” 
“Possibly, but not probably. I do not believe I 
shall ever reach that point until I am translated; 
but all the same, I realize that there is a great dif¬ 
ference in our work. Your pupils are awake and 
mine are asleep; you make players to whom everyone 
listens with pleasure, and I do not. Can you tell 
me the reason of it? What method do you use?” 
“Not any one in particular. I take the best things 
in all. Rigid methods, as a rule, make more me¬ 
chanics than musicians. I study my pupils indivi¬ 
dually and adapt the instruction to their needs, de¬ 
veloping the talent they possess, not expecting extra¬ 
ordinary things from an ordinary musical intellect, 
but insisting that each one shall give me his or her 
best in exchange for my best.” 
“What do you do with the idle and. inattentive 
“Idle pupils are not always stupid and sometimes 
they are sleeping geniuses; so I cudgel my brains to 
find something to interest them and when I do, they 
wake up and the results are more than satisfactory. 
Inattentive ones are harder to deal with, but I pay 
attention to the advice given by a shrewd observer to 
a preacher, who asked for the best remedy for an 
inattentive audience: 
“ ‘Give them something to attend ifc. Hungry sheep 
will look up to the rack if there is any hay in it.’ ” 
“But my sheep are never hungry. If their listless, 
wandering eyes should even turn towards the rack, 
they would be instantly withdrawn before I got a 
chance to ask them what they saw there. They are 
musical dyspeptics; though some of them are bright 
enough in other things.” 
“Are you sure you are giving them digestible food ? 
Are the meals appetizing, properly varied, and served 
in courses? Not overcrowded with material, nor over¬ 
spiced with condiments ? ” 
“I do not understand you.” 
“I mean that the lessons should be interesting, as 
well as instructive, with technic, studies and pieces 
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in proper proportion, each receiving due attention, 
and be thoroughly understood by the pupil, before the 
lesson is over.” 
“I aim to do that always! ” 
“Are the condiments of praise and blame con¬ 
scientiously administered, the first as generously as 
is consistent with truth, the latter justly, but not 
in excess ? ” 
“I am sure in using the condiments that I am 
heavy-handed with the pepper and that of the cayenne 
sort, and much too economical with the sugar. I am 
not very heavily freighted with patience and the 
stock is soon exhausted. But how can I praise when 
nothing is well done ? ” 
“Not according to your standard, perhaps, but it 
may be the best the pupil can do, and then you dis¬ 
courage and dishearten by withholding it. The stan¬ 
dard of the teacher is, and always should be miles 
higher than that of the pupil, but you must recognize 
his limitations while you draw him lesson by lesson 
to a higher plane.” 
“I never thought of that, but I recognize its truth.’! 
“Then you must learn to conquer defects not by 
ceaseless fault-finding, but by cultivating the op¬ 
posite virtues. There is nothing that will take the 
ambition as quickly and as effectually as sarcastic 
criticism. Have you ever noticed the good figure, 
fine carriage and generally distingue appearance of 
Frank C. ? ” 
“Of course. He is the Beau Brummel of the town.” 
“When I first knew him, he was the most ungainly 
lad I ever saw. He was round-shouldered, flat¬ 
chested, with the awkward shambling gait that ac¬ 
companies such figures. No one ever spoke of his 
handsome face, or thought of his intelligence, but 
every one pointed out his defects. It was a mortifica¬ 
tion to him, and a grief to his parents, who bought 
every mechanical appliance in the market, only to be 
disappointed in its effect, and they finally gave up the 
case as hopeless. One day, I noticed a great improve¬ 
ment and asked his mother if they had found the 
right shoulder brace at last ? ” 
“ ‘No,’ she answered, ‘it is all due to Mrs. H., who 
told Frank he had one of the finest chests she ever 
saw if he would only develop it, and that could easily 
be done if he would take long breaths, throw his 
shoulders back and hold his head in a more erect 
position.’ It was exactly what the boy needed and 
he set about it with a will. You see the result! Now 
don’t you think if you study your pupils more—have 
them on your mind, not only just at the lesson hour, 
but at other times as well, you can find something 
in each of them to praise, and so lead to different 
results in your work ? ” 
“I do not know. These are new ideas to me, but I 
promise to think them over and try them. I am sure, 
however, that I have discovered the key to the dif¬ 
ference in our teaching. It is this: that while I 
have only been giving ‘music lessons,’ you have been 
teaching music, and building character at the same 
time.” 
MUSIC TEACHING AND GENERAL EDUCA¬ 
TION INFLUENCE. 
BY PHILIP DAVIESON. 
The power for influence which a music teacher ex¬ 
ercises over the rising generation is such that it 
deserves more attention than it ordinarily receives 
from those pulpits, magazines, and newspapers which 
are continually discussing the different phases of 
general education, and the responsibilities and re¬ 
quirements of the school teacher. 
If the general public knew the educational influence 
that the music teacher exercises aside from music, 
per se, there would be fewer “know quick” methods, 
fewer “best teachers in the world (?)” and fewer 
unconscientious teachers of various types. For who 
among the readers of The Etude has not seen or 
heard the lightning and thunder of those charlatans 
of our profession? Yet with all their ignorance, not 
only of music, but of the commonest principles of 
education, they all thrive. And why? One reason 
is because the public do not appreciate what music 
teachers do as general educators, what their powers 
are, and what circumstances lend to a teacher of 
music, influence over the child. These subjects we 
never see discussed in any general paper, with per¬ 
haps the exception of the Ladies' Rome Journal. It 
is therefore evident that a musical paper has a mis¬ 
sion to perform among others than music teachers. 
Anyone who has the need of the services of a music 
teacher or takes an interest in music or general 
education in its broadest sense, needs a good musical 
journal. No incompetent teacher could teach very 
long in a family where the members read a good 
musical paper, and the good teacher will find the 
pupils who read such a journal much more intelligent 
and reasonable than those who do not keep in touch 
with the musical progress of the day. 
The instructor of music gives to each pupil his 
concentrated attention once or sometimes even twice 
during the week. His pupils, as a rule, do not change 
very often and frequently he has a child under his 
guidance for two, three, or even five years consecu¬ 
tively. His position is given force by continual as¬ 
sociation with the parents. This lends power to the 
teachers in the eyes of the average young student. 
We all know how educators are continually deploring 
the force of circumstances which prevents school 
teachers and parents from associating more frequently 
and from exchanging ideas. 
Lastly, and perhaps not least, music is an art. 
In the learning of any art, there is always a certain 
amount of emotional excitement. When the mind is 
receiving artistic impressions it is in a very plastic 
condition, and other impressions are liable to be 
absorbed unconsciously. This is a well-known prin¬ 
ciple of psychology. It is therefore evident that the 
music teacher should be a person of systematic char¬ 
acter, in dress, in habits, and in methods. Every les¬ 
son should have a well-defined beginning and end. An 
exact hour should be set for each lesson. Often we 
have heard an obliging parent say to a teacher: “A 
minute sooner or later does not matter, the child 
will be here.” I wonder if parents and teachers 
realize that they are setting the children an example 
for unpunctual habits in later life ? If precision about 
time is a necessity, such an understanding about time 
should not be permitted by the teacher, who should, 
notwithstanding, appreciate these well-meant indul¬ 
gences on the part of hia employer. 
If a teacher would make himself a fit guide for 
the young, he must first mould his own environment. 
No one who does not help himself can ever hope to 
help others. Let the teacher surround himself with 
an artistic and educating atmosphere. Let him go 
often to see good pictures, read good books and visit 
the lecture room. The broader the music teacher in 
education, the more useful he is in music; the nar¬ 
row music teacher must narrow his sphere of activity 
in the art. We, who are continually deploring the 
lack of musical culture in others, must set the ex¬ 
ample for general intelligence, if we would have others 
listen to us. 
There are some readers who may object to what 
we have said about the educational needs of a teacher, 
and say, what about the geniuses? The genius is a 
law unto himself, but they are quickly discovered. 
Many of the musical geniuses were men of superior 
conceptions in other respects, and the world’s most 
famous players and teachers today are men and 
women of broad understanding. A perusal of The 
Etude from month to month will convince anyone 
who doubts this. We should also remember that the 
average music teacher is not a great genius. No 
amount of affectation will make any man a genius. 
What the common everyday world needs is practical, 
broad-minded music teachers, to bring the art where 
everyone may taste its sweets and be benefited thereby. 
The music teachers who are doing this from day to 
day, and there are many of them, exert a strong in¬ 
fluence on the general education of every community 
in which they work. In fact, the day will come when 
this work will receive more general notice, when a 
helping hand will be extended to the teachers by the 
public, through the lecture room and through the 
secular and religious press. Certainly, the work 
they do is deserving of more recognition than it has 
heretofore received. The educational influence they 
exert is a living reality in every community. 
A PREDICTION BY SCHUMANN. 
In the province of mechanical combination there is 
little more to be attained than the virtuosi of the 
present time have reached. We have nearly reached 
the limit in the achievements of Chopin, Henselt, Liszt 
and Thalberg. Those who follow must, if they would 
win significance, retrace their steps to simplicity, to 
beautiful, logical forms and from them develop the 
complicated. The way is clearly indicated. He who 
sees it not, will work in vain. 
PRACTICAL IDEAS APPLIED TO THE 
TEACHING OF CHILDREN. 
BX KATHARINE BURBOWES. 
IV. 
Further Suooebtions fob Class Teaching. 
The suggestion* that have been published under the 
above caption are not intended to form a connected 
series of lessons, but to assist teachers who have no 
experience with class work, and who wish to try it, 
in arranging n plan of operations. A first lesson has 
already been sketched, and now the teacher must for¬ 
mulate her own plan systematically, using such of 
my ideas a* suit the necessities of her class, and 
the conditions under which she works. 
The first subjects to receive attention should bo 
Audition, Notation, Meter and Muscular Develop¬ 
ment. I place audition first on the list because 1 
think it the most important; although its results 
are perhaps not so quickly apparent as those of the 
other subjects mentioned, they nre in the end far 
more valuable. Ear training develops the feeling 
for accuracy in pitch, it develops the feeling for 
correctness, it develops the inner musical sense, and, 
In fact, its results are so many-sided and so far- 
reaching In the develop¬ 
ment of the musical nature 
that no earnest and pro¬ 
gressive teacher can afford 
to leave it out of her work. 
It is especially applicable 
to class teaching, and if 
the system of marks de¬ 
scribed in a former article 
is adopted, the enjoyment 
and enthusiasm of the 
pupils become very keen. 
The audition lessons being 
rather more difficult than 
any of the others, it is a 
good plan to give extra 
marks for especially good 
answers. Good text-books 
on ear training are noted 
or advertised in The 
Etude, and any teacher 
who is not already familiar 
enough with the subject to 
tench it from her own 
knowledge, will find such a 
hook very helpful. 
Notation. 
A first lesson in notation 
has been suggested in a 
former article, and I have 
found the plan described 
therein the most conveni¬ 
ent and effective among 
many that I have tried. 
This is to let the class copy 
the notation work, as it is outlined in that lesson, 
from the blackboard into their blank music books, 
while each one in turn is given the pinno lesson. The 
only difliculty in this arrangement is the question of 
discipline. It is necessory, of course, to maintain suffi¬ 
cient discipline to keep the pupil’s attention upon 
the work, and the teacher should be very firm on this 
point I always explain clearly to mv classes that 
whispering or noise of nny kind is disturbing to the 
teacher and to the pupil at the piano, and then offer 
a special star for good behavior, at the same time 
taking away a certain number of marks for bad be¬ 
havior. If the children see that the teacher means 
this, and that they will not get the stars unless the 
latter are really deserved, f think that there will be 
no trouble on the discipline question. 
• ^ n°^tion less$n* should carefully graded 
ihe sSt: eTH?*, f,r0m thC UneS aDd 'SIwces 
briow^L ^ and 8Pa<*s above and 
J t as 800,1 n® fbose in the staff are thor- 
oughly mastered. The lesson should also be prac¬ 
tically applied by having the pupils road printed 
for thl* Purpose very easv studies 
at first, with bass and treble alike, and Inter on. some- 
unnL^ fl.''0 \9i?PlP b,lS9- Each PuP’f should be 
supplied with a sheet or book of such studies to take 
home, so that the reading may be part of the home 
work, as well aa of the class work. Easy duets are 
suitable for the reading lessons, especially those which 
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have a simple part far the pupil and a more difficult 
one for the teacher. These can only be used at the 
lesson, however, unless the pupil has a musical rela¬ 
tive at home, while the solo studies can be used with¬ 
out aid from anyone. This plan of notation study, 
comprising as it does, blackboard work combined 
with reading studies, will add wonderfully to the 
pupils’ facility in sight playing, and there is certainly 
no need for me to enlarge upon the advantages ot 
facility in sight playing to piano students. 
Meter. 
The subject next in order is Meter. This can be 
roughly but effectually illustrated on the blackboard 
by drawing a square or a circle and dividing it into 
halves, quarters, eighths, and so on. When the name 
of each fractional value is mentioned, its corre¬ 
sponding note character should be chalked upon the 
blackboard, and the pupils required to copy it upon 
their papers or books. Then a table of relative values 
may be made upon the blackboard, and the pupils re¬ 
quired to copy that also. It is not necessary, of 
course, to take all the note values for one lesson; in 
fact, it is better to teach a few thoroughly, and then 
resume the subject at the next lesson. Questions 
must also be asked, such as: “How many half notes 
equal one whole note” ? “How many quarter notes 
equal a half note” ? etc. If the pupils are not yet 
is soon as the meter lessons are understood, several 
measures of meter should be added to the blackboard 
notation work, and as the pupils become more ad-j 
vanced, a great deal of variety can be mtroduced.1 
One good drill, for instance, is to set the task of 
making several measures of the same kind of meter, 
but no two to be exactly alike, as this demands a 
great deal of thought and mental concentration The 
pupils should be required to beat with their hands 
kch measure of meter they make, giving an accent 
to the first beat, and they should also be required to 
play their measures on the piano, following out al¬ 
ways the idea of practical illustration of every lesson 
taught. 
Muscular Development. 
There are many handbooks published on the subject, 
of finger calisthenics or muscle drills, with descrip¬ 
tions and illustrations, which make them quit, clear 
and easily taught. These muscle drills rob the 
arduous study of technic of many of its difficulties,. 
by preparing* the muscles, and establishing mental 
control over them. They strengthen and make elastic 
hands, wrists, fingers and fore-arm, and they are 
especially suitable to class work, as they can be 
practiced with a bright accompaniment of singing. 
Any song with a marked rhythm is suitable for the 
purpose, especially if written in ’/* or */4 meter. I 
enlarged in a former ar¬ 
ticle upon the importance, 
of singing for child stu¬ 
dents, and the muscle drills 
are valuable not only for 
their direct purpose of 
strengthening and develop¬ 
ing the muscles, but as pro¬ 
viding an opportunity for 
singing, and also for de¬ 
veloping the sense of 
rhythm through the rhyth¬ 
mic movements of the 
hands and lingers. 
Water Music. 
(Reconciliation of George I and Handel. See page 10.) 
sure of their lesson, the illustration should be again 
referred to, and the fractional values explained with 
its help, until this part of the meter lesson is thor¬ 
oughly understood. Frequent copying of the divided 
circle or square and the corresponding note values 
will aid in making the matter clear, especially if 
supplemented by questioning. 
When the values are thoroughly understood, meter 
signatures, measures and bars may be explained and 
illustrated on the blackboard. This can be done by 
drawing several bars at equal distances across the 
staff, and placing in each measure thus formed ex¬ 
actly the same number of notes of a certain denomina¬ 
tion, beginning with half notes. Place 3/2 before this 
row of measures, and then explain that the upper 
fipire of this meter signature tells how many beats 
there are in a measure, and the lower figures tells 
what kind of note goes to each beat. Illustrate this 
on the piano by playing the notes with a strong ac¬ 
cent on the first bent of each measure, and counting 
one, two one two, one, two. This illustration will 
arc wit? ? m?r<' eaSl1y SrasP€d if the Pupils 
softlv ? P ^ loud,-v on the first heat, and 
?? !e,Cond’ the loud claP indicating the ac- 
ccnt-. /«> and “'I other kinds of meter in use 
rh^rrPhfiedan<!.niUSt™ted in the way, 
? , remeTber '*inS that every lesson will to 
musS.Iearned a“d m°re *>r being 
THE STORY OF THE 
“WATER MUSIC.” 
Before Handel had set¬ 
tled himself in life he 
visited Hanover, and was 
so well received that 1 
thought of locating there. 
The ruling prince, the Elec¬ 
tor of Brunswick, offered 
him the position of court 
chapelmaster, which Han¬ 
del accepted, on condition 
that he might have a vaca¬ 
tion in which to make a 
trip to London. A year 
later he set out for that 
city. After a half year in 
England he returned to 
Hanover, but unwillingly. We quote the remainder 
of the story from Barnard’s “Tone Masters.” 
But Hanover was too small. The young man felt 
the need of more room. His triumphs *in London lured 
him away again, and in 1712 he appeared upon the 
scene of his first great success. A few days after his 
arrival, new music was produced, and won for him 
new fame and richer rewards. One ode, written for 
Queen Anne's birthday, brought not only much credit, 
but a life pension of two hundred pounds. 
To understand the success of young Handel, it 
must be borne in mind that previous to his coming 
the English people knew little or nothing of the use 
of lnstrumentaWsic in their church services. The 
organ had been^heir only instrument. When they 
heard Handel’s Te Deums, it was to them like being 
introduced into a new tone country. 
When lie found himself thus treated with respect, 
and his society much sought after by the wealthy and 
gTeat, he was in no hurry to return to his master in 
tlm little city of Hanover. This was not right. He 
had promised to return, and return he did not. Then 
* Ve*f TlfPr ^ing happened. Queen Anne died, and 
he Elector of Hanover became King of England. His 
employer had become his king. Conscience stricken, 
e i not venture to call upon him, well knowing that 
his conduct was not viewed with favor. 
(Continued on page !fi.) 
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The Boy was wondering! 
THE BOY THAT He was not given to wondering 
WONDERED. in general. He was simply an 
average boy strongly convinced, 
like most boys of his age, of the superior merit of 
football, baseball and cricket over other less interest¬ 
ing and comparatively unimportant occupations, such 
as writing compositions, preparing recitations in 
grammar and history, arithmetic and geography. 
Still, he knew that turn about was fair play. His 
parents considered a knowledge of music as impor¬ 
tant an element of a liberal education as a knowledge 
of letters is general; he was allowed time for the 
sports he loved, and knew that he was expected not 
to let them interfere with his music any more than 
with his regular studies. 
But as I have said, the Boy was wondering—he 
could hardly tell why, but the feeling of wonder- 
something entirely new to him—came up as he sat 
listening to the orchestra that evening. He was at 
a suburban park, where his father and mother had 
taken him; it was the last night of the engagement 
of a noted leader. It was already early in the fall; 
school had begun and he was to begin his music les¬ 
sons the next day. Thus far he had listened half- 
idly to the different compositions as they were played, 
but what he was hearing now seemed to touch some- 
thing in him, to vibrate a chord that he had never 
felt before. He straightened up and listened with a 
new sense, as it were—almost as though he were 
hearing music for the first time. 
It had begun quietly enough; a single violin had 
taken up the theme, noble in character and beginning 
with a sustained tone, accompanied by the other in¬ 
struments in a series of soft, almost monotonous 
chords, from which the solo violin detached itself 
with a firmness and dignity that won the Boys in¬ 
stant attention. Soon the music began to increase in 
fulness and power, until it reached an imposing 
climax; the melody was now played by all the vio¬ 
lins; the harp added triumphant arpeggios; the 
wind instruments sustained the harmony m full, 
sonorous chords; the characteristic throbbing rhythm 
was carried throughout to the very end. 
As it ended with a majestic cadence which em¬ 
ployed the full power of every instrument in the or¬ 
chestra, the Boy wondered what made this music so 
different from all the rest he had heard that even¬ 
ing—for the most part selections from popular operas 
and the like—why it .made such appeal to him; what 
it was and who had composed it. This was a new 
thing for him. He had never before thought of music 
as being composed by any one in particular any 
more than he had ever considered the authorship of 
the alphabet or the multiplication table. But this 
music seemed in some way to bear a personal relation 
to him; it was almost as if some one had spoken 
to him—in an unknown tongue, to be sure, but with 
an accent and authority that awakened a deep and 
subtle understanding, which still could not find words 
for expression. It was all very puzzling; he could 
not make it clear to his mind how he coifid under¬ 
stand it, in a way, and yet not understand it. 
The crowd had obliged him to sit at some distance 
from his parents, at the extreme end of a row of 
seats entirely outside the music pavihon On one 
side of him was light and music; on the other, dark 
ness and quiet; by lifting his eyes he could see the 
stars overhead. This may have been no slight factor 
in bringing about his unusual frame of mind; the 
light and gayety below, the darkness and the stars 
above—the finite and the infinite-seemed to typify 
the music he had already heard and the music he 
was hearing now. He had no program-in genera 
he considered programs superfluous—but lie turne 
and looked at the one in his neighbor s hand. Num 
her 5—yes, that was it; and lie read: Largo - •- 
Handel. Largerwhat did that meant He remem¬ 
bered having seen similar words prefixed to music 
that he had played and that his teacher had explained 
them as Italian terms signifying fast, slow, etc., but 
he had never troubled his head very much about them. 
He now wished that he had. And Handel—that must 
be the composer’s name. Who was Handel? When 
did he live? And did he compose more music like 
this Largo f For the first time in his life he thought 
of his music lessons with a feeling of anticipation 
it was almost like looking forward to a Saturday 
match ball game—he knew that he could M out all 
that he wished to know from his teacher. Without 
knowing it, the boy had taken the first step—the one 
that counts—into the music world; for the first time 
music spoke to him in its own unmistakable language. 
Happy he was in having the voice of a master deliver 
the message. . . . 
In truth, the teacher was rather surprised the next 
day when his pupil met him with an alertness and 
interest very different from the prosaic, common¬ 
place demeanor of former days. The glamor of the 
previous evening even brightened to the Boy the usual 
tediousness of his scales; it had never occurred to 
him before that they were the material of which 
music, even of such music as he had heard the night 
before, was made. When at the end of the lesson he 
asked, half-shyly, who Handel was, and if he had com¬ 
posed much ‘besides the Largo, his teacher recog¬ 
nized the source of this unwonted interest. He felt 
that he had now a fulcrum for his lever. He told 
his inquiring pupil briefly of Handel’s life and works 
and gave him a little book which told the story of 
the great composer’s life in a style so clear and at- 
The Bot Handel Playing in the Garret. 
tractive that the Boy found it as absorbing as a 
“Zigzag Journey” or a Henty book. 
He followed every detail with an attention that 
allowed nothing to escape: the child’s early love for 
music; his teaching himself, when not much more 
than an infant, to play on an old spinet-hidden away 
for him in the garret by some friendly hand, the 
strings of which had been wound round with cloth 
in order to prevent the sound from reaching the ears 
of the father, who had no intention of allowing his 
son to have anything to do with an art which he 
looked down upon. How he rejoiced when he read 
of the benevolent nobleman who on discovering the 
child’s genius persuaded the father to permit him to 
follow music instead of law, which the father’s pride 
had designed as his career. And how long ago this 
was. More than two centuries. Still, the Boy’s 
interest bridged over the years. He followed the 
course of the young composer with unflagging zeal: 
his travels to the famous cities of Germany and 
Italy; the success of his operas, from one of which 
the Largo was taken; his final settling down in 
London;* his financial failure as manager of Italian 
opera, which led to the composing of that wonderful 
series of oratorios bv which the world now knows him, 
when he was a man of fifty-five. The Boy read 
eagerly about the most inspired of them all—“The 
Messiah”: how he had composed this mighty work 
in twenty-three days; how, when it was sung in Lon¬ 
don for the first time, at the “Hallelujah Chorus the 
audience rose spontaneously to their feet, trans¬ 
ported by the power and majesty of the music. Then 
came the sad story of his blindness, his death on the 
eve of Easter Dav, 1759, his entombment in West¬ 
minster Abbey, the honor and reverence still paid his 
name in England. 
All this brought before the Boy’s eyes the living 
personality of the man—not merely the vague image 
of a great composer, shut out by his genius from 
participation in the common feelings of humamty. 
And when, the coming Christmas, he heard The 
Messiah” no one listened more intently or with more 
fervor than he. Bible truths -he had known all his 
short life—the story of the Divine Night, the re¬ 
demption of the world by Love, the final triumph of 
faith over death—were invested by the music with 
new force and directness. Who shall say what such 
an experience may mean at the impressible age? 
Indeed, to the Boy all music seemed transformed; 
it was no longer a mere enjoyment of the ear in lively 
tunes and catching rhythms. These had their place, 
but it was not in such music that he took the great¬ 
est enjoyment. The great heritage of the masters 
grew to be his: the cheerful measures of Haydn, the 
tender melodies of Mozart, the thrilling harmonies 
of Beethoven; little by little he even began to feel 
the nobility and grandeur that shone through the 
archaic forms of Bach. 
And this appreciation and enjoyment of music m 
its highest manifestations, generally thought the 
birthright of the elect only, came from that moment 
of wonder as he sat under the stars listening to 
Handel’s Largo.—F. S. Law. 
One of the English magazines 
EDVARD GRIEG. recently printed an article by 
Edvard Grieg, the Norwegian 
composer, in which he gave some account of his early 
life. We give some extracts from the article: 
“I could go very far back, back to the earliest 
years of my childhood. . . . Why should I not 
go right back? What should hinder me from re¬ 
calling the wonderful, mysterious satisfaction with 
which my arms stretched out to the piano to dis¬ 
cover, not a melody—that was far off—no, it must 
be a harmony; first a third, then a chord of three 
notes, then a full chord of four; ending at last with 
both hands—0 joy! a combination of five, the chord 
of the ninth. When I found that out, my happiness 
knew no bounds. That was indeed a success. No 
later success ever stirred me like that. I was about 
five years old.” 
Grieg was not very fond of his school work; one 
means of avoiding classes that he devised was to 
stand under a dripping roof or spout to get his clothes 
thoroughly wet. On presenting himself at the school 
he would be sent home by the master. As he says: 
“You may guess that I played this prank pretty 
often; but when at last I carried it so far as to come 
wet through on a d*v when there had been only a 
light rain, my parents become suspicious and kept 
a°lookout. One fine day I was caught, and made an 
intimate acquaintance with the birch.” 
While still at school lie composed some variations 
which he marked as Op. 1. He took them to school to 
show- to one of his friends, but by some chance the 
manuscript fell into the hands of one of the teachers 
who knew something about music. He dismissed it 
as “stupid stuff.” Could it have been this or some 
other early attempt at composition that caused Ole 
Bull to say to Grieg: “You are to go to Leipzig and 
become a musician ? ” 
We begin work early at 
GREENWOOD DAYS; Greenwood, our country 
FRITZ. town not many miles from 
XIX. the Potomac River. At 8 
A. M., then, of an autumn 
morning, w-hen it is bard to resist the attractions of 
October air and sunshine and brilliantly-colored wood¬ 
lands near by—at eight o’clock, teacher and pupils 
need to brace themselves for the day’s work. 
From the bow- w-indow of my little parlor, I watch 
for them in turn—my “music children,” as I call 
them. Fritz is always the first. There he comes, the 
sturdy German boy of eleven years, trudging along, 
having walked a good two miles from the “Settle¬ 
ment,” lately colonized by some half-dozen families 
of hard-w-orking peasants from the Fatherland across 
the seas; my pupil’s home is the most pretentious 
of the frame houses skirting the woodland, and his 
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father is the head man of the Lutheran colony. Fritz 
ia a Htolidly-built, lioridcomplexioned chap, with 
regular features, and a pair of steel-blue eyes that 
look steadily into mine when he talks, which is not 
often, though what he says is worth while. ^ 
"He’s always strumming on the organ, is Fritz,” 
wad his big sister’s introductory remark, as she 
ushered him into the music room that first summer 
afternoon; and the little fellow sat mutely in a 
straight*backed chair, blinking his eyes gravely as he 
listened to our conversation. 
“Docs he know his notes?” 
"Oh, no I he don’t know anything much; but as I 
was saying, if he will strum, he might as well learn 
how to play right; and pa’s willing to give him a 
trial, being as he’s the youngest, and mother’s dead, 
come a year this summer.” 
“And you haven’t a piano ? ” 
"No, just an organ; but it’ll do for Fritz,” was the 
complacent reply. 
I had visions of little Fritz patiently struggling 
unaided to wrest music from a wornout and probably 
untuned cabinet organ; and my heart went out to 
the child. I could almost see the music longing he 
tried to conceal beneath his impassive little coun¬ 
tenance when his gaze sought and rested on the piano. 
That was the beginning. 
As the summer passed, Fritz came 
and went as regularly as the clock 
struck the appointed hour. He 
learned his notes and his major 
and minor scales, not rapidly, but 
with the same earnestness of spirit 
evidenced at first; and one could 
feel the music love in his touch, slow 
and hesitating enough at the start, 
but later true and sweet, with the 
appealing quality thnt accompanies 
the musical ear. Onoo the theme 
took possession of him, the music 
was his own thereafter. 
So the first year passed with its 
usual routine, brightened for Fritz 
by the atmosphere of his new world, 
and by the recitals in which he took 
part. His first recital was the great 
event of his life, though his piece 
was but a simple “Evening Song.” 
There was no self-consciousness to 
mar its simplicity, and no faltering 
in Fritz’s touch that day, as, dressed 
in his everyday suit of clothes, he 
went through his part with a look 
of bliss upon his young countenance. 
But in hi9 silent fashion, Fritz 
noticed thnt the other children were 
attired in Sunday best; and the 
next time a recital took place, he 
appeared llushed and triumphant in 
n new suit bought for the occasion. 
This time he played Mozart’s “Don 
Juan Minuet" with expression, qnd 
to the delight of his father. 
‘Til let him keep on; he’s making something of 
it; isn’t he?” asked the farmer, when the recital was 
‘‘Fritz baa the music in his soul. I hope you will 
let him continue,” the teacher replied. 
Another summer passed; one day, the Lutheran 
preacher, making his headquarters at Fritz’s home, 
heat,; the boy at the organ. The preacher was him- 
sclt a music lover and an amateur organist; and he 
listened with interest to Fritz’s playing. 
‘‘Why can't he learn some hymn-tunes and play for 
the services sometimes? We need an organist 
"So he might,” said the fanner, rubbing his hands 
in a pleased way. ‘Til ask his teacher.” 
Tlius it happened that the Lutheran hymnal became 
a part of Fritz’s music lessons, and before long 
(though it cost both child and teacher some labor) 
Fritz had mastered one tune and the Doxology, and 
looked forward to playing the little organ it the 
sma l church on the edge of the woods near his home. 
Are you coining?” he asked me. “There’s the 
Sman“n ,C* * nW*ts “ U'e morning « have 
“Yes, I’ll go to hear my boy play,” I said, smiling 
mto hm earnest young face. “You must do me credit 
AndJ went accompanied by some dear friends in- 
terested in the “Settlement.” I stood beside Fritz 
as he made his first attempt at organ playing in 
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church; and he got through the hymn bravely, as I 
knew he would. In joining with them for the dosing 
Doxology, my heart could truly give thanks that I 
had been the instrument of launching upon his mu¬ 
sical career their little Fritz. Who knows but some 
day he will be a power in the music-world—at least, 
his little corner of it!—V. C. Castlenum. 
This picture is based 
THE OATS’ FUGUE. upon the celebrated com¬ 
position by Domenico Scar¬ 
latti, entitled, “The Cats’ Fugue,” the subject of 
which, so the story goes, was given to the composer 
by the accidental walking of a cat over the keys of 
his harpsichord. The theme or subject, as it is prop¬ 
erly called, is: 
Notice the abrupt and undiatonic progressions, end¬ 
ing in a sudden scamper (in eighths) as if the cat 
clock he heard soft, vague music which seemed to 
come from a distance. He listened as though in a 
dream and heard these words: 
“Oh, let sweet sleep thine eyes enfold; 
May angels thy blest dreams attending 
Spin o’er thy head their threads of gold. 
Sleep on, while slow the night is ending.” j 
He recognized the cradle-song from Godard’s “Joc¬ 
elyn” and willingly obeyed the pleasant counsel. Be¬ 
fore long, however, another melody rang in his ear: 
“Sleep on more in idle dozing. 
Curtains drawn and doors fast closing.” 
Little by little this drew him to full consciousness | 
with a delightful feeling of ease and comfort. As he 
glanced by chance at the table that stood by his 
bedside, he saw that the alarm clock had disappeared 
and that its place was taken by a charming stat¬ 
uette of the Fairy. In her eyes were figures which 
represented the hours and minutes, her lips were 
slightly parted as if about to speak. While Pierrot 
was trying to collect his thoughts and to remember 
what day it was, there floated from the smiling mouth 
of the image the spring song from Wagner’s “Wal- 
kflre”: 
“Winter’s storms have waned to 
the spring’s soft charm—” 
The Cats’ Fugue. 
became frightened at the sounds it had evoked from 
the instrument. 
Questions. 
Who was Domenico Scarlatti? When did he live? 
With what great musician was he very friendly? 
What is a fugue? What great composer wrote a book 
of fugues? 
pT TTR RTTTTfWQ * THu ETTJDE MUSIC °LUB b»t- LLUB BUTTONS. tons have proven a success. The 
flrst lot was quickly taken up 
by club managers and the reports show that the chil¬ 
dren are greatly pleased with them. We furnish six 
buttons free to every club organized and reported to 
us. These are intended for the officers of the club 
Additional buttons may be had for 30 cents per dozen. 
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dream. him with her magic wan| 
, , . bad said: “What can I do 
to make you happy? ” 
And Pierrot had exclaimed eagerly: “I should 
“1 »i„i. 
liSr-.r!*1” 'ri,h * 
and he remembered that it was in¬ 
deed the vernal equinox, March 21st. 
He was almost beside himself with 
delight at the thought that the 
Fairy had kept her promise and that 
henceforth his ears were to be con¬ 
tinually regaled with music. As 
usual, he proceeded to the impor¬ 
tant operation of washing his face. 
Hardly had he looked into the glass, 
however, before a voice hummed: 
“Ah! what a charming sight 
I see in mirror bright! ” 
He smiled at the idea of being 
compared to the beautiful Marguer¬ 
ite in “Faust”—it excited his van¬ 
ity pleasantly. After dressing, he 
went to the window to see what the 
weather was like. As he drew the 
curtain aside he was startled by 
hearing a tenor voice ring out be¬ 
hind him in the song from Audran’s 
“Miss Helyett”: 
“Ah! what a point of view 
super-er-er-er-b 1 ” 
It was five mintues at least be¬ 
fore the last note died away, but it 
was certainly amusing, Pierrot 
thought. While he was considering 
what he should do that morning, he 
heard in ringing, accents the song of 
Rip van Winkle, from Planquette’s opera: 
“Idleness, my dear delight—” 
This decided him to do nothing but to pas9 the time 
by taking a walk. Where should he go? To the 
Champs Elysees—to the Bois de Boulognet 
“vrl* theTe "e go each sunny day so bright, 
Where wood and stream, where meadows green 
mvite.” 
This duet from Le Pri aux Clercs put an end to his 
deliberations, but he found it a little tiresome to be 
pursued for ten minutes by even Hfirold’s charming 
music. 
When he had left the house, everything appeared 
strangely transformed. Even the automobiles, in¬ 
stead of deafening the foot-passengers with the rattle 
n„ sir machinery before running them down, were 
Wlth an arrangement in front, which by a 
snnple pressure of the foot, sang out gravely the 
warning from Boieldieu’s La Dame Blanche: 
Have a care! beware, beware! ” 
stracfflW 7’ ^ ?aW ROme Po1 *cemen dragging a 
the eh 8 d/Unkard to tbe station house, all singing 
the chorus from “The Mascot”: 
°away?”en! D°W kasten! now hasten and gallop 
As he p i sr ed before a wine-shop where cigars were 
also soid, his head was almost split by the shrill 
tones of a phonograph, which chrieked without cessa¬ 
tion: 
“Wine forever! love and tobacco! 
When finally Pierrot came to a little shop where a 
fat woman sat on the threshold and adjured the 
passers-by in the words of the song from Adam’s 
“Chalet”: 
“I pray thee stay with me— * 
he began to feel aU this impromptu harmony some¬ 
what harassing. As he proceeded on his way, he met 
a friend and stopped to ask him for information on 
a certain subject. 
“Do you know—” he began; but his friend with¬ 
out giving him time to say anything, further sang 
plaintively: 
“Dost thou know that sweet land 
Where the orange tree grows?” 
and he was not able to escape until the singer had 
finisned the last note of Mignon’s song. To calm his 
nerves, tingling from this fresh musical assault, he 
hastened to the most retired avenue of the Bois de 
Boulogne, not without being pursued, however, by a 
nightingale, which sang with the greatest volubility 
the march by Augusta Halmfes: 
“In the grove, hear’st thou not, my love, 
That sweet voice that speaks and gently calls 
thee?” 
“Ah, yes! ” he groaned. He heard it only too well, 
for the bird followed him through all his solitary 
promenade until in desperation he left the park, al¬ 
ready repenting of his unlucky wish. His repentance 
was even deeper when he entered a restaurant m the 
hope of recovering from his exhaustion by a com¬ 
fortable meal. An invisible chorus, accompanied by 
an invisible orchestra, sang with vehemence the ban¬ 
quet scene from “The Huguenots” throughout the 
whole repast: 
“Fill up! fill up! fill to the joys of the table—” 
Only when the waiter brought him a half-bottle of 
wine did it change for a moment to 
“Hail to the wine! the nectar divine! ” 
What of the rest of the day ? 
The imhappy Pierrot found his every word, his 
every gesture followed by something suggestive from 
the opera or operetta, a phrase from a song or a 
romance, until he was fairly at his wits end Over¬ 
whelmed by this deluge of music, he turned home¬ 
ward at nightfall, hoping that this would bring him 
some respite from his harmonious torment. As he 
stood before his door, however, a hand organ burst 
stridently into Gounod’s song: 
“The night brings calm and peaceful silence.” 
If the departed master had appeared at that mo¬ 
ment, doubtless he would have paid dearly for the 
inspiration which led him to compose this particular 
song. As our suffering hero in despair cast his eyes 
to heaven, he saw a twinkling star in tba deep^ung 
blue above him and with the glance there fell through 
the air, distinct and clear, the melody from Tann- 
hfiuser”: 
“0 thou sublime, sweet evening star. 
Gladly I greet thee from afar.” 
When Pierrot, panting, bewildered, stupefied 
gained the shelter of his room, he sank exhausted 
into an easy-chair, his eyes wild, his head whirling. 
He fancied he saw a regiment of notes dancing a dia¬ 
bolical saraband before him; he was sure 
heard ten different orchestras playing at the same 
time ten different pieces. However, his mind grad- 
ually cleared; he finally became conscious that 
silence, blessed silence, was enfoldmg h.m with ts 
blissful influence. Hardly had he realized this com¬ 
forting fact before he heard the gay strains from 
Masses “Wedding of Jeannette : 
“At last alone and in my home.” 
This was the final straw. Pierrot felt his brain 
give way. To his terror, everything began to spin 
around him. A crash as of thunder rang in his ears. 
And he awoke listening with rapture to the jangling 
tones of his alarm clock. The Fairy, his wish, his 
musical persecution had all been a nig mare w 
, , __t .nnlloM.. Thereafter he un- 
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pleasure, and, as he left home that morning for 
school, he hummed gaily: 
“Enough is a feast; this lesson is mine: 
Too much breeds disgust—no matter how fine! ” 
—From the French of Louis Rivi&re, by Frederic 
8. Law. 
The Beethoven button 
A MOZART BUTTON. that the Editor secured 
for the members of 
Etude clubs has proven so popular that arrangements 
have been made for a button with a picture of Mo¬ 
zart on it. These buttons will be supplied to clubs 
at the same rate as the Beethoven. Particulars in 
regard to it will be found on page 35 of this issue. 
The Etude wishes to provide 
A CLUB SONG. an appropriate club song for the 
various children’s clubs that have 
been organized. We will give $2.50 for the best set 
of verses suitable for a musical setting as a chorus to 
be sung at the opening of meetings, at recitals, etc. 
There should be at least three verses, eight lines each. 
This offer will remain open until April 1st. 
The Stillwater Musical 
CLUB Club met with Miss Holen 
CORRESPONDENCE. in November. The class was 
divided into two grades, and 
each grade contested for a prize, which was offered 
for those who could play a piece from memory with 
the fewest mistakes. The points were fingering, 
phrasing and general performance. Our class motto 
is Bjf (sharp), which we have on a small pin. Our 
lessons are taken from The Etude. In ear training 
we take turns at playing and in making the others 
guess the time in which the piece is written, and how 
many mistakes were made in phrasing, etc.—Alice E. 
Holen. 
The pupils of Miss Grace 0. Gerould have organ¬ 
ized a musical club, consisting at present of thirty 
members, to be known as the “St. Cecilia Music 
Club”; our colors are blue and white. The following 
officers have been elected: Clarence Langeland, Pres.; 
Lona Queer, Vice-Pres.; Maude Case, Sec.; Angie 
Heverly, Treas. The club meets once every month at 
the home of one of the members. The time is spent 
in the study of the lives of composers, and usually a 
very interesting musical program is rendered, contest¬ 
playing being a feature of the work.—Clarence Lange¬ 
land. 
Sixteen of the pupils of Mrs. C. H. Castle met at 
her home and organized the Etude Music Club. The 
following officers were elected: Mrs. C. H. Castle, 
Pres.; Grace Cudworth, Vice-Pres.; Mamie Goodar, 
Sec.; Master Charlie Aldrich, Treas.; Mrs. Aimer 
Shaw and Miss Lizzie Hauss, critics. Class motto: 
Stop, Look, Listen. Class colors: green and white. 
A very pleasant time was enjoyed and a nice little 
program rendered. All voted the club a success. 
Meetings will be held every two weeks. Life of 
Haydn, readings from Amy Fay’s studies in Ger¬ 
many and a short musical program for next week, 
Thursday evening. Meetings to begin promptly at 
6.30 and close at 8.30. 
Our teacher showed us several pictures of St. 
Cecilia, and read us her interesting story, as pub¬ 
lished in The Etude for December, 1904. We then 
solved some of the puzzles given on the Children’s 
Page of The Etude. Two of our members played 
selections on the piano. Then Miss Holman played 
a very pretty piece, called: “Thoughts of Thee,’ bv 
Fritz Wenzel, Op. 100, that was published in the M-y 
issue of The Etude. We all think a great deal of 
The Etude; it is a friend. We want it always with 
us. We have some secret work in our club, having a 
password and a sign.—Lila Nash, Sec. 
We have an Etude Club at Waynesburg College; 
nearly all my pupils are members and all read The 
Etude. We meet once a month; as part of the pro¬ 
gram I explain the reading matter that will interest 
them. At the next meeting we shall have a game. 
I have organized a club among the younger members 
of my class; we have about fifteen members, and fol¬ 
low on the lines sketched out in The Etude. We 
meet once in two weeks. At each meeting I take the 
life of one of the great composers, telling the chil¬ 
dren all that will be interesting to them; at the next 
meeting I expect them to tell me something that they 
remember about the composer, from the previous les¬ 
son ; and I have proposed that they should have blank 
books and paste in a blue print of the composer, writ¬ 
ing underneath what they know of his life and which 
of his works they have studied. 
One evening we take one of the old masters and the. 
next a modem; thus we start with Bach, then 
Reinecke, next Handel and then Tchaikovsky and so 
on. We also have competitions in scale and study 
playing, sight-reading, etc.; some of the members 
play at each meeting and we have musical games. 
I find the club an immense help in my teaching, and 
the children enjoy it very much; the parents all tell 
me how much more interest their children take in 
their music, since we have started the club. I find 
the hints in The Etude a great help. I use Mr. 
Tapper’s book on Biography.—Ada F. Bond. 
On September 30th my pupils met and organized a 
club. The name chosen was “Marshfield Junior Music 
Club.” We have only five members, but hope to have 
more and to do good work. At our next meeting we 
are to study intervals, and talk on Beethoven. We 
meet once in two weeks, on Saturday afternoons.— 
Cora B. Tilden. 
The members of the “Young Musicians’ Perse¬ 
verance Club,” met at the home of their teacher, Miss 
Edna B. Jackson, Saturday, August 26, 1905, at 3 
o’clock P. M. This was the annual meeting of the 
club since the organization of the society one year 
ago. The meeting was opened by roll-call, after 
which the secretary’s report was read; then fol¬ 
lowed a review of the composers studied during the 
year: Mozart, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Handel and 
Bach. A composition written by each composer was 
We studied the composers according to the date of 
their birth, beginning with Mozart and Schubert, in 
January. The officers elected for the ensuing year 
are- President, Lora McFarland; Vice-President, 
Neva Baldwin; Secretary and Treasurer, Janie Han- 
shaw; Corresponding Secretary, Lulu Black; Libra¬ 
rian, Martha Mellor; Musical Director, Lutie Rench. 
—Lulu Black, Cor. Sec. 
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to know something of the real treasures of the best 
music. They will do missionary work in their turn. 
Like other phases of our life, musical interest and 
appreciation will grow. It is up to every musician to 
do a share in helping on the good work. 
show that we can honestly judge worth, no matter 
where found. Give the foreign musician his due, but 
do not withhold from a compatriot. 
HabMTtptlon, SI.AO per 
J°a wl*" “>«.IournM .topped, 
*" MPltrlt not lee miixl be Mint u> by letter, ot herd 
peld ** *UI b* contlua®<1* »rreenme» mint be 
**nt for renewnlfc On the wr»pt>«r of Iho next Uaijo init v<hi will ).« 
Shirh ** ,0 whlcl* *our •abicrlptloo it pahl up, 
which corvee ». a receipt for your (ubvcrlptlon. 
2* *ollcl“<t Tho" “>•» *™ not •v.lTcble will ho 
TMEODORB PRESSER, 
>712 Cheotnut St., Philadelphia, Pn. 
Kntcred at Philadelphia P. O. at Becoml-claas Matter. 
Without the love of books, the richest man is 
poor; but endowed with this treasure of trea- 
sures the poorest man Is rich. He has wealth 
which no power can diminish, riches which are 
••way, increasing, possessions which the more 
he scatters, the more they accumulate, friends 
dJv nC,T d?/frt,h,im “nd plcMUrc* which never doy,—John Alfred Langford. 
_2"*. U * B°°d tims to indulge in meditation over 
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The observer in educational matters cannot fail to 
bo impressed with the fact that careful thought is 
being given to the matter of the musical training of 
children. The time was when children were ex¬ 
pected to go through a weary grind of scales, exer¬ 
cises, “recreations,” pieces, etudes, etc., and thus be¬ 
come players. Possibly they did become players, but 
they did not often become musicians. The children 
rebelled at the course of study prescribed for them, 
hut in vain. The German “professor,” who had gone 
through similar discipline under martinet instructors 
in his own home, could not believe that this course 
was not suited to American children. It was good 
for German children, and must he the right thing 
anywhere and everywhere. He told parents so with 
much emphasis. And parents heeded. 
Hut the influence of another German of different 
ideas began to make itself felt in education. Froebel’s 
principles gained ground and American teachers were 
, (luick lo ** the value and the applicability of these 
i principles to the musical instruction of children. The 
reign of the old ideas was over. The children were to 
lie studied and instruction to be adapted to their 
peculiar needs. It was not long before earnest men 
and women over all the land gave themselves heart 
and soul to the work. Elementary teaching lost its 
drudgery and was no longer considered suitable only 
for girls and superannuated teachers. On the con¬ 
trary it has gained so much in recognition that it is 
considered as of the utmost importance and is at¬ 
tracting the brightest of young people, especially 
women, to its ranks. 
Wc take this opportunity to urge young men and 
"omen who have chosen the musical profession to 
give thought to the matter of the teaching of chil¬ 
dren. there are many points to he studied. The 
^ *ttracted’ ,nust interested and 
hp‘< t0 *h,e,r -“‘crest. The music given them 
to study will not do the whole work. Additional ma- 
lvor!k d’ deTiCeS *° keep the children at 
etc eS', daS9 meeting8> recitals’ <1^, 
th? teacher udds to these means the es- 
playeri and rtH r"USiC' pUpils -11 become good players, ami little musicians as well, and parents 
* J* abundantly satisfied. The Etude h/in the 
" 1 t0*rre musical work of the best character 
among the American children. 
Thebe has been a popular impression that the so- 
called “fads and frills”—that is, physical culture, 
music, drawing, modeling, etc.—introduced of late 
years into the public schools, have been regarded with 
disfavor by most parents; that they stand generally 
for a return to the simpler methods of a generation 
ago, when the traditional three R’s held first and un¬ 
disputed sway. 
To test the question, the school editor of a news¬ 
paper sent out more than fifteen thousand postal 
cards to families in representative districts of 
Greater New York, asking for opinions on the de¬ 
sirability of continuing these supplementary studies. 
The result was a surprise even to the advocates of 
the new order of things. The replies received showed 
an overwhelming sentiment in favor of retaining it. 
Even the densely-populated East Side, where it might 
be thought that the struggle for existence would ef¬ 
fectually kill all interest in such unpractical subjects, 
responded as directly and unmistakably as the quar¬ 
ters of the well-to-do. Physical culture was the most 
m favor. Then came music and drawing, with the 
manual arts. There was more diversity in regard to 
sewing. A large minority thought that this “should 
be confined to girls. 
It is an encouraging sign that others besides edu¬ 
cators are beginning to realize that a child cannot 
be kept long at a time on purely intellectual tasks 
without dangerous mental fatigue. The vouthful 
brain requires rest through change of occupation, and 
this is best afforded by singing, drawing, modeling 
and the like. These give vent to the childish activity 
which otherwise is apt to manifest itself in destruc¬ 
tive or mischievous tendencies. The children whose 
wi,mbry f,aping Clay 0r wieldine the pencil 
will not be tempted to cut notches in their benches 
or to scratch their desks with nails. Singing too 
an ou.tlet for the irrepressible spirits and rest¬ 
lessness under restraint that often lead a child to 
the iTlT kair or t0 kick ^ heels against 
nt r„Jb! lafer-day teacher is not slow to recog. 
in the olHa maintenance of discipline, which 
lem. NowadayTwe 
ES® ^ — t0 * ^araeterist7of S 
,Jn 8CaT °f 1905 19°G bids fair to be a mem- 
nable one because of the great number of European 
musicians, pianists, violinists, ’cellists, conductors 
ocahsts, who visited the United Stated. A few of 
! •“ "I11 8umCe: iteisenauer, Arthur Sun 
this matter, if you gpe^d ^ £10 feel»g in 
to a recital by some forpitm <-• t ^ for a ticket 
pa-v ba'f that amount toTea^'V** refUSe to 
may give just as satisfeof«™ American who 
ago Leopold GodowSv C°nCert' ^ 
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HANDEL’S SONGS. 
Pebhaps one of the most interesting problems that 
the historian faces is the extent to which the strong 
character under investigation is the debtor to his 
epoch. Or, on the other hand, how greatly the epoch 
may be indebted to the individual for its classifica¬ 
tion. Undoubtedly the influence may be said to work 
both ways. We often wonder how great men would 
have fitted into other epochs. 
If George Frederick Handel had been a product of 
the middle or latter part of the 19th century and now 
were the days of his greatest virility and productivity, 
how would he and his works be received? Specula¬ 
tion of this sort is useless, but it brings into promi¬ 
nence one fact: The music of a genius rises above 
epoch marks, and must be viewed upon an indepen¬ 
dent plane of its own creating—which plane crosses 
centuries with no diminution of power or sacrifice of 
individuality. The works of Handel are to be classi¬ 
fied as of the art rather than of a period. Accident 
of birth made him a contemporary of Bach. The 
fatalist would say that Providence brought him for¬ 
ward in the early morning of the great musical day in 
order that his works could stand as a helpful ex¬ 
ample for all who should follow him. 
To those who have studied his life, two things 
stand out with great prominence: one, the extra¬ 
ordinary diligence which enabled him to give to the 
Handel, Pbofile View. 
world so much; the other, that the work to which 
he mainly devoted his life and which was his most 
spontaneous medium of expression failed to connect 
him in any great measure with posterity, while that 
upon which he placed the least value has made his 
name imperishable. His operas are no longer heard, 
and he would be lost in the making up of vocal pro¬ 
grams of the present day, except for a few numbers 
which live in spite of their original settings rather 
than because of them. Perhaps the most prominent 
and best known of his works still in use are the arias 
from Semele “Where’er You Walk” and “Tyrannic 
Love” from Susanna. 
When we turn to his oratorios an embarrassment 
of riches confronts us. Solos for every voice, effective 
for rendering, independent of their setting in the 
oratorio, are available. It has been said that if a 
young student, given a fair voice, will learn and sing 
the solo parts of the oratorios, the discipline and 
variety which they afford will be all the schooling 
necessary to perfect him as an artist. We may go 
further and say, that let any young student make 
an exhaustive study of Handel’s works in the range 
of his voice, and he will have met and profited by all 
the conditions necessary to artistic rendering. 
Herewith follows a list of selections from Handel’s 
works, which we recommend to the consideration of 
even.' student, confident that it will be difficult to 
make a list equally as good from any single com¬ 
poser. The English-speaking world cannot be too 
grateful that circumstances were such that so much 
of his best writing was done to English text. 
1. Love Sounds the Alarm. Recit. and Air 
(Tenor). From Acts and Galatea. 
2. See the Raging Flames Arise. Recit. and Air 
(Bass). From Joshua. 
3. The Lord Worketli Wonders. Recit. and Air 
(Baritone). From Judas Maooabaeus. 
4. From Mighty Kings. Recit. and Air (Soprano). 
From Judas Maooabaeus. 
5. 0 Liberty, Thou Choicest Treasure. Recit. and 
Air (Mezzo-Soprano). From Judas Mac- 
oabaeus. 6. Total Eclipse (Tenor). From Samson. 
7. So Shall the Lute and Harp Awake. Recit. and 
Air (Soprano). From Judas Maooabaeus. 8. Arm, Aim, Ye Brave. Recit. and Air (Bari¬ 
tone or Bass). From Judas Maooabaeus. 
9. Sing Songs of Praise. Recit. and Air (Tenor). 
From Esther. 
10. In the Battle, Fame Pursuing. Recit. and Air 
(Contralto). From Deborah. 
11. Thou Shalt Bring Them In. Air (Contralto). 
From Israel in Egypt. 
12. My Soul Awakens. Cangio d’aspetto. Air 
(Contralto). From Admcto. 
13. Lord, to Thee Each Night and Day. Air 
(Mezzo-Soprano). From Theodora. 
14. Hymen, Haste, Thy Torch Prepare. Recit. and 
Air (Contralto). From Semele. 
15. Where’er You Walk. Air (Tenor). From 
Semele. 
16. Angels, Ever Bright and Fair. * Recit. and Air 
(Soprano). From Theodora. 
17. The People That Walked in Darkness. Recit. 
and Air (Bass). From the Messiah. 
18. He Shall Feed His Flock. Recit. and Air (Con¬ 
tralto). Come Unto Him. Air (Soprano). 
From the Messiah. 
19. The Trumpet Shall Sound. Recit. and Air 
(Bass). From the Messiah. 
20. Oh! Had I Jubal’s Lyre. Air (Soprano). 
From Joshua. 
21. Return, 0 God of Hosts. Air (Contralto). 
From Samson. 
22. How Willing My Paternal Love. Air (Bass). 
From Samson. 
23. Why Does the God of Israel Sleep? Recit. and 
Air (Tenor). From Samson. 
24. Thy Glorious Deeds Inspired My Tongue. Recit. 
and Air (Baritone). From Samson. 
25. Farewell, Ye Limpid Streams. Recit. and Air 
(Soprano). From Jephtha. 
A NEW BOOK ON DICTION. 
The aggregate of technical writing on vocal mat¬ 
ters makes a sorry display as to value. It is in¬ 
definite, disputative and arrogant. This is not alto¬ 
gether surprising, since so much of vocal phenomena 
is psychological, both in cause and in effect. The 
sense of touch, which is the accompanying result of 
vocal tone, is largely a cultivated sense, and is more 
often influenced by overwrought nerves and mis¬ 
guided prejudices than it is arrived at through the 
avenues of normal receptivity. 
The question as to “What shall I read,” that we 
are so often called upon to answer is therefore not 
an easy one, especially when the request expressly 
designates technical subjects. It is, therefore, most 
gratifying when called upon to review a work written 
for vocalists, to be able justly to give it unstinted 
praise. Such is our attitude to a recently published 
work by Louis Arthur Russell, entitled: “English 
Diction for Singers and Speakers.” 
Mr. Russell is no novice with the pen. His contri¬ 
butions to the technical literature of music have been 
many, but in this, his latest work, he has wrought 
with a combination of fineness and strength that 
hitherto has not been brought to bear upon this sub¬ 
ject. It insures for the work a prominent as well as 
a permanent place among authoritative books on 
vocal technic. 
The strength of the book lies in the skill with 
which its author insists upon a much disputed fact: 
that English is at once the most difficult and cor-, 
relatively the most beautiful of all languages for the 
singer and speaker. 
A language bristling with consonants and multi- 
shaded vowels we can readily see may be the despair 
of the foreigner; but English-speaking students who 
read Mr. Russell’s book will learn that being born to 
a language carries with it no guarantee of being its 
master; in short, every page points to faults common 
to most of us and suggests a way to correct them. 
The chapter on vowels, beginning on page fourteen, 
we had selected to mention as of special value to the 
student, but it is impossible to particularize. Each 
subject is tersely and exhaustively presented, and so 
far removed from the labored pedagogic style that it 
is as interesting as it is instructive. 
We hear much of diction; we read in the news¬ 
papers that a singer has bad or good diction. We 
wondered whnt the critic really meant. We are now 
able to place our hands upon a book that not only 
answers that question but makes it possible for us to 
criticise the critics intelligently. Among the books 
that every student of singing should not only read 
but study seriously is: “English Diction for Singers 
and Speakers,” by Louis Arthur Russell. 
THE CONVERSATIONAL VOICE. 
BY EDITH L. WINN. 
Some time ago, the present writer had the pleasure 
of a morning behind the scenes during the Parsifal re¬ 
hearsals in Boston. Amid the noises of stage hands, 
repairers, carpenters, etc., one could hardly expect the 
rehearsals to go on advantageously, and yet they did. 
The soloists came, one after another, into the theatre 
with a bright “good morning.” Managers and assis¬ 
tants came and went, each with a morning greeting 
and cordiality in the voice. Every one spoke of the 
rehearsal, quietly, and in low tones. It is wonder¬ 
ful how the human voice carries when it is pitched 
low. Basses and tenors alike seated the speaking 
voice deep, and there was no effort in it. There was 
a singular charm and resonance in the ladies’ voices. 
Madame Kirby-Lunn had a cold, but her voice sounded 
deep and musical in spite of that. Another thing im¬ 
pressed roe, namely, the precision in the use of Eng¬ 
lish, and attention to enunciation—even in common 
conversation. 
Why is it that the American women whose voices 
sound low and musical are either singers, actresses, 
or teachers of oratory? Should not the educated 
woman everywhere possess a beautiful voice? Many 
times I have looked at a beautiful woman, and then 
turned away disappointed because her voice was thin, 
or coarse and vulgar. 
The American voice (feminine) has an * interna¬ 
tional reputation. It is often flat, thin, hard, tense, 
shrill—everything but musical. We mny not., as a 
people, learn to make our tones round and full, but 
anyone can learn to speak without loud and rapid 
tones. 
A sweet woman, thank Heaven, has quite frequently 
a sweet voice, but see how many good women have 
ugly voices! Actually half the people we know could 
lower their voices a whole octave, and what a saving 
of strength it would be! Enunciation, too, could be 
greatly improved by deliberation. Have you ever 
observed two persons in a hot argument? Note the 
pitch of their voices, each trying to overcome the 
other by sheer superiority of vocal organism. This 
is not only a cheap way of enforcing one’s opinion, 
but it is ill-mannered. Indeed, it fails to give 
weight, oftentimes. Let us take a verse of poetry 
and set to work upon it. Note the prevailing ten¬ 
dency to begin every new line with higher pitch. Let 
us take the words, “Roll on, thou deep and dark blue 
ocean, roll”—Say this line a half-dozen times, each 
time lowering the voioe. It is really astonishing what 
progress one will make in a few days. 
It is a matter of vital importance to present-day 
education that teachers, mothers, students, clerks— 
all women should cultivate the low, sweet voioe. It 
is mighty in persuasion. As for its attainment, that 
requires only time, patience and practice. You may 
say that it must come from within. Yes, there is 
something in that. H thoughts are generous, im¬ 
pulses noble, and desires good, the voice must be in¬ 
fluenced by t^is inner culture, for one cannot separate 
culture and its outward results. Actors practice cer¬ 
tain phrases, sentences and words long and diligently. 
They seek to make every play possible upon their 
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word*, noting the impression upon their audience. 
A relative of Edwin Booth states that the great actor 
used to bo heartbroken over some apparent failure 
when hi* audience fairly bung upon his words. He 
had so high a standard that he really thought he had 
failed in his conception of the role which he assumed, 
and yet he won a victory. Wesley, it is said, could 
reduce a congregation to tears by the mere pronun¬ 
ciation of a word. 
What progress vocal aspirants could make if only 
they were to discipline their voices daily in conver¬ 
sation. And what power women in society, and in 
professional life, could wield if only they would study 
the manner and matter of their conversation. 
The vocal aspirant who has a strongly musical 
temperament has quite frequently a high pitched, 
nervous voice. If she has not, the chances are that 
she tnlks affectedly. The little exaggerated facial 
expressions, the nervous laugh, the use of similar 
words and phrases, and the abuse of adjectives, de¬ 
tract from the charm of conversation and from the 
Iwauty of the voice. How much better it would be if 
vocalists talked less and reserved their vocal powers 
for art. Just why they do not understand that Eng¬ 
lish diction and the American speaking voice play no 
part in true vocal art, I cannot imagine. 
Again, the singer should avoid exclamatory speech, 
as this wearies the voice. She should avoid foreign 
words because they belong only to her song repertoire 
and not to daily conversation. Above ail, let tho 
singer avoid arguments, because argument engenders 
friction, and friction is an irritant to the voice. Next 
to beauty of soul comes beauty of voice, and the 
American singer who hopes to attain anything in art 
cannot neglect tier mother-tongue in daily life. Let 
us plead for schools of English in our conservatories 
and opera schools. Let us plead for the study of the 
conversational voice in these schools—and above all, 
let us plead for broader training of singers. Tho 
broadest vocalism is cultured vocalism. 
THE SINOING OF ENGLISH. 
It is apparent to the careful observer that the 
average singer slights consonants for the sake of tho 
vowels. Consonants, of course, do not affect voice- 
production, and for this very reason they are often 
neglected. The function of a voice-producer is mainly 
to produce n voice, and, having done that more or 
less successfully, it is too often thought that the end 
is reached. Tile vowels make the tone, the consonants 
arc tho mere trimmings, so to speak. And so it comes 
about that, in ninny instances, for want of conscien¬ 
tious attention to the trimmings, the singing of real 
English is as far off as ever, or, if not, the vocal 
tone is affected. Taking the word “night,” and as¬ 
suming that tho production of the vowel is all right, 
we havB'in the first case hardly any “n” and prac¬ 
tically no “t,” or in tho second case too little vowel- 
sound. owing to the “t” being too precipitate‘and too 
pronounced, and a preliminary long dinning “n” 
which resembles the noise of a motor-car at a stand¬ 
still. 
The question has been raised as to whether correct 
pronunciation adversely affects the vocal tone to such 
an extent ns to render it undesirable. There is cer¬ 
tainly something to be said against the slavish ad¬ 
herence to the pronunciation of the speaking voice. 
This is plainly shown in church music by the pen- 
erally-adopted custom of altering the pronunciation 
of two vowels in tho singing of the Canticles. In the 
Magnificat it is customary to sing “Ah-braham,” 
though this is not, perhaps, universal. Much more 
widely recognized is the custom in the Te Deum of 
-inging Of an infinite majesty.” “Abraham,” being 
a proper name of ancient origin, is capable of various 
pronunciations, but “infinite,” with the Ion- “i ” 
clearly a concession to vocal effect. Why is this’ 
liecause it is generally accepted that “ay” and “it” 
are difficult to produce vocally, the first owing to the 
-as * r smii 
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spondents has brought to our notice. He says that by 
pronouncing the word “crooked” on the high G sharp 
“Every valley,” from “The Messiah,” as if croaked 
the benefit to the singer is astonishing, presumably 
from the point of view of producing a good tone 
easily. We go further than that and say that it 
benefits the listener also. Anyone singing “crooked’ 
precisely as written will find toe result is not 
“crooked,” but if the mouth be shaped to “oa” the 
effect will undoubtedly be “oo.” Many similar ex¬ 
amples could be given with precisely the same result, 
that though not pronounced according to the strict 
spelling of the word, a slight alteration of vowel will, 
in singing, give the effect of the correct spelling. If 
then, these little deceptions are judiciously indulged 
in for the purpose of actually increasing the distinct¬ 
ness of the real English, and at the same time the 
vocal tone is improved, good rather than harm is done 
to both sides of the art of singing. 
A few lessons fn elocution in conjunction with their 
vocal training would probably bring the importance 
of distinct and correct diction home to every singer. 
—Musical News. 
NOTES ON CHORUS TRAINING. 
In view of the increasing interest in choral work 
and the lack of experience on the part of those who 
are making their first essays in the conducting line, 
we reprint the following from an article in the 
Musical Times, written by Mr. Henry Coward, a suc¬ 
cessful English choral conductor: 
The most unsatisfactory part of the average choral 
performance is the slovenly way in which words are 
uttered. This is owing to the inertia of the muscles 
of the tongue and mouth. Assuming that you get 
your choir to speak distinctly, then comes the difficult 
question of proper vowel sound. 
In training a chorus, the conductor should insist 
upon singers saying their words apart from the music 
—he patterning the precise sound required, and then 
getting the same sound when sung to music. To do 
this is often very worrying and troublesome; but the 
living interest which these clear singing words gives 
to the pieces performed amply repays for all the 
work. The initial and final consonants are also 
sources of weakness in articulation, but these can be 
overcome by exercises similar to the following: 
P. Please pay, pay, pay promptly. 
B. Big Ben broke Bertha’s bouncing hall. 
T. Try teaching to tax temper. 
D. Dear Dora danced delightfully. 
Th. Thin things think thick thoughts. 
Tli. Thee they them these those. 
Ch. Church chaps chirp chants cheerfully. 
J. John Jones jumps jauntily. 
K. Kruger can’t conquer Khaki. 
G. Gtiy gives good gifts gracefully. 
1*. lair flirts fancy French fashions. 
V. Vain Vernon vowed vengeance. 
M. Mild-mannered men make money. 
N. Nellie never noticed Norah. 
B. Round rough rocks ragged rascals ran. 
L. Lion lilies like light. 
Expression is generally neglected because even mod¬ 
erate success is not achieved without considerable 
trouble, tor instance, it is much easier to prepare 
four pieces m a “rough and tumble” though fairly ac¬ 
curate style than to get up one with real finish7 It 
also makes larger demands upon the nerve-power of 
a conductor, even supposing that he has the mental 
grasp and poetic faculty to conceive the proper artistic 
interpretation of the music. 
Many conductors fancy they have merely to observe 
uendTJa Pmn°S a,"d f°rteS’ crescen<Ios" and dimin¬ 
uendos of a composition, and then they are sure of 
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caused by the recurring jolt of the tramcar of the 
whirr of machinery. But, although there is the 
greatest objection to this too obvious recurrence of 
the accents except in such pieces as the grand stirring 
chorus, “He Gave Them Hailstones” ("Israel”), the 
present* of the accents must be heard throughout* 
piece so clearly that the rhythm, whatever it may be, 
is always in evidence, except when a temporary dig. 
turbance of it is purposely introduced. It is here 
that the skill of the conductor is made manifest. He 
will in some parts have the single-bar rhythm, in 
other parts he will, by means of crescendos or dimin¬ 
uendos, get a two-bar. or three, or four-bar rhythm; 
delicate changes in the pattern of the dynamics of 
each bar will be introduced; nevertheless, these and 
all the different points of expression should make the 
rhythm a central pivot upon which to turn. 
It is the absence of this sense of rhythm which 
makes many pianoforte recitals wearisome and causes 
much singing to lack point. Many choral conduc¬ 
tors are organists, grown so accustomed to lack of 
spring in the music they most frequently hear, that 
its absence does not strike them as it does the gen¬ 
eral public. Conductors must get rhythm, not the 
bald, rigid thing which reminds one of an architect’s 
plan, but poetical pulsations—that is, with the cor¬ 
ners rounded off—accents with an “atmosphere.” ,'I 
Good attack is of such vital importance that if it 
be absent there is very small probability of the per¬ 
formance’s being tolerable, let alone pleasure-giving, i 
But the attack I refer to is something more than the 
ordinary firm striking of notes. It is the crisp, true 
and forceful ejecting of notes sung so as to endow 
the sounds themselves with vitality, vehemence and 
dramatic power quite apart from the words, although 
words often require this forceful treatment of the 
music. 
Under phrasing comes the management of light 
and shade, piano and forte, but used in such a way 
as to secure just proportion and contrast between the 
various sections of the composition. As to what can 
be done by proper phrasing, one has only to recall 
the brightening effect of the accelerando with its sub¬ 
sequent rallentando to the normal tempo of the choral 
part of “I waited for the Lord,” from bar 71 to the 
re-entry of the solo voices; the exquisite effect of 
the ritardando and pianissimo at the close of “0 
Pure in Heart” (“Golden Legend”) ; the imposing 
dignity of the broadening out of the final phrase of 
the men’s chorus at the end of the prologue; and the 
overpowering majesty of the swell at the 13th bar 
from the end of the epilogue of the same work. 
Objection may be raised to these effects on the 
ground that they are not indicated in the score. The 
answer to this is: Composers at time of writing do 
not always realize .all the possibilities of their music. 
Tone-color of voice is destined to play a most im¬ 
portant part in the choral singing of the future. The 
whilom notion that words were merely pegs on which 
to hang certain contrapuntal melodies is now a thing 
of the past. People are awaking to the fact that dis¬ 
tinctness of words is of vital importance. Distinctness 
of articulation alone is not sufficient to meet the 
artistic needs of perfect interpretation. There must 
be appropriate shading of voice—now bright, now 
sombre, now threatening, now persuasive—and not as 
m the past, even at our principal festivals, the same 
unemotional quality of tone. The tone may be full, 
grand and sonorous, but this will not suffice. 
Conductors will have to realize that above and be¬ 
yond the words there is the more important point of 
the thought expressed by the words, which merely 
form the shell, while the thought itself is the kernel. 
Recognizing this, they will not have to use the same 
quahty of voice for “Mary had a little lamb” and 
Stone him to death”; and they will take care that 
there is a difference in vocal color between “He watch¬ 
ing over Israel” and “Unbar the door, murderer.” 
As to the size of a choir, the bigger the better; but 
a good working basis is for a choir to occupy about 
wen y per cent, of the seating capacity of the concert 
a 0 course, if one can not get so many singers, 
a smaller proportion must do. With respect to the 
proportion of parts, I prefer the basis to be twenty- 
r ®°Pran°8- twenty altos, nineteen tenors and 
1 hi“ * * «”■ 
tow^a UCt 38 “uch as y°u can with the eye. A look 
*2, a Part—member of which takes it for 
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it Bupm + ln 18 more Potent than any other sign, «9 
former and conductor. Per^6Ct between per- 
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MADAME ALBANI ON SINGING. 
In a recent number of the Strand Magazine, 
Madame Albani offers advice to aspirants. Here 
are some of her points: 
Study not merely the notes, but the intention and 
meaning. 
Think out your song; knit it together and gather 
it up. 
It is not necessarily the prodigy that reaches fame. 
Perseverance has a great deal to do with success in 
music. 
Study slowly. 
Avoid mannerisms. Affectation is inartistic. 
Only the strong should become singers or actors. 
The wear and tear of travel plays havoc with weak 
constitutions. 
Breathe properly. Never sing for more than twenty 
minutes at a time. 
If the student’s method be good, nothing will injure 
his voice. Learn the right way to sing, and Wagner 
can do you no harm. 
Progress is slow. Not even from month to month 
can you gauge progress. After five or six mouths 
you may perhaps look back. 
A singer should be grounded by a good teacher. 
There are many incompetent teachers in Italy. 
The would-be singer should have enough money to 
support him or herself during the period of study. 
No reputation is so high that it cannot rise higher. 
Self-complacency is fatal. 
The artist must be both born and made. 
But the voice is born and not made, though it may 
be considerably improved. 
The singer must practice daily, and must live as an 
artist, listening to other singers, cultivating a love 
of boolis or pictures. 
They sing best who love best all things both great 
and small. 
Master your part by study, by the imagination, by 
thinking and dreaming of it. 
Introspection is bad; think of the character you 
have to portray, not of yourself. 
HINTS FOR PUPILS OF SINGING. 
BY A. D. DUVIVIEB. 
It is so unusual for a person having a beautiful 
voice to have a perfect, or even a good, natural method 
of voice production as well, that we may class such 
instances as remarkable and deal only with the aver¬ 
age cases—those in which proper cultivation and 
training are necessary. The first aim of both must 
be to secure correct voice production, and later to 
train the properly produced voice to attain its fullest 
possibilities and powers. Few persons realize how 
much is added to the beauty of the natural voice by 
proper cultivation. Yet art adds almost as much as 
nature first provides, and though nature’s gift may 
fade with passing years, the art may become only the 
more exquisite and remain a permanent possession. 
Here the difficulty begins. The pupil must have 
competent teachers, and here arises the first obstacle 
in the way of the average student. Competent vocal 
instructors are as rare as incompetent ones are plenti¬ 
ful. 
Do not select a person who teaches various branches 
of music and “singing.” In ninety-nine such cases 
out of a hundred the preparation of such a person as 
a vocal teacher has consisted of a few lessons re¬ 
ceived from some other equally incompetent teacher. 
A good vocal teacher has made his profession a mat¬ 
ter of slow acquiring. He has studied the physiology 
and hygiene of the vocal organs, has devoted much 
attention to the study of correct tone production, 
breathing, vocalization and the many other depart¬ 
ments connected with the technical side of his pro¬ 
fession. 
The next important point to be considered is prac¬ 
tice. For the first few months never practice more 
than ten minutes at a time, and do this not oftener 
than three times a day. Of course, one can sing for 
a longer time than this when the voice is placed, 
but on this point be guided by your instructor’s ad¬ 
vice. Practice the head notes always piano; pay the 
greatest attention to equalizing the three registers, 
never forcing the chest notes lest you injure the 
medium register, which is naturally the weakest part 
of a woman’s voice. 
Mme. Lilli Lehmann has written a pamphlet in 
which she expresses certain ideas on musical subjects. 
She believes that the art of the singer is always the 
same, so far as technic is concerned; but the singer 
of today learns less than in years gone by. To sing 
the operatic music of Mozart, Bellini, Donizetti and 
the early Verdi it was necessary for the singer, male 
or female, to have a generous compass, and to be ac¬ 
complished in colorature. Wagner came and swept 
away ornaments, embellishments, florid passages of 
every description, and now, when each note has its 
syllable, the lazy and the ignorant think all they have 
to do to triumph in Wagnerian music is to enunciate 
distinctly. Thus we find Wagnerian singers who can¬ 
not execute a time decently, and glory in their in¬ 
ability, fearing the reproach, not of ignorance, but of 
being a bravura singer. Mrs. Lehmann believes it is 
necessary for a soprano to sing Mozart well if she 
wishes to sing Wagner well. She refers to the severe 
demands made by Wagner on the voice, admits them, 
and reminds the reader that Wagner wrote with the 
thought of a concealed orchestra. 
The majority of people, says Mme. Lehmann, have 
false ideas concerning methods of singing. Some 
think the Italian, some the German, the better. 
“Each school, when it is good, is founded on one and 
the same basis.” A very sensible remark; but how 
few German singers have any method at all. Mme. 
Lehmann believes that a good singer should be able 
to sing the music of Wagner and colorature passages; 
“she who cannot is not to my mind an artist. I except 
no one.” She adds immediately: “The only difference 
between ancient and modern education in song is 
this: Formerly the pupils studied action and song for 
six or eight years; now they are ‘finished’ in a year.” 
SHOULD SINGERS BE TRAINED AT HOME? 
The following clipping from a musical journal in 
London reveals the fact that it is not alone in 
America that the question: “Shall we go abroad to 
study singing ? ” is being discussed. There has been 
so much newspaper and music-magazine comment 
both pro and con covering the matter that it is re¬ 
freshing to find our English confreres brooding over 
the same problem. Every serious student of music 
is brought face to face with the question at one time 
or another. 
In the current number of the Free Lance, Mr. Al¬ 
bert Visetti has been interviewed on the subject of 
foreign training, and expresses in no uncertain terms 
the opinions that he casually hinted at in a letter 
in a previous issue of this paper. He is emphatic in 
declaring that English vocalists should be taught in 
England by English professors, and advances at least 
two convincing arguments to prove his case. 
The first is a question of climate. England’s fogs 
and humidity and general “contrariness” in the mat¬ 
ter of weather tend to make the English throat deli¬ 
cate, relaxed and susceptible to colds, hoarseness and 
other laryngeal ailments, which the foreign voice-' 
trainer, living in the dry and warm south of Europe, 
wots not of. The young singer, after his Continental 
studies are completed, returns to England, and at¬ 
tempts to combat with the insidiousness of the cli¬ 
matic conditions of this country, only to find, in many 
cases, that by residence and training in Italy or 
France, his lungs and throat are totally incapable 
of withstanding river fog, Scotch mist and all the 
hundred and one varieties of the British climate. 
The other argument that Mr. Visetti puts forward 
is even stronger, and a more pleasant one to our 
English ears, withal. Italy, France and Germany all 
have their special features in the matter of vocal 
work, and England undoubtedly has also. “Ballad 
and oratorio singing are not taught on the Continent.” 
And ballad and oratorio singing are England’s oivn 
special characteristics. Why, therefore, should Brit¬ 
ish vocalists fly to the Continent to learn what prob¬ 
ably they are totally unsuited for, viz.: operatic sing¬ 
ing, the summum bonum of all foreign voice-training, 
when these two special monopolies are open to them 
at home? 
Why, we wonder? Mr. Visetti assumes, doubtless 
correctly, that there are many English professors 
quite as capable of producing voices correctly as their 
foreign brethren, and this being the case, it is quite 
certain that, though in England the vocal student is 
taught to sing in passable Italian, French and Ger¬ 
man, as well as in his mother-tongue, the average 
foreign professor is neither capable nor desirous of 
teaching an English pupil to sing in any but Con¬ 
tinental languages. No other country sends her stu¬ 
dent-singers to a foreign part to complete their art, 
and why should we do so? Let the words of Mr. 
Visetti, himself the trainer of such singers as our 
own Madame Kirkby Lunn, and himself a foreigner 
on his paternal side, sink deep into the minds of all 
parents and guardians who are intending to send their 
sons and daughters to Naples, Leipzig and Paris in 
order to “finish” their vocal training. In the matter 
of musical art as well as in trade transactions, all 
other things being, at least, equal, let them “support 
home industries.” 
In addition to the above, we add some statements 
made by Mme. Nordica and others, several years ago. 
Mme. Nordica brought back with her from Europe 
some years ago, some opinions made more decided 
through her own experience. The merits and de¬ 
merits of the different schools have been too gener¬ 
ously demonstrated by their various representatives 
to require any comment. Mme. Nordica, in a measure, 
gave her own views regarding them, and which, in con¬ 
nection with her statements, become pertinent. When 
questioned regarding the advisability of Americans 
going to Germany to study singing, she replied with 
great positiveness she would not advise Americans 
to go abroad at all to study singing, particularly not. 
to Germany. Mme. Nordica asserts one has no chance 
to hear really good singers, those whose school is per¬ 
fect, from hearing whom one may derive real benefit. 
Sig. Ancona expressed himself quite as strongly in 
respect to his Italian confreres, whom he stated dur¬ 
ing his engagements here last season sang the ma¬ 
jority of them in a manner that would cause them to 
be allowed just twenty-four hours in which to pack 
their trunks and return were they to venture appear¬ 
ance in America. Foreign musical papers stated last 
year that the closing of a number of theatres in Italy 
was due as much to impossibility to secure efficient 
singers as to the hard times. Assuredly the best 
schooled foreign singers of late heard in America are 
those who acquired their equipment in France. 
Many who want to be singers nowadays fail to 
appreciate the necessity of a thorough study of color¬ 
ature—Particularly is this neglected when the natural 
voice is pleasant. The first thing should always be 
colorature—Mozart is especially good—the sustained 
singing, like the Wagner operas, coming later; for 
though, without the study of colorature, you may 
be able to sing, for instance, Wagner, you can’t sing 
the Italian music afterward. 
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StH01 R- 
A YANKEE 
ORGANIST ABROAD. 
EDITED BY EVERETT E. TRUETTE 
HANDEL 
AS AN 
ORGANIST. 
The Blind Handel being led to the Organ. 
Quite a number of Christ- 
NEW mas anthems and cantatas were 
CHURCH MUSIC. received too late to be men¬ 
tioned in the December number, 
among which were the following: 
"The Nativity,” Christmas cantata, by Frederic Fcild 
Bullard (Boston Music Co). 
“The Star of Bethlehem,” Christmas cantata, by F. 
Flaxington darker (Schirmer). 
“Joy to the World,” by T. D. Williams (Ditson). 
"Sing 0 Heavens,” by II. J. Storer (Ditson). 
"Calm on the Listening Ear of Night,” by Charles 
Fonteyn Manney (Boston Music Co.). 
"In the Day,” by Sir Frederick Bride (Novello). 
“While Shepherds Watched,” by F. Leon Percippe 
(Maxwell Music Co.). 
Music for Various Seasons. 
“Praise to God," by John E. West (Novello). 
“In the Beginning was the WTord,” by Bertram Luard- 
Selby (Novello). 
“The Heavens Declare,” by Charles Macpherson 
(Novello). 
“0 Everlasting light,” by John E. West (Novello). 
“Jesus, Thou Joy of Loving Hearts,” by Clifford 
Deraarest (Schmidt). 
“0 Love of God” (trio), by Arthur Thayer (Schmidt) 
“0 All ye W:orks of the Lord,” by H. J. Stewart 
The details of the early 
life of Handel have been 
treated elsewhere in this is¬ 
sue, and the readers of The 
Etude are already familiar 
with how he studied music surreptitiously, 
and ran behind his father’s carriage when 
the latter went to Weissenfels, and how the 
father at last took him into the carriage. 
, _ On reaching the castle, he made friends with 
*4 some of the musicians present and was taken 
/ into the organ loft of the chapel, where, 
— after service, the organist lifted the young 
Handel upon the organ stool and permitted 
him to play the instrument. The duke, who 
witnessed the scene, became interested in 
the boy and His musical career was assured. 
On his return to Halle, the boy studied the 
organ, as well as other instruments, with 
Zachau. In 1707 and 1708, Handel spent 
much of his time in Rome. While there, he 
entered into a friendly contest with Domen¬ 
ico Scarlatti, for the purpose of deciding 
their respective merits on the organ and 
harpsichord. The verdict was decidedly in 
favor of Handel so far as organ playing was 
concerned. 
Leaving Rome, Handel visited Hanover 
and Dilsseldorf, on his way to London. At 
Hanover he was appointed chapelmaster, 
with free leave of absence for the purpose of 
continuing his travels. On his visit to 
London he made many friends, and played 
upon a small organ of five stops.' 
Handel returned to Hanover, but did not 
remain long, preferring the attractions of 
the English capital. On returning to Lon¬ 
don, he became a naturalized English citizen. 
Giving himself up to composition, he founded the 
school of English oratorio. His keen interest in 
the organ took him to St.Paul’s Cathedral, where 
lie frequently played the organ. He performed in 
many concerts and made his organ playing a most 
attractive feature at the performances of his ora¬ 
torios. His pedal playing was of such a character 
that it was frequently mentioned in the writings of 
various historians. Sir John Hawkins gave a glow¬ 
ing description of Handel’s work at the organ: 
“As to his performance on the organ, the powers 
of speech are so limited that it is almost in vain to 
attempt to describe it otherwise than by its effects. 
A firm and delicate touch, a volant finger and a 
ready delivery of passages the most difficult are the 
praise of inferior artists; they are not noticed in 
Handel, whose excellences were of a far superior kind, 
and his amazing command of the instrument, the ful¬ 
ness of his harmony, the grandeur and dignity of his 
style, the fertility of his invention were qualities 
that absorbed every inferior attainment. When lie 
gave a concerto, his method in general was to intro¬ 
duce it with a voluntary movement on the diapasons 
which stde on the ear in a slow and solemn progres¬ 
sion; the harmony close-wrought and as full as could 
possibly be expressed, the passages constructed with 
stupendous art, the whole, at the 
perfectly intelligible, and having"the^ppearanoe 
greatsimpUcity. This kind of prelude Z succeeded 
by the concerto itself, which he executed with a 
degree of spirit and firmness that no one could pre¬ 
tend to equal. Such, in general, was the manner of 
‘lPe; 0rmanCe; bUt Wh° 8ha11 describe its effects 
upon the enraptured auditory? Silence, the truest 
SSStr-r thV"8tant that he addressed 
himsd to the instrument, and that so profound that 
ons'of nTPiratir,and 8eemed t0 Contro1 the fuac 
he atltl ; :hl G the “aSic of touch kept he attention of his hearers awake onlv to those en- 
chanhng so^ to which it gave utterance.” 
set of six in 1741 ^ , 1<34> t,le ae™nd 
• n ii4i, the third set of six in I7f?i n,,i 
set of three, published in 1797, 1 a 
"Twenty Responses,” by B. F. Gilbert, edited by H J 
Storer (Ditson). 
“King Alfred’s Hymn” (female voices), by H. C 
Macdougall (Ditson). 
‘T wil! Magnify Thee,” by D. Protlieroe (Boston 
Music Go.). 
by C‘ P‘ Undi (Thompson). 
Why do the Heathen Rage,” by B. Huntington Wood¬ 
man (Schirmer). 
“He Shall Feed His Flock,” by F. Flaxington Harker 
(schirmer). 
° nT; '« USoWoreh*P>” V Moritz Hauptman 
edited by Max Spicker (Schirmer). 
One naturally expects to 
hear but little music in a 
summer in Europe, as th* 
season is over by July 1st, 
at the latest. We sailed 
from Boston, July 6th. and came hoi.,.' September 
16th, having only eight weeks on shore, yet in that 
brief time we heard some good music in the English 
cathedrals, a grand opera performance in Paris and 
several symphony concerts in London. 
It was in 1886 that I had last visited Europe and 
in the interval I noted many changes—improvements 
—in ocean and land travel. My English friends will 
be scandalized when 1 say that we have Americanized 
travel on English. French and German railways, and 
compelled the steamship companies to build larger, 
quicker, better equipped and more comfortable boats. 
Americans are great travelers. If we should boycott 
Switzerland for one summer, the Swiss inn-keeper 
would be bankrupt. We know what comfort is and 
ve demand it. Of course, everyone knows that at 
home we are tyrannized over by every street and 
s eam-railroad corporation — that’s another stoiy! 
1 ut “abroad” we have succeeded in influencing travel- 
methods to a considerable extent. 
John Bull now takes the traveler across country 
from London to Liverpool, Oban, Inverness, Glasgow 
or Plymouth much more cheaply and more com¬ 
fortably than we can travel the same distance here. 
The long-distance third-class trains on such a road 
as the Midland are now as much superior to our 
Pullman travel as our American travel in 1886 was 
to the ordinary third-class English travel. Europe 
still has to learn of the sumptuousness of the good 
American hotel. Nowhere in Europe or Great Britain 
did we, for instance, find hot and cold water in our 
rooms; they were always to be rung for and labor¬ 
iously (and often slowly) brought by the attendants. 
In most respects, however, the comfort of the good 
English or Continental hotel is as much greater than 
the comfort of the corresponding class of American 
hotel as the manners of the travelers, servants, shop¬ 
keepers and cabmen are superior to those of their 
transatlantic confreres. I regret to say it, but it’s the 
truth, namely, that despite our virtues, we Ameri¬ 
cans are a bad-mannered lot; we are noisy, aggres¬ 
sive and dictatorial. Let me add that I never 
escaped being taken for an American! 
After landing at Liverpool, we went as fast as we 
could go to York to see its Minster and hear the 
organ. In this way we escaped the tourist crowd 
which usually flocks to Chester, a very interesting 
cathedral town much nearer Liverpool. York is a fas¬ 
cinating town of about 80,000 inhabitants, with its 
city walls (2% miles) still in good condition, many 
quaint streets and shops, houses with overhanging 
stories, the beautiful ruins of St. Mary’s Abbey, some 
good modem churches, and above all, the glorious 
Minster, the grandest English cathedral. 
For the benefit of any American organists who have 
never visited the cathedrals of the old world, let me 
give a few of the more unusunl impressions, or rather, 
of the impressions that are least usually spoken of 
by those who have the good fortune to go abroad. 
We all know that the cathedrals are large, im¬ 
posing and architecturally worthy of our utmost ad¬ 
miration; we are, however, quite unprepared for the 
general air of extreme old age which they present, 
(n every cathedral which we visited were repairs 
going on, cither inside or out. When walking about 
the cathedral, one notices the worn places in the 
walks, everywhere the breakages in the columns, 
pieces of stone chipped out here and there, statues 
practically destroyed or, as in the case of Ely, sights 
of wholesale devastation by rude hands. The more 
one observes a cathedral like York or Wells, for in¬ 
stance, the more is one compelled to regard it as an 
immensely old person, not destitute of sight and hear¬ 
ing, still vigorous, indeed, but yet sacredly venerable. 
I had heard cathedrals spoken of as venerable, but 
considered the adjective a mere intellectual deduc¬ 
tion from the fact thnt they were built long ago. 
But when I saw the buildings, one after the other, 
I realized the force of the characterization. 
Another thing that strikes a person who seM 
cathedrals for the first time is the amount of gro¬ 
tesque and even humorous sculpture and ornamenta- 
ion. In the very beautiful chapter house at York, 
for instance, around the wall, nine or ten feet from 
tne floor, is a series of perhaps 200 heads about the 
ize of one s fist. A large proportion of these heads 
III or humorous representations of a per- 
n ma mg faces, sticking one’s tongue out at tlio 
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observer, etc. Again, in the Wells Cathedral, there 
are grotesques on a few of the columns in the south 
transept. There is also a striking one in the crypt; 
these all have for their subject a person suffering 
with the toothache! One of the early builders of 
Wells was noted for his skill in ministering to that 
common and disagreeable malady. In the choir of 
the cathedrals—and by choir we must understand a 
portion of the cathedral usually used for worship, 
smaller than the nave—there is much carving in 
wood. In the old monastic days, during a long ser¬ 
vice with much standing, the monks were allowed to 
pull up the seat of a chair and rest themselves by 
half-sitting, half-standing on a protuberance called a 
miserere. The misereres are nearly always very 
richly and beautifully carved, many of them with 
humorous subjects, oftentimes approaching the vul¬ 
gar. 
One peculiarity of the acoustics of cathedrals—a 
peculiarity to which I have seldom if ever seen a ref¬ 
erence—is that of the echo, which was in some cases 
so distressing as to spoil entirely my enjoyment of the 
music. Very likely there are certain places in all 
large buildings where the confusion arising from the 
echo is at its maximum, and other places where it is 
at the minimum. The casual visitor, however, ig¬ 
norant of the best places to sit, has simply to find 
his place wherever his fancy dictates. If you stand 
at the west end of York Minster and listen to the 
organ playing the scale at a slow rate, you hear two 
sounds of the scale at a time; that is, the sound 
which is left still reverberates through the vast space 
and interferes with the following sound for the por¬ 
tion of a second. While listening to the very clever 
organist of York, Mr. T. Tertius Noble, play that 
wonderfully beautiful “Requiem Aeternam,” by Basil 
Harwood, I was struck with the fact that the opening 
passage on the pedals (At) Bb, Ob) was all run to¬ 
gether—smooched, so to speak; and the Fugue, by 
Bach, having many rapid running passages, was quite 
unintelligible, so much so that the cleverest musician 
would be unable to take the notes down by ear. 
One often hears two remarks about cathedrals, 
from which 1 wish to register a hearty dissent. One 
is that after one has seen two or three cathedrals, 
they all look alike. We saw York, Lincoln, Ely, St. 
Paul’s, Westminster Abbey, Wells, Salisbury, Cologne, 
Lucerne, Geneva, Notre Dame, Canterbury, Glasgow, 
St. Giles, Durham and lastly, for the second time, 
and better than them all, York. One might easily 
differentiate all these and three times as many, if 
one had the good fortune to see them. York is the 
most majestic; Lincoln the most beautiful; Ely the 
most curious; Salisbury the most aristocratic; Can¬ 
terbury the most varied; Durham the most austere; 
Notre Dame the most symmetrical; and Wells the 
most lovable. 
The other remark is that anything that is music 
sounds to good advantage in these beautiful Gothic 
buildings. So far as my experience goes, there is 
little truth in this. There is a hardness, a coldness 
in the color of the sound reflections in a large stone 
building that is very noticeable. The excessive echoes 
in the cathedrals I have already referred to; some 
people, I believe, dignify the discordance by the 
seductive title “cathedral roll.” 
At St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, if you sit in the 
dome, it is distressing to hear the sermon—not be¬ 
cause it is necessarily a bad sermon, but because 
the reverberation with its hollow drum-like persis¬ 
tency is always present. It is a positive relief when 
the preacher stops for a moment and the echo grad¬ 
ually ceases. The organ at St. Paul’s is very power¬ 
ful, and the loud passages in Wesley’s “Wilderness,” 
which we heard one Sunday afternoon, resulted in an 
absolutely deafening Niagara of sound, out of which 
struggling for coherent hearing came the music itself. 
At some of the cathedrals—Lincoln and Wells, for in¬ 
stance, the echo is much less prominent; but on the 
whole, nowhere is it a negligible quantity. Some¬ 
times the echo is most ravishing, as, for instance, 
at the conclusion of a piece of music, where it gives 
the effect of a most exquisitely conceived, drawn-out 
diminuendo. It does not seem that one could tire of 
this particular effect in such a grand building as 
York Minster or Cologne Cathedral, where the last 
chord seems to reverberate for some seconds. 
The organ at York Minster, built by Walker, Lon¬ 
don, seems to me to be the most beautifully-toned in¬ 
strument I have ever heard, just as the organ in St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, built by Willis, seems to me to be 
the most powerful. The worst organ I think that I 
have ever heard is that in Geneva Cathedral, the 
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tone being harsh and hard as iron. Twenty years ago 
I was of the opinion that the English diapasons were 
finer than the American variety. Now I am inclined 
to think that the English excel us more particularly 
in general solidity of construction, in the supply of 
the wind and in the voicing of the reeds. I cannot 
see that the English diapasons are very much fuller 
or rounder or less stringy than ours, but it does seem 
to me that to build' an organ with the effectiveness 
of the organ in St. Margaret’s, Westminster, our 
builders must build a very much more solidly-con¬ 
structed organ than they do at present. The Eng¬ 
lish console, and the general appearance of the Eng¬ 
lish organ, like that of English manufactures in gen¬ 
eral, is heavy, inartistic; but we must remember 
that to the Englishman our modern movable consoles 
are mere toys and our construction in general, not 
only in organs, but in carriages and all sorts of 
manufacture, is ridiculously light. The metal of 
which the Walker reeds are made is very thick and 
heavy. It is no wonder that they will stay in tune. 
Another feature of the cathedral organs, which is 
very impressive, is the presence of the thirty-two foot 
pedal stops. I am sure that no organist can hear an 
organ like that at York Minster., Lincoln, or St. 
Paul’s, without being convinced of the absolute neces¬ 
sity to the organ of the thirty-two foot tone. It is 
only when an organ possesses that superb founda¬ 
tion that it becomes truly entitled to the phrase “king 
of instruments.” I was particularly struck both at 
York and at St. Margaret’s, Westminster, with the 
great crescendo obtained from the swell organ. Or¬ 
ganists will perhaps be interested in a more exact 
statement of what I mean. If you take the Dulciana 
on the choir of the St. Margaret’s organ, with the 
box open, you may use it as an accompaniment to a 
solo on the three reeds of the swell organ with the 
box shut. If, now, you open the swell box and play 
on the swell keyboard in chords, you get a mass of 
sound equal in volume to that of the full great organ. 
Mr. Lernare, who was formerly organist at St. Mar¬ 
garet’s, told me this when I met him at Pittsburgh. 
I made a note of the statement, though I must say I 
believed it to be an exaggeration; but when we were 
in London, Mr. Lernare met us and took us to St. 
Margaret’s, and I had an opportunity of proving the 
truth of his statement; and in listening to the organ 
at York, I was very much impressed with the fine 
crescendo of homogeneous tone that could be obtained 
simply by opening the swell boxes. I noted that the 
Walker reeds, while lacking the bite and ginger of 
the Willis reeds, were very full, round and character¬ 
istic. I understand that the York organ is by some 
thought to be lacking in power. It is true that it 
has not the crash of the St. Paul’s organ, still I 
think it is powerful enough to satisfy any reasonable 
demand. 
I was so much pleased with the organs at York and 
at St. Margaret’s that I made a visit to the Walker 
organ factory in London. 1 hold no brief for the 
firm; in fact, three or four years ago I had hardly 
known of its existence. I had heard so much of 
English manufacturers’ unwillingness to allow visitors 
in their factories that I made haste to explain to the 
people in the Walker office that I had no connection 
with the organ-building trade. I was, however, cor¬ 
dially received, taken around the factory and shown 
everything that I asked to see. What impressed me 
most was the weight of the heavy-pressure pipe- 
barrels belonging to the reed stops. The swell boxes, 
made of two and seven-eighths stock and lined like 
an ice-chest—these accounted in some measure for 
the fine crescendo and diminuendo noticed in the York 
organ. I saw the foreman of the works, who ex¬ 
pressed regret that the gentlemen representing the 
firm were out.—Hamilton C. Macdougall. 
(Concluded in February.) 
In general an epoch may be characterized as classic 
whose art works are raised to a simple and compre¬ 
hensive beauty, and exist independent of the taste 
of their day and, reaching out beyond their time, 
exercise upon all later generations a directing and 
formative influence.—Langhans. 
In 1810 there were but five organs in Boston and in 
1817 only eight. A hundred years later there will 
probably be a thousand. 
It has been said that Mendelssohn’s “Wedding 
March” was played for the first time at a wedding on 
June 2, 1847, by Samuel Reay, at St. Peter’s Church, 
Tiverton, at the marriage of Mr. Tom Daniel and 
Miss Dorothea CareW. 
New Sacred Songs 
Bischoff, J. W. ■ Open fo me the Gates. 2 keys ■ .50 
Lansing, A. W. • Like as a Father. 2 keys - .50 
Metcalf, John W. Defend us, 0 Lord 1 D (c-e) * .50 
Scott, Charles P. Father in Thy Mysterious 
Presence. 3 keys ■ • .50 
West, John A. • Like as the Hart. 2 keys • .50 
New Anthems 
Beach,Mrs.H.H. A. Te Deum in A - - -.20 
Benedictus In A ■ ■ ■ .16 
Cutter, Jr., E. ■ Just as I am • • -.12 
Dunham, H. M. ■ Ho every one that thirsfeth • .16 
Norris, Homer ■ Te Deum in A - - - .J6 
Parkhurst, H. E. • I will lift up mine eyes ■ .15 
Shackley, F. N. • The God of Abraham Praise - .16 
Ziegler, M. Paul ■ Praise God for His Almighty 
Power • • ■ ■ .15 
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3° THE ETUDE 
conducted by george lehmann. 
Ignorance of the future makes life endurable. However great the pleasures or the honors 
which may be In store for us, If In knowing them we should be made aware of all the circum= 
stances preceding, accompanying and following, we should experience a sense of disillusion. 
Hope would lose its charm, Imagination its wings and the motives to noble effort their spring. 
—Hit hup Hpalding. 
Tits: 'cello is such an itnpor- 
CELFBKATED tant member of the violin fam- 
VI0L0NCELL08. ily, that our readers cannot fail 
to be interested in the following 
account of One instruments (a number of them 
Htrails) which appeared some time ago in our es¬ 
teemed contemporary, The Htrad. 
The writer of the article, T. A. W. Trowcll, has 
gathered much interesting data not generally known 
among players. He says: 
Jean Louis Duport (born Oct. 4, 1740, at Paris; 
died there Wept. 7, 1811)), possessed one of the finest 
specimens of Antonio Stradivari, which he used on 
his concert tours in Germany and Francs'. It after¬ 
wards became the property of August Franchomme 
(horn April 10, 1808, at Lille, died Jan. 21, 1884, in 
Paris), who purchased It for the enormous sum of 
25,000 francs (£1000). Franchomme, in turn, sold 
it for £1000. Perhaps the highest figure ever paid for 
a Stradivari us violoncello was for the one in the pos¬ 
session of the Dutch virtuoso, Alexandre ilattu (horn 
July 9, 1810, at Maastricht), which was purclmscd 
by Mr. Hill, in 1803, for the perfectly fabulous sum 
of £32001 Ilntta, who lived his life almost entirely 
in Paris, bought this instrument in 183(1, from c 
French dealer, for 7500 francs, a sum which 
then considered highly extravagaut. In 1875 a col¬ 
lector offered him 60.000 francs for it, and later on a 
French duke tein|>ted him with just twice that 
amount. In 1895, being a man of eighty, he parted 
with his treasure—not without a pnng, us those who 
saw him kiss the Instrument reverently in the train 
Mr. llill started for England with it, best 
Jakob Mainer (born 1021, died 1083), the mo 
famous German violin maker, has, although it 
much doubted by experts, made a' few violoncelli 
1 It U certain that Stainer maue gamhas, whit 
were often converted into violoncellos. 
Professor Carl Schroder (bom Dec. 18, 1848, f 
Quedl.nburg) formerly possessed a very line Staini 
violomeilo, whose genuineness was know n to, and cei 
titled by, Vuillaume in Paris. This instrument i 
now m the possession of Max Eisenberg (bom Oo 
II. 18.,9, at Brunswick) the celebrated virtuoso i 
Hamburg. Joseph Hollmunn (born Oct. 1C, 1852 a 
Mnastncht), plnya upou a magnificent violoncello’ b 
Andrea, (.uarnerius. and a very fine one bv Vuil 
Iniime, which is considered by experts to be the fines 
specimen of this maker’s work in existence. Holl 
mnnn also plays occasionally on a good one by Gand 
ine Li?/ ad°pt th“ new raoJe of spell 
ng. Davidov -born March 15. 1838, at GoldingcJTii 
o°ar‘r,,; a in I*8"’ "l St- P^burg), posisse, 
on. of the finest Mrad violoncellos known. It wa 
prk-.ent.rd t°1b.v the Count Mathieu Wilhorsky 
distinguished Russian amateur violoncellist ani 
KKL" JSf? Rrr8 *S 
r J “ ne'' French ,,mateur for 80,00( 
£d Tn hi[ La!lV0‘mCn.ti0n,M Connt VV'ilhorsky als< 
. . . P08 * sion at one time a very fine Vmat 
^'k, .bk, Origin,,!, Wo^, 
,h cu, .wTCbjsls: 
Wilhorsky, as a royal donation. Wilhorsky used this 
instrument nearly his whole life, but in his old age he 
abandoned music, and having no longer any need for 
the instrument, presented it to the solo violoncellist 
in the Czar’s Court Orchestra, Franz Knecht, who 
made this entry into his diary (Oet. 30, 1850): “To¬ 
day Count Wilhorsky presented me with the Amati 
violoncello.” Knecht used this instrument up till 
his death, in 1894, when it came into the possession of 
his sister, who wished to bequeath it to the Museum 
of her native town, but happily this desire was not 
realized. The instrument is now in the possession of 
Herr Joseph Siemann, solo violoncellist in the town 
orchestra at Aix-la-Chapelle. 
Another very fine Amati violoncello is that in the 
possession of Professor Julius Klengel. He pur¬ 
chased the instrument from a Leipzig pawnbroker. 
This instrument, which I have heard under the hand 
of Klengel himself, possesses a remarkably sonorous 
and clear tone. Klengel also possesses an Andreas 
Guarnerius violoncello, but it is a poor specimen of 
that makers work. The great Francois Servais (born 
June 6, 1807, at Hal.'near Brussels, died at his 
birthplace Nov, <>, .206), possessed a magnificent 
. vhicli he used on his concert tours in Holland, 
Belgium, Germany, Austria, Poland, Russia, Siberia, 
etc. If I am not greatly in error (and I await cor¬ 
rection) his ’cello. became the property of his son, 
Joseph, also known to fame as a ’cello virtuoso. Ser¬ 
vais dils) committed suicide in August, 1885 (being 
then only thirty-five years old), after which the Strad 
became the property of a wealthy Belgian banker, in 
whose possession it now remains. 
Another eminent Belgian ’cellist, Ernest de Munek 
(born Dee. 21, 1840. at Brussels), possesses a fine 
violoncello ny Antonio Stradivari, dated 1710. It is 
in a remarkably fine state of preservation. Jules de 
Swert (born Aug. 10, 1843, at Louvain, Belgium, died 
Feb. 24. 1801, at Ostend), also possessed a Strad. 
Leo Stem (born at Brighton, 1865, died 1904) was 
presented in 1893 with the famous Strad violoncello 
known as the “Captain Kidd.” Professor Robert 
Hausmann, of Joachim Quartet renown (born Aug. 
i !f5,2-o Pos?esses an exceptionally fine Strad ’cello 
dated 1/24, which formerly belonged to his relative, 
George Hausmann. Arnold Fiildesy, the Hungarian 
cellist (who, it will be remembered, has a “weakness” 
for playing difficult violin music upon the ’cello 
just to show that t is “possible”), and the Belgian 
tirtuoso, Jean Gc.wrdy, both possess Strad vioion- 
U dl^ io w J- Hart- G*rard-V’s vi°IonceIIo is dated 1710 He has also a magnificent Joseph 
Guarnerius, which he calls his “Under-Study. It^s 
tallied, 1 believe, at £800. * 
Alexander ^erbi10^^ the renowned 
the Auer String Quartet in St. Petersburg, also has in 
Scnuine strad. Mr. Morton Latham, 
in his admirable sketch of “Alfredo Piatti” (W. E 
rnirnt of p°nf:-,L0cd0n- 1901 >’ G™* the following ae- 
silgsss 
been brought fromSpai^^a Jj'* ^ 
SESSSifl 
had no money wherewith to do so, but the thought of 
that violoncello always hovered in his mind. A few 
years ago Pigott died and the instrument was sent to 
London, to a gentleman who wrote to Piatti asking 
him to go to see it, and to give his opinion on it. 
When he saw it he was again in despair at not having 
the means to buy it himself. He went to Maucotel, 
an instrument maker, and advised him to buy, which 
he did, for £300. Later on, General Oliver, one of 
Piatti’s best friends, wanted his opinion about a 
violoncello which had been sent to him with a view to 
his buying it; and Piatti saw his beloved Stradi- 
varius again. Of course, he strongly advised the 
General to buy it, and he did so, for £350. Vuillaume 
of Paris went to see it, and offered at once £1000, 
but General Oliver would not sell it. Piatti had the 
satisfaction of keeping it in order, and of playing it 
occasionally to the owner. One day he was thus 
playing, and comparing it with other instruments in 
the possession of the General, when he was asked 
which he thought the best of them. ‘Of course, the 
Strad,’ he said. Springing up from a chair, the Gen¬ 
eral said: ‘Well, take it home, keep it, and enjoy 
playing on it.’ Piatti was quite paralyzed, but he 
felt he could not take it away from the old General, 
so after expressing his gratitude, he said he would not 
take it away at once, bit would go there to play it 
to him, as much as he could. The General would not 
have it so, and the next day sent the instrument to 
Piatti with a most kind note.” Piatti also possessed 
a fine ’cello made by the lesser known of the Ruggieri 
brothers, dated 1717, which is now in the possession 
of Miss Muriel Handley, the distinguished English 
’cellist. Before it was given to Piatti it was pur¬ 
chased for £30. Piatti parted with it for £500, and 
it is now insured for £800. 
A correspondent wishes to 
THE VIBRATO. know when violinists began to 
make use of the effect known as 
vibrato, how it may be acquired, when it should be 
employed, etc., etc.? 
We must frankly confess that we are not in a posi¬ 
tion to give our correspondent satisfactory informa¬ 
tion. We seriously doubt the possibility of ascer¬ 
taining the name of the first violinist who employed 
the vibrato, nor does it seem worth while expending 
the great amount of time and effort which a search 
for this gentleman’s name would necessitate. But we 
gladly give our correspondent the following infor¬ 
mation : 
1 he vibrato effect was probably known to the 
better players of the very earliest period of violin 
playing; but it was used more sparingly in the days 
of Tartini and Corelli than at the present time. The 
rapid vibrato is used by most players. Few acquire 
a slow vibrato of real beauty. The vibrato is, as a 
rule, a self-taught accomplishment. It is employed 
on notes of more or less long duration. Its use on 
such short notes as eighths or sixteenths would 
seriously impair tone, technic and style. 
ArTUv r°ur years, Jan Kubelil 
OF VIOLIN PLAYING. has returned to th* 
. United States. Recog 
mzed the world over as the ablest exponent o 
Sevcik’s methods, Kubelik’s visit is naturally o 
special interest to all connoisseurs and lovers of thi 
violm. It was quite natural, too, that we shoulc 
expect to find in Kubelik’s playing strong evidenci 
of artistic growth, and the clearest indication that h< 
aspired to something higher and nobler in art thar 
mere mastery- of the technic of his instrument. Whai 
the young virtuoso himself really thinks and feels or 
this score it is, of course, impossible for us to con 
jecture; but that he seems determined to convinci 
us that he is, today, more of the true artist and less 
of the mere virtuoso than we considered him foui 
years ago, is quite clearly proven by the two pro 
grams which he has thus far played in New York. 
. Programs, it is true, were hardly calculated 
to obliterate our earliest impressions of Kubelik’s ob 
vious tendencies and aspirations, but together thej 
contained at least a few numbers which we are justi- 
e m expecting to find in the repertoire of a serious 
artist. And there can be little doubt that Kubelik’s 
ole purpose m playing a concerto by Mozart at his 
tho rV™* to 00,11 P°' from his New York critics 
6lPPCt !°T h,S music‘ianshiP which they withheld 
so™ Ur yea,‘S ag0‘ That he succeeded, in 
orne degree, m achieving his purpose, is unquestion- 
, for our more prominent critics of the dail? 
31 
press did not fail to bestow upon him such praise 
as his performance of the Mozart concerto deserved. 
But it is also true that Kubelik did not succeed in 
convincing either these critics or the numerous earnest 
music-lovers who heard him play, that he had 
achieved anything really praiseworthy in the past 
four years. Indeed, the consensus of opinion seems to 
be that Kubelik’s art is practically unchanged— 
that he is little better today than he was four years 
ago: a skilful pyrotechnician. 
Thus far, we have become acquainted with three 
violinists of the Sevcik school: Kubelik, Kocian and 
Marie Hall. Each of these players has demonstrated 
the possibilities of technical development on the 
principles laid down by their teacher; but each, in 
turn, has left with us the sad conviction that the 
‘Sevcik school of violin playing is nothing better than 
an excellent system of technical training—that it 
develops the Angers to a high degree of efficiency, but 
at the expense of all the higher qualities which in¬ 
variably characterize the playing of every true artist. 
While acquiring the 
SUMMER ORCHESTRA means for violin study, 
WORK: IS IT REALLY the present writer was 
PROFITABLE? offered the position of 
first violinist in a sum¬ 
mer orchestra of seven pieces, with the entire respon¬ 
sibility of leading the orchestra. To one who was 
hardly earning enough by teaching in the suburbs of 
• New- York to pay for the winter’s lessons, such a 
position seemed at first a Godsend. But was I 
capable of filling it? I had been in an excellent 
musical atmosphere in Boston and in New York. 
What did I know of that class of music which be¬ 
longs to the repertoire of a hotel orchestra player? 
I had heard it, to be sure, hut my teacher trained 
pupils to play the legitimate violin repertoire and 
disliked music which was not serious. 
I hesitated about accepting the position, fearing 
that my teacher would forbid. I must consult him 
about the matter. Surely if I could take the position, 
it would mean much to me. Would he think me silly 
for imagining myself capable of filling such a posi¬ 
tion? 
On the contrary, he surprised me by saying: “Why, 
take it, by all means. It won’t do you much harm, 
and you will have plenty of time for practice. You 
will have no trouble with that ‘dinky’ class of 
music, such as w-ill be in demand.” Then most cer¬ 
tainly I would accept this golden opportunity. I 
fear that I did not make plain the fact that I wa3 
to have charge of an orchestra in one of the large 
hotels at the mountains; and that I was to have 
musicians under me who were older than I! I 
scarcely realized it myself. I was simply intoxicated 
and remained in that pleasant state until the time 
for my departure, which occurred about two months 
later. In the meantime, when asked what I was to 
do with myself the coming summer, I said with 
pride: “I take charge of an orchestra at the moun¬ 
tains.” For weeks I had been mentally rehearsing 
this piece of news before different people. Alas! for 
youthful egotism! 
It was the first of July when I journeyed to my 
“Dreamland,” and a happier and prouder person 
never existed. I marvel at the distance I have cov¬ 
ered since that time. What a blessing it is that I 
commenced my lesson early! 
On arrival at the hotel I met the musicians with 
whom I was to be in such close contact for the sum¬ 
mer. There were three very amateur boys in the or¬ 
chestra, two of whom were fresh from Military 
School; fresh, I would emphatically say. They were 
younger than 1, but to hear them suggest and criticise 
concerning the proper tempi, one would imagine they 
had conducted many an orchestra. One of them was 
a favorite of the proprietor of the house and naturally 
was given many privileges. The other only took up 
space and teased his violin into gruesome noises. 
This seemed to be his favorite amusement. When his 
instrument made particularly weird sounds, he nearly 
went into convulsions over his clever discoveries. 
This amused him most at public performances. At 
rehearsals he used one eye to follow the music, while 
with the other he wa9 perusing some harrowing tale 
d la “Diamond Dick.” If he happened to forget his 
hook, he would amuse himself by beating time to the 
music with his foot, while he improved upon his part 
by improvising various runs and chords such as 
mortal man never composed. 
THE ETUDE 
These two characters were my worst members. 
They were constantly endeavoring to outdo each other 
in annoying me, and were in their element if I became 
discouraged and appealed to them to attend to work. 
This was the climax to which they were constantly 
working up. 
But I mast continue with a further description of 
my brilliant companions. How their countenances 
loom up before me now, bringing back the familiar 
scenes! There I sit among them again, playing for 
the brilliantly-dressed guests to trip gracefully about 
the smooth floor. How little they know what is 
going on in the minds of those who are entertaining 
them! Beside me sits the discontented flutist, the 
cigarette fiend. He had just finished his freshman 
year at college and still had much to learn. He was 
bright and played well when he took the trouble to 
look at his music, but most of liis time he spent 
watching the dancers, depending on others to cue in 
his parts. When not thus occupied, he was usually 
having pipe dreams as to how he would haze the 
“freshies” at college the next year. 
The less time spent on the feminine portion of the 
orchestra, the better for my memory. Our ’cellist, 
who was about fifteen years older than I, and who 
had just returned from abroad, was cultured and 
refined, but was rather retiring and feared to enter 
into any warm debates which came up in the or¬ 
chestra. Her views were never expressed on tnese 
heated arguments concerning an occasional tempo of 
an overture or selection. While the “fire works” were 
being lighted, she would tiptoe out. 
The last character but one of our orchestra was a 
singular, peevish creature, who played first cornet. 
She knew far better than I the demands of orchestra 
playing and often favored me with her interpreta¬ 
tions. She never practiced and never played at re¬ 
hearsals. She claimed that her lip was weak and 
she was liable to paralyze the muscles of her mouth 
if she used them too much! She took no interest 
whatever in the music. Her principal interest seemed 
to be figuring out her salary. 
The last and least of our players held an important 
part in the summer tragedy in that she was the 
chief busybody. She was th’e match which lighted 
our daily “fireworks” and in the meantime she held 
the position of pianist. 
As I look back to those two summer months, I 
wonder how I ever underwent such misery! It was 
my pride alone that kept me there. I realize that if 
a diplomat had held my position, there might have 
been some good work done along the line of such 
“trash” as was in demand; but since there was no 
such person and since there whs a continual jar, little 
could be expected. 
I remember one rehearsal, near the close of my stay, 
which stands out more prominently than the others. 
I had selected the numbers for that day’s concert 
and was running over my parts while waiting for 
the members of the orchestra to appear. After a 
delay of twenty minutes, the cornetist sauntered in 
humming, “Oh Tell Me that You Love Me,” followed 
by the mincing steps of the pianist. The ’cellist was 
still talking baby-talk to tlie kittens on the porch. 
I suggested we start our practicing without the other 
members, but as we were about to begin, the flutist 
lounged in, perched himself on the window-seat and 
lighted a cigarette. I asked him to make haste, and, 
with a toss of the weed, he threw himself recklessly 
into his chair. We then started a light characteristic 
piece and were in the midst of it, when, with a crash, 
the door flew open and the second cornetist slouched 
in. While going to his seat, he upset a music rack 
and overturned a chair, interspersed with various 
ejaculations. We were obliged to stop, of course, for 
it was impossible to hear each other. I was pretty 
well heated by that time, and consequently relieved 
myself of a few words of advice to this upstart. His 
face fairly frightened me, it turned so dark with rage. 
Never in my life have I seen anyone in such a temper. 
He commenced by telling me to attend to my own 
affairs and worked up to giving me a vivid description 
of tlie place where I belonged. I|» my rage, I gave 
my own views on the subject, which only made mat¬ 
ters worse. Just then tlie second violinist came 
stalking in, hook in hand, and we were saved from a 
continuation of the first act, but only for a short 
spell, before the second should appear. I started the 
piece once more. When we were in the midst of it, 
the second violinist concluded to favor us by tuning 
his violin and improvising improvements on his score. 
I think my mind weakened at that point, for I can 
only remember hearing someone shout: “Oh, why 
don’t you put on ‘Bedelia’ or ‘Hiawatha’ and be done 
with it! ” 
The occasion for this remark was a selection I 
placed on the racks which was quite familiar. I 
don’t remember being much disturbed because of this 
remark. My sense seemed to be stunned. 
The next day found me quite ill and no better on 
the second day. I concluded this would be an excel¬ 
lent opportunity to hand in my resignation. I sent 
a dispatch for a substitute who I felt could manage 
the orchestra and in a few days more I took the train 
for home, with many a sigh of relief. My summer 
had been a failure, but when I look hack now to 
those two months, I think of my improvement in 
diplomacy through laboring with such types. It was 
a lesson which I needed and it is well for me that I 
learned it early.—Florence Isabel Winn, 
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CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY. 
The Migratory Pupil. 
It hna been said that the curee of American mu- 
•idazuhip is mediocrity. If this ie true, there must 
iM! a cause lor it. It certainly is not caused by lack 
of talent, for America is a musical nation as well as 
un intellectual one. I believe that “the migratory 
pupil” ha* much to answer for in this regard. My 
migratory 1 mean those pupils who are constantly 
changing teachers, stopping lessons and their study, 
and then after long intervals resuming them, and 
generally with u new teacher, flitting about from 
studio to studio, ever in search of some short cut, 
some royal road to virtuosity and musicianship. 
America has many musicians who can refute the 
charge of mediocrity, men and women composers and 
virtuosi whose fame is world-wide; but with the 
thousands of music students over nil the United 
States, we need, and should have, more. 
The “Moses" who is to lend the children of music 
out of this wilderness of mistaken ideas, concerning 
the study of music, is the music journal. When we 
can induce the parents of our pupils to subscribe for, 
and rend from cover to cover, some good music 
journal like The Etude, then I believe the musical 
millennium will hnve dawned. For it is the parents 
who are to blame for the migratory pupils, especially 
those parents who know little, or nothing whatever, 
about the requirements of a musical education. If 
we can educate them through the music journals, they 
will no longer allow Ihe whims and caprices of the 
children to decide such important matters as with 
whom they shall study, or allow them to discontinue 
their lessons whenever they plense. At present, such 
parents are dominated in all these phases of the 
music question by the students themselves. These 
conditions do not prevail in the homes where the 
parents are musicians, or nt least know enough about 
the matter to realize the importance of faithful, con¬ 
secutive study, and the futility of desultory, inter¬ 
rupted study. Music is the most difficult of all the 
arts, but it is a most delightful one, as all its 
votaries can attest; it requires time, patience and 
money—but more than compensates for all.—8. T. 
lin/ant. 
The foregoing letter, from a Kansas reader of the 
Round Table articles, coming directly after what i 
had written for the December number of the magazine, 
indicates that there are others who have had their 
annoyances with the floating class of music students, 
if indeed they can be rightfully dignified with the 
term students. “Floaters” would be a good term to 
apply to them, and for the reason that they are mu¬ 
sically dead. I would say, for the benefit’of inland 
readers, that floater is the slang term heard along the 
wharves to indicate the corpses of the drowned dis¬ 
covered floating in the wnter. Floating students ac¬ 
complish nothing musically useful for themselves nor 
for others, but rather are, unfortunately, a source 
of great injury in many cases, for their tongues are 
exceedingly alive along the line of virulent gossip. 
It is one of the most singular characteristics of human 
nature, that such dispositions as are unwilling to do 
the work necessary in order to accomplish any de¬ 
sired end, invariably blame others for their own 
failures. The secret of this is undoubtedly the fact 
that one naturnlly dislikes to advertise his own lari- 
ness, or to publish his incompetency, for such would 
practically amount to sn open confession of weakness. 
It is much more flattering to one's pride to pose 
ns a victim of other people’s incompetency or mal¬ 
ice, no matter how false the pose may he. We rarely 
know how much inefficiency roav be hidden under a 
pose. 
In a certain sense, the persistency of ninny of 
these floaters in trying to make something of them¬ 
selves, at somebody elsc’s expense, is worthy of com- 
mendation; somewhat after the fashion of the old 
lady in the story who was famous for finding an 
excuse for the conduct of everyone who was criticised 
in her presence. On being twitted that she would 
find some excuse for the devil’s conduct, she re¬ 
plied that if we were all as persistent as his Satanic 
Majesty we might accomplish great things. If per¬ 
sistency in trying all the teachers is of any value, 
these students ought to accomplish something. As 
soon as they hear of a teacher’s having made a suc¬ 
cess with a certain talented pupil, away to that 
teacher they allow themselves to be carried.on the 
next tide, confident that if they can only get a place 
in his class they will be sure to make as great a suc¬ 
cess as anyone. Every teacher new to a city, who 
comes with a certain reputation, may be sure of a 
number of these floaters with which to start his class. 
At first, he will feel quite flattered by his success 
in attracting pupils, until he finds out the nature and 
impossibility of the pupils. Vocal teachers, partic¬ 
ularly, are sure to attract a large number of such 
students, for there are in every community many so- 
called singers with very mediocre voices, who fondly 
imagine that they are incipient Melbas and Carusos, 
and that they need only to find the right teacher to 
help them to bring this fact home to the public. But 
alas! with all their various efforts, they seem to be 
destined to remain ‘‘mute and inglorious,” so far as 
public recognition is concerned. It is not altogether 
because pupils are migratory that they fail. In many 
cases their migrations are caused by the fact that 
they do not succeed in accomplishing anything. The 
trouble lies deeper than the migrating habit. It is a 
result and not a cause. The cause is that they have 
not sufficient application to enable them to stick to 
their work with the persistence and energy to make 
progress possible. And then the same innate defect 
of nature fills them with the desire to float about 
from teacher to teacher, vainly endeavoring to make 
something from nothing. 
Our correspondent is right in holding parents re¬ 
sponsible for a great deal of this floating tendency. 
The situation could doubtless be very much improved 
if parents would hold their children in check with a 
stronger rein, and not permit them to follow their 
vagaries and whims quite so generally. But we must 
not forget that the defects of the children often exist 
because they have been the defects of their parents 
before them. It is the same old story of the sins of 
the parents being visited upon the children. Parents 
also, are, in the majority of instances, entirely un¬ 
informed as to the real requisites of a musical educa¬ 
tion. and are therefore extraordinarily liable to be 
hoodwinked by their children, who try to avoid work, 
as is natural with most healthy young people, and to 
be humbugged by unscrupulous ’teachers. If people 
could be induced to read the music journals, as is 
suggested by our correspondent, undoubtedly an in¬ 
calculable amount of good might result from it, but 
as a matter of fact, the majority of people read 
almost notliing except an occasional novel, or glance 
through the daily newspaper. The average man will 
not read a magazine devoted to any specialty in which 
he is not directly interested. The only practicable 
way to reach them is for the students and teachers 
themselves, who do read, study and learn, to talk 
upon every available occasion with those who need 
to be informed. Sin this way the general standard 
of knowledge and taste can be raised. In spite of the 
universal circulation of reading matter, the day of 
instructing by means of the word of mouth has not 
passed, and probably never will. Teachers can do 
much in this matter, by using their influence to get 
all their pupils to read a journal such as The Etude 
Pupils are not likely to take the initiative. The 
"npr”“J “P” ,h™ 
Shall County Teachers Organize? 
The thought expressed by “Young Teacher,” in the 
June Etude, is one that has been in my mind for a 
long time, and I have debated many ways of trying 
to interest the teachers in this idea. I would like 
to make the following suggestion: 
Most of our States have a Music Teachers’ Asso¬ 
ciation, and the annual meetings of these associa¬ 
tions are of great benefit to those who can attend 
them. But not all the teachers in the State can do 
so. The counties throughout these States have vice- 
presidents appointed by the State association, to 
create an interest in their counties. Let each vice- 
president call a meeting of the music teachers of the 
county just after the meeting of the State associa¬ 
tion, when their own interest and enthusiasm is at 
its height; let them give these teachers a report of 
the good things heard and done, thus arousing their 
interest. If sufficiently interested they may be in¬ 
duced to form a County Music Teachers’ Association. 
Counties probably have about fifty teachers in each. 
Make the membership fee one dollar annually. This 
would place in the treasury fifty dolalrs. Any others 
interested in music might be asked to subscribe to 
this fund. This money could be used to bring some 
good musical educator to the county the following 
season, to hold a week’s institute, two daily ses¬ 
sions. All persons who have subscribed to this fund 
should be entitled to the privileges of the institute. 
There are many conscientious teachers and music 
lovers in small places whose income will not enable 
them to attend the meetings of the State association, 
especially if held at a considerable distance from 
them, who would, could and should, pay one dollar 
a year for an opportunity of this kind. In this way 
the teachers of the smaller villages will receive a new 
impulse to reach out for further knowledge, and in 
time the attendance at our State meetings will be 
increased, music raised to a higher standard and a 
better feeling established between the music teachers 
of the counties and villages.—Ada Harwood. 
The foregoing letter is probably opportune at the 
present moment, for the season is fast drawing near 
when plans will be made for the spring meetings of 
the various associations. Association officials are 
always on the lookout for new ideas and plans to 
bring up for discussion at committee meetings. The 
problem of how to arouse an interest in association 
meetings is an ever-present one, an interest great 
enough to induce musicians to come together. The 
greatest influence in arousing an interest in any 
scheme is personal contact; it is more valuable than 
reams of printed matter. A personal face-to-face ap¬ 
peal will do more good than even a letter. Of course, 
it is impossible for any association to make use of 
personal contact in reaching over very long dis¬ 
tances, and it will therefore be obliged to depend 
upon the printing press to spread a knowledge of its 
affairs. 
The nearest approximation to personal contact for 
a general association in making its influence wide¬ 
spread is sub-organization. A number of small asso¬ 
ciations in various towns and communities can be 
made contributory and a great help, as has been 
proven over and over again with all sorts of societies. 
In fact, most of the great organizations of the country 
are largely supported on the contributory plan, dele¬ 
gates being appointed and sent to the great annual 
gatherings. I have never known of this plan having 
been tried by the State music teachers’ associations, 
although it seems plausible that great good might 
resurt from such an experiment. One of the greatest 
difficulties in establishing such sub-associations and 
making them a success is in finding those to exploit 
them who are gifted with the organizing spirit, 
mere are many who can readily perceive the advan¬ 
tages to result from such associations, but who are 
not endowed with the sort of energy and push that 
carries such schemes to ultimate success. But it is 
an experiment worth trying, and we recommend it to 
tfte officials of the various State music teachers’ 
associations. 
It is not necessary to wait until after the State 
meetings before attempting to organize county asso- 
wa ions. A better time would be the spring, when 
committees could be appointed to look after the af- 
iairs of the various departments for the summer sea¬ 
son. the only time when musicians have any leisure, 
and a list of ccunty delegates could be appointed to 
attend the State meeting, and such a list need only 
(Continued on page J$.) 
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CLASS WORK IN 
BY VIRGINIA C. 
Scope of the Woke. 
In our rural towns, the scope of the music teacher’s 
work is at once narrower and broader than that of 
the city instructor; narrower, in the sense of being 
remote from music centres and deprived of such de¬ 
lightful aids to progress as attendance at the sym¬ 
phony concerts, operas, and oratorios, which act as 
incentives to ambition; and broader, in that the 
teacher’s personal influence is greater by reason of 
tlic more direct contact with the social life of the 
pupils, and the opportunity to bring culture into 
their homes and lives in a way not possible to the 
citv teacher. The musician who is alive to the im¬ 
portance of these moulding influences may, in the 
development of some gifted pupil, see the realization 
of his fondest dreams of achievement. But it is ever 
necessary that he remember the peculiar limitations 
of his work, and be prepared to meet discouragements 
with a brave and tranquil spirit. 
Discouragements. 
That there are discouragements goes without say¬ 
ing. Perhaps the three most serious obstacles to mu¬ 
sical progress in rural towns, in order of influence, 
are: Lack of musical atmosphere in the American 
home, the desire for second-rate music being the 
highest ambition of uncultured parents and friends; 
lack of means to secure first-class teachers, and a 
consequent lowering of standards, as well as of prices, 
to meet the popular demand, a horde of second-rate 
instructors, giving lessons at an almost nominal 
charge; lack of opportunity to hear the best music; 
as only an occasional trip to the nearest city can be 
afforded by the pupils or by the poorly-paid instruc¬ 
tors. Perhaps to these three objections we might add 
a fourth, were it not for the humor of the situation, 
viz.: the prevalence of old and cheap musical instru¬ 
ments in some localities, the cabinet organ taking 
the precedence. To meet these discouragements, the 
teacher who would win success in the ideal sense of 
the word, the musician who would leave his impress 
upon his little world, must have the confidence of the 
community in which he lives. To gain this confi¬ 
dence, he needs a peculiar equipment for his work;, 
and this equipment must include several 
Qualifications. 
These qualifications may he summed up as follows: 
Training, Culture, Enthusiasm, Ingenuity, Experi¬ 
ence, Executive Ability. A word as to each. 
Training.—A special musical training at some city 
centre where only the great opportunities for art- 
study are available is the first essential; it may be 
the finish to an otherwise thorough home training, as 
it is the means of'putting the student in touch with 
the world of music iri a way not otherwise possible, 
widening his horizon and quickening his perceptive 
faculties. 
Culture.—This is a requisite; not only musical cul¬ 
ture, but a generally rounded education in order to 
meet the demands of patrons who have not themselves 
had the chance to acquire what they desire for their 
children, and who may fail of’courtesy due a teacher 
lacking this qualification. Paradox though it be, 
the uncultured are among our keenest critics. 
Enthusiasm.—Without enthusiasm, the stamp of 
the best workmanship is missing; for it is this mag¬ 
netic quality that awakes the torpor of the dull pupil 
and stimulates the zeal of the more talented. More 
than all else, it is this inward glow of the true mu¬ 
sician for his art that is likely to kindle the latent 
spark into future flame. Teachers, infuse your 
pupils! 
Ingenuity.—This is a valuable possession to the 
rural teacher, enabling him to meet with composure 
the varied and unusual situations of the case. To be 
able to overlook unavoidable delays and absences, 
even while holding up to the class a high standard of 
orderliness and punctuality, to allow for deficiencies 
on the part of pupils and patrons; to instill into the 
class an appreciation of the best music and to he able 
to interest a “two-step” loving public in Mendelssohn, 
Chopin, or Beethoven compositions—all these things 
require ingenuity on the part of the instructor. Yet 
is this not an impossible task, as proved by the happy 
ex]x>rienee of the present writer. 
Experience.—No community will give its confidence 
to an untried teacher; therefore is it necessary for 
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the musician to pass through tlic crucible of ex¬ 
perience before taking his place boldly among the 
proficient ones, thus perfecting his previous training 
in this school of wisdom; for we know that often 
in teaching is the teacher taught. In class work, 
especially, is experience an important factor, enabling 
the teacher to gauge a pupil’s needs almost at sight, 
and to command the materials with which to supply 
those needs as occasion arises. Experience should 
also cover a personal knowledge of the homes and 
surroundings of the music pupils, and an acquaintance 
with their respective temperaments possible only after 
continued intercourse with the classes from primary 
to senior, as the months—nay years—go by. 
Executive Ability.—The capstone to the music 
teacher’s equipment should be that executive ability 
which enables him to arrange systematically the 
gradual procession of pupils from lower to higher, in¬ 
cluding the preparation jf schedules for practice and 
for lessons; the selection of music to suit each case; 
and last, though not least, the careful keeping of 
financial accounts, not allowing himself to lie con¬ 
tinually in debt to the music publisher or dealer, as 
is often true of careless instructors, but having stated 
times of settlement with both patrons and publishing 
houses. 
Executive ability ensures success in that most 
important of taslts in connection with class work, 
viz.: the proper grading of the pupils. 
Baroness Dorothea Ertmann. 
Grading. 
In music, as in other studies, the systematic grading 
if pupils is most effective in producing a class feeling 
ind in quickening the ambition of the children, who 
•eadily respond to what appeals to their sense of 
ustice. promotion from one grade to another being 
he direct result of the accomplishment of a given 
unount in a given time. A printed outline of the 
nusic course, placed in the hands of every pupil, has 
jeen found a stimulus, even to the youngest; and in 
this way a clear understanding is established between 
the teacher and the class, individually and collec- 
tivelv. If any child shows sufficient ability to put 
the work of two years into one, he should be en¬ 
couraged to do so.' As an illustration, the six years’ 
course outlined for the Music Department of the 
school with which I am connected was reduced to 
four years by the energy and talents of a recently 
graduated pupil. Of course, such graduation implies 
thoroughness as well as ability, and is a preparation 
for a conservatory course wherever possible. Per¬ 
haps the test effects of the graded system are obtained 
by means of the regular class meetings of each 
grade. 
Class Meetings. 
For the several grades, weekly class meetings arc 
or quarterly gathering together of forces is advisable. 
At these appointed, times, each grade has its own 
program, every pupil being expected to take part in 
turn. For the primary grades, scale playing in one 
octave, easy duets, and little etudes are in order; 
stories of the childhood of great musicians are eagerly 
listened to by the little ones, who thus early become 
familiar with the great names in musical history. 
For the intermediates, the study and playing of 
the major and minor scales becomes a thing of interest 
instead of dread, where there is class competition, 
and studies rank high when there is a chance of com¬ 
parison as to their correct rendering. The use of 
duets and of carefully-selected pieces, and an oc¬ 
casional game of “Musical Authors” increase the 
class interest, while the study of some standard mu¬ 
sical catechism gives a practical knowledge of musical 
terms and musical notation. Before passing into the 
senior class, a familiarity with the studies of 
Duvernoy, Bertini, Czerny, Heller, and others is re¬ 
quired. 
The senior grade takes up the study of musical 
history. This.may be made a delightful class study 
when supplemented by the reading of the lives of the 
great composers, and the preparation of papers by 
the students on such topics as: “Progress of Opera,” 
"Musical Instruments,” “The Romantic School,” etc. 
In such a class work, The Etude is an invaluable 
aid, both as a reference work and as a means of arous¬ 
ing the pupils to a keener interest in the affairs of 
the music world in general. In the study of Men¬ 
delssohn’s “Songs Without Words,” it is interesting 
to note extracts from the “Life and Letters” of this 
composer. From Mendelssohn to Chopin gives the 
necessary change of style and of musical atmosphere; 
while gems from Rubinstein, Schubert, or Schumann 
may be interspersed at pleasure, and finally—Bee¬ 
thoven ! Given pupils of average intelligence and mu¬ 
sical ability, what teacher may not find interest in 
this phase of the class work; and should now and 
then a more gifted pupil gain his (or her) life- 
inspiration from the study of the masters, should not 
our joy be great in proportion as the teacher is the 
medium of communication? 
The most important practical result of the class 
meeting plan is the confidence acquired by the pupils 
to play in public without signs of nervous conscious¬ 
ness, since the several grades are in a state of pre¬ 
paredness, so to speak, for the public Recitals. 
Recitals. 
With the grading system perfection (so far as pos¬ 
sible with the materials at hand), and the class , 
work thoroughly prepared, Recitals lose their terrors, 
to some extent, for pupils, teachers, and audiences! 
Nor are so many rehearsals needed as formerly, owing 
to the previous class training mentioned, though the 
prospect of a coming recital is always an additional 
stimulus to practice and to perfection. There is 
nowadays such a wealth of well-printed and well- 
selected music suitable for all grades that the teacher 
who is alive to progress has no reason for complaint, 
hut rather has cause for rejoicing over the treasures 
at command. At Christmas and at Eastertide, at 
least, let the good results of our class work help to 
swell the mighty chorus of praise; then, from every 
cottage in our land, however remote from conserva¬ 
tory, opera house, or concert hall, there will be heard 
the music of the masters whose “footsteps echo down 
the corridors of time”; and men will be the better for 
the hearing. 
SINGING ON CARPET. 
Standing upon carpet has a tendency to muffle the 
voice, since a layer of inelastic and nonconducting 
material is then interposed between the seat of voice 
production and the floor, which, when it is not 
covered, acts as a sound board, taking up the vibra¬ 
tions and giving increased effect and distinctness to 
them. This can be illustrated by placing a timepiece 
first upon a rug or carpet and then upon the bare 
floor. In the latter position the ticking is much 
louder, because the vibrations of the clock are then 
much more forcibly communicated to the floor and so 
to the air of the room and finally to the ear by actual 
contact between the clock and the floor. A carpet 
damps or kills these vibrations because it is a bad con¬ 
ductor of sound. The difference, which is so audible 
in this case, is in some degree to be detected when 
the voice is heard under similar conditions. 
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Thk house of Theodore Presser and the manage¬ 
ment of The Etude consider this Holiday Season the 
most opportune time to express to all our subscribers 
and patrons our thanka for their valued patronage 
during the past year, and to wish all a Happy and 
I’rospcrou* Xew Year. 
The History or Music, by W. J. Baltzell, is now 
on the market, and will be sold, herenfter, at the reg¬ 
ular price, $1.75, subject to our usual discount to 
teseher* nnd schools. We have had this work in hand 
for the past two years, and have used every effort to 
mako it the most comprehensive and practical small 
work on the subject of the history of music in the 
English language. 
As published, it consists of 00 lessons (500 pages), 
each of a reasonable length, such os a pupil can 
readily prepare, thus occupying one school year and 
leaving time for reviews and examinations. To each 
lesson is np|>eruled a number of questions, topics for 
essays or private research, with references to other 
I rooks containing a more exhaustive discussion of the 
subject of the lesson. It is copiously illustrated—pic¬ 
tures of musical instruments, music examples and por¬ 
traits, with a numls'r of full-page plates. It is con¬ 
siderably larger and more complete than any other 
available text-book of musical history. 
Even so soon after publication os this, we are able 
to say the Ixok is a great success. The advance sale 
was much beyond our ex|>cctations and the indications 
are that the entire first edition will be taken up very 
soon. Every teacher should supply him or herself 
at once nnd not I* obliged to wait until the second 
edition can be inadu ready. 
The Beethoven button met with such great favor 
that, we have nlready supplied over three thousand of 
them to teachers who have organized clubs among 
their pupils.' We have arranged with the manufactur¬ 
ers to supply us with a Mozart button, similar to the 
Beethoven button, but with a portrait of Mozart in¬ 
stead. We ore sure that every member of an Etude 
Music Club will be anxious to have a Mozart button. 
When teachers report the formation of a new club 
among their pupils, we ask that they will inform us 
which style of button, Beethoven or Mozart, is desired. 
W e send, free, six buttons for the officers of every new 
club reported to us. We supply these buttons in 
quantities nt the low price of 30 cents per dozen, 
postage paid. Every teacher should see to it that 
pupils are supplied with these buttons and encourage 
the formation of clubs. 
The Moon Queen, a little musical play, libretto by 
Win. H. Gardner, music by Louis F. (iottschalk. is 
one of the latest, additions to our catalogue. In ad¬ 
vance of publication, we make an exceptionally low 
offer in order to introduce it to teachers and others 
who provide musical entertainments. The characters 
impersonated nre taken from nature, such as the 
"Sun,” “Moon,” “Rainbow,” “Sunbeam,” etc.; it is 
interspersed with bright dialogue, can he given in 
costume or not, and with or without scenery. It will 
take about 30 or 35 minutes to perform. 
During the month of January, the introductory 
price will lie 25 cents per copy, postpaid, if cash ac¬ 
companies the order. 
Greexe’r “Standard Graded Course in Singing,” 
\ol. IV, should be in the hands of teachers and all 
advanced singers. It is intended to prepare pupils 
for graduation and certificate; it furnishes models for 
the study of the Recitative and Aria and for artistic 
interpretation the idea being to add finish and style 
to the technical training provided for in the first three 
volumes. Until the hook is on the market, advance 
orders wm be received at 40 cents per copy, post- 
paul, if cash accompanies the order. To introduce the 
compete work, will furnish the four books for 
$1.00, postage paid, if cash accompanies the order. 
Now THAT the Holidays are over, there is a gen- 
erM renewal of activity in all lines of musical work 
t”dchTe °f ^ fi?t eneCU iS “ de'nand for additional teaching material. During the past few weeks we 
^nts^d1”* ?repa/aU,‘n8 to meet require¬ 
ments of teachers in this respect and we are noV 
ready to take prompt care of an unlimited number of 
“On Sale” orders, in addition to those to be clinrged 
on monthly account. Our well-known reputation for 
promptness and accuracy in handling mail orders 
hardly needs mentioning here—still there are doubt¬ 
less many possible patrons, who, if they knew of it, 
would he glad to avail themselves of the advantages 
of our system of dealing; to all such we extend a 
hearty invitation to write us for terms and catalogue. 
For the greater accommodation of patrons who 
have occasion to correspond with us with regard to 
business matters, we have recently bettered the facil¬ 
ities of our Correspondence Department, and for the 
further improvement of that branch of our service, we 
suggest that all inquiries with regard to accounts, 
prices, terms, or any communication whatever, not 
in the nature of an order, be written separately so 
that it may receive immediate attention without inter¬ 
fering with the filling of a possible order. 
Another suggestion we wish to make is that all 
lengthy orders should be written on but one side of 
the paper and that when using postal cards it is bet¬ 
ter to use two separate cards than to crowd so 
much on one that it is difficult to read it. Every 
order we handle is carefully checked and mistakes are 
exceptional, but plainly written orders inevitably 
bring the most satisfactory results—still, writing an 
order plainly is not everything—one should never for¬ 
get to give the full post-office address, including State 
and county, and, above all, to sign his or her name. 
We have long ceased to be surprised at the number 
of unsigned orders which reach ns; of course, a 
customer never suspects an omission of this kind and 
very naturally blames us for a delay; for which we 
are not responsible. 
Through all these busy months our Order Depart¬ 
ment has maintained its reputation for promptness in 
executing orders, and in spite of the enormous num- 
lier handled, the percentage of those lost or missent 
is so small as to be almost negligible. The loss of 
one parcel or a delay in its delivery is a source of 
regret to us greater than the satisfaction of knowing 
that ninety-nine deliveries have been made promptly. 
VVe are more than interested in giving the best pos¬ 
sible service. Will our patrons remember to assist 
us in this by writing their addresses completely and, 
above all, plainly? 
Patrons who have occasion to return “On Sale” 
music are reminded that the Sender’s Name and Ad¬ 
dress must be on the outside of every package; other¬ 
wise it is simply impossible for us to enter proper 
credit for such music when received and there is a 
delay in each instance which is likely to lead to a 
serious misunderstanding. 
We have a very limited number of our 1906 Calen¬ 
dars still on hand. The price is 10 cents, $1.00 per 
dozen. llie Calendar is made on heavy bristol board, 
printed by hand from steel plates, and contains the 
portraits of eight great composers, one of the most 
suitable and attractive musical calendars ever issued 
We have also on hand the calendar sold by us one 
year ago, containing the portrait of one great com¬ 
poser, mounted on a heavy, dark matboard with an 
easel. Hie price is the same as above. 
°\ rememb;ance> inexpensive and yet 
aPPreciated’ t^re is nothing that 
you could send to your musical friends and acquaint 
TJd Vol Ca'lf ‘’f TT appreCiated than the much- 
“T l ost Card of today, containing, for instance 
portraits of musical celebrities. In some lines these 
s:,a?;d9i Te fsuperseded th° ^ oTS ot 
,pj,oiT‘i>h'' ”4 ■"»■ 
<■«£ B«- 
““Jo"" ’hi" «” 
s'SSKSSSS 
These etchings were, purchased by us from the Paris I 
publisher. 
The retail price is $10.00. We will sell them at 1 
$3.00 each, to those who ask first. The size of the 
plate is 19x26; the size of the whole picture is ■ 
29 x 40. 
Handel is well represented in the music in this 
issue. The “Prelude in G,” edited by von Biilow, fe j 
one of the most genial and attractive movements to , 
be found among Handel’s Suites. 
“Gavotte in B-flat,” arranged by De Sivrai, is a 
particularly characteristic number. It has the true i 
flavor of the ancient dance. 
The celebrated “Largo” appears in a fine four-hand I 
arrangement, especially made for this issue. , I 
Handel’s well-known aria, “Lascia Ch’ Io Pianga” I 
appears in a very useful version. The original Italian t 
text is retained, together with a new English trails- I 
lation. There is also a set of sacred words, thus I 
rendering the composition suitable for church pur- ! 
poses. In addition, a highly-effective violin obligato [ 
has been supplied. 
The remaining musical numbers are selected from [ 
various composers and include several novelties. 
The beautiful slow movement from Hiller’s Concerto I 
has been arranged as a piano solo, by Erwin Schnei- [ 
der, and should meet with much favor among pianists. I 
The many admirers of Engelmann’s “Melody of } 
Love” will welcome his new reverie, entitled: “When ) 
the Lights are Low.” We anticipate much popularity I 
for this composition. 
Janon’s “Dream Melody” is a very useful teaching 
or recital piece of the early third grade. 
Church singers and others interested in sacred songs j 
will find a welcome addition to their rejiertoire in the I 
fine solo by Arthur Shelley, entitled: “When the 
Light is Growing Dim.” 
Geo. F. Spaulding’s “Mountaineer’s Call” is a 
pleasing novelty of pastoral character, very nicely 
harmonized and expressive in melody. Schumann’* I 
“Album Leaf” is one of the most beautiful of his j 
many shorter compositions. This piece may be ef- j 
fectively played on the cabinet organ. It has also I 
been arranged for the pipe organ. 
We will continue during the present month the 
special offer on the “Czerny’s Selected Studies,” 
edited by Emil Liebling, Volume I. Work on all 
three volumes is nearing completion and Volume I is 
now about ready for the press. This volume is in¬ 
tended to carry pupils through the second and early 
third grades. In itself, it is a very complete collec¬ 
tion of the best and most useful studies from the 
easier works of Czerny, including well-known opus 
numbers as well as others less known but equally 
helpful. In the selection of this course the entire ( 
works of Czerny have been diligently searched and j 
much discrimination used. There are no dry studies; J 
all are interesting and each onp lias some definite pur- ; 
pose. All technical points are well brought out. The i 
fingering, phrasing and annotation are all of the most f 
practical character, the work of an eminent and ex- 
perionced teacher and player. 
The introductory offer on Volume I during the 
present month will be 25 cents, postpaid, if cash ac¬ 
companies the order. 
In these columns there is frequent reference to 
our ‘On Sale Plan”; so many of our patrons know 
what this is that it seems almost superfluous to call 
attention to it; and yet there are many Etude read¬ 
ers who have not become acquainted with it. To all j 
such we extend a hearty invitation to write us for a ( 
circular, explaining the plan nnd its advantages for < 
teachers of music. The next five or six months will j 
be filled with work for the industrious teacher-wl 
not simplify that work by having a good assortmei 
of practical teaching material always at hand? Yoi 
time is too valuable to lie used in looking up ne 
music, piece by piece; let us save both time ai 
money for you by placing a package of our “On Sal. 
^ °Ur f°r the remainder of the seaso 
Why not write ns today? 
“Exercises in Extension” will shortly 1 
vUo!rhea by tWs hoUSe’ Tllis p(lition 1m* been r 
an augmented by the author especially for u 
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These exercises are unique. As their title implies, 
they are intended to strengthen and give flexibility 
to the bands for the practical purpose of facilitating 
the execution of all passages requiring extension. 
The practicing of these exercises in a systematic man¬ 
ner will result in a stretching of the hand and fingers 
and will bring under control of the player many pas¬ 
sages apparently impossible of ready execution. 
Philipp is one of the greatest living teachers and 
these “Exercises in Extension” display the highest in¬ 
genuity, as well as an intimate knowledge of the re¬ 
quirements of modem pianists. The work will be 
gotten out in a handsome style, from specially en¬ 
graved plates. We recommend it to the general at¬ 
tention of all teachers, students and players. The 
special introductory price during the present month 
will be 15 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the 
order. * * * 
We shall soon issue a set of very valuable studies, 
called, “The Little Pisclma,” by Bernhard Wolff. The 
German title is, “Der Kleine Pischna.” The work is 
by no means small, as the name would indicate, as 
the title was selected by Bernhard Wolff out of re¬ 
spect to Pisehna’s larger work, which, however, is by 
no means as popular and useful as the one we are 
to publish. 
The main feature of this work is that every exer¬ 
cise (and there are sixty, of them) is played through 
in all the keys, and all the notes are written out. 
Nothing is abbreviated, although the exercises them¬ 
selves are figures which can easily be memorized. 
The value of these exercises lies in the fact that they 
are carried through all the keys, and that there is an 
equal cultivation of the two hands. These exercises 
are extensively used over all Europe, and arc also 
very popular with the leading teachers and conser¬ 
vatories in our own land. 
We have placed the price at 30 cents, postage paid, 
if cash accompanies the order, for advance copies, 
and hope that teachers generally will subscribe for 
an advance copy, so as to at least become acquainted 
with this valuable work. 
Subscribers desiring a Free Sample Copy of The 
Etude sent to a friend likely to be interested, will 
please send the information to The Etude, Subscrip¬ 
tion Department. * * * 
We are still looking for boys and girls who have a 
taste for music. They can make spending money by 
selling single copies of The Etude each month dur¬ 
ing their spare time. The first month’s supply is sent 
free. Some boys are now educating themselves on the 
money earned in similar ways. It is not like selling 
newspapers on the streets, for it is a select, refined 
class of homes that are visited. It will teach self- 
reliance, courtesy and will develop salesmanship abil¬ 
ity. We will be*glad to receive from our readers sug¬ 
gested names of desirable boys and girls in each 
vicinity. * * » 
We have a splendid binder made especially for 
The Etude. It is very simple and effective. The 
price is $1.00, delivery charges paid. It will hold 
12 numbers. Surely no better arrangement could be 
made to keep the music in get-at-able shape. Single 
copies may be taken out at pleasure. 
In the last issue of our journal, we amiounced the 
publication of a collection, called; “Lyric Pieces for 
the Pianoforte.” We made a special price during the 
month of December. That offer is now withdrawn, 
as the work is on the market. We call the attention 
of our readers to the estimable quality of this work. 
It contains the very best pieces in our catalogue of a 
medium grade, that are not in dance forms. Some of 
them are classic, others romantic, but nothing is of 
the trivial or popular order. All are suitable for 
the drawing-room, and make a collection that is of 
enduring worth. We recommend our patrons to ex¬ 
amine this volume. 
The retail price of the work is only 50 cents and 
there are about twenty-five pieces in the collection. 
Do not let this good tiling go by without taking ad¬ 
vantage of it. * * * 
In connection with this Handel number, we an¬ 
nounce that we are about to publish a collection o 
Handel’s music. Our critics have been at work on 
this for some time and the volume is well under way. 
The entire literature of Handel has been investigated, 
and we fully expect that this volume will surpass 
anything that has ever yet appeared in the way of 
a collection of Handel’s music. We have always held 
that Handel was not fully appreciated for educa¬ 
tional purposes. Bach has so occupied the field with 
his “Little Preludes,” his “Inventions” and “Fugues” 
that Handel has been forgotten. Handel is more 
valuable than the majority of teachers know. 
The volume that we are issuing can lie taken in¬ 
stead of either Bach’s “Inventions” or “Little Pre¬ 
ludes,” and the pupil will derive just as much benefit 
and at the same time experience more pleasure than 
with either of the volumes of Bach. 
We are now ready to receive advance orders for 
this volume, and would like to see every teacher avail 
herself of at least one volume of this valuable work. 
We will make the advance price only 30 cents, postage 
paid, if cash accompanies the order. This about 
covers the cost of paper and printing. 
THE HANDEL PORTRAIT. 
This issue, devoted as it is to the study of Handel 
and his music, will have added interest by the large 
reproduction of the celebrated portrait, by Hudson, 
which accompanies it, and which shows unmistakably 
in every feature the characteristics of the man as 
brought out in the various articles, giving not only a 
pen-picture but a graphic representation of the man 
as seen by the artist. 
“Dictionary of Music and Musicians,” by Rie- 
mann, is not only the completest one-volume diction¬ 
ary or encyclopedia, but is the only one available in 
complete form at the present time. The price is only 
$4.50, retail, as compared with those issued in sev¬ 
eral volumes at five times the price. This is em 
phatically the teachers’ dictionary. 
Again we call attention 
to our New Premium List _ 
which appears in the back 
of this issue. Just notice 
the list—$5.00 worth of 
sheet music as a premium 
for only two subscriptions 
—$3.00 in cash. Surely, no 
publisher ever made more 
liberal terms! It takes 
only three subscriptions 
($4.50) to renew your sub¬ 
scription for an entire 
year. 
A Piano Premium. If 
you are a member of a 
church, society or club, and 
would like to earn a piano, 
write us, giving the name 
and size of your organiza¬ 
tion and we will tell you 
how it can be done with a 
little effort. One sub¬ 
scriber has already sent us 
75 subscriptions taken by 
herself. It’s not hard if 
worked systematically and 
enthusiastically. We fur¬ 
nish samples free. 
Other magazines can be 
combined, at reduced cost, 
with The Etude. Money 
is saved by taking advan¬ 
tage of the prices offered 
in the list published on the 
inside cover. Send your 
subscriptions to us. 
THE ETUDE is prepared 
to duplicate all offers 
made by any other paper, 
firm, or agency on all 
combinations of any kind 
in which an ETUDE sub¬ 
scription is included. 
SPEC! 
0TICES 
cents per woru, casn wuu uruci. - 
cents per word, cash with order. Do not have replies 
PERFECT PIANOS, BABY-GRAND, STECK, $400. 
Behning. $400. Uprights, superb Cblckering. $3o0 Yard¬ 
man. $:S35. Kroeger. $290. Weber $250. Fifty other 
makes, $125 upwards. Pianos exchanged or rebuilt. 
Write, Wm. Scherzer, Philadelphia, Pa.___ 
Sul.-> i ip! 0 
day, givin 
Chestnut i 
j AGENTS TO SELL THE ETUDE BY 
or Single Copy. Splendid terms. 
one good refere--- 
., Phila., Pa. 
> and your age. 1712 
EOR SALE Al PRIVATE MUSIC SCHOOL (IN- 
corporated). choicest residence district Chicago. 3°0 stu¬ 
dents. Opportunity strictly first-class ior >capable piano 
and voice teacher (preferably married?. Director s 
monthly income. $300. Small expense. $1500 cash in¬ 
quired. Give bank ref. Address, Haley, 134 Monroe St.. 
Chicago. _______ 
WANTED_A GOOD SECOND-HAND STUDENT'S 
Technlcon. Communicate with Miss Ethel Faulkener, 
Coudersport, Potter Co., Pa._ 
ALVAH GLOVER SALMON, PIANIST. LECTURE-RE- % 
citals (Russian music). Tour of Southern and Middle 
Western States begins January 1. 1906. For twins and 
dates, apply to C. W. Thompson & Co., 13 West St.. 
Boston, Mass,____._- 
FOR SALE —WELL ESTABLISHED CONSERVA- 
toi-v of Music, employing several teachers. Located in eity 
of ’6000 in Middle West. Fine opportoaity for 
good education and business ability. Address, C. M., 4diu 
Maryland Ave., St. Louis, Mo.__ 
PIANO TEACHERS SEND 10c. FOR COPY “ELE- 
mentarv Writing Lessons.” A valuable book for home 
work oh staff notation, time values, etc., etc. Very prac- 
tical. C W. Edwards, 1220 Washington Boul., Chicago. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
During January we propose to make a 
Special Coupon Offer of a six months’ trial 
subscription to “THE ETUDE. It will 
be attractive to students in that it will supply 
them with the needed assistance throughout 
the remainder of their winter and spring 
terms. It will furnish interesting reading 
and entertaining music during the long even¬ 
ings around the library table and at the piano. 
This is the first time such an offer has ever 
been made and it will be withdrawn promptly 
on January 31st. 
THE ETUDE FOR 60 CENTS 
For 6 Months Beginning with January 
$ Each subscriber is allowed to recommend, by the use of 
the attached coupon, but one new name. It is too much like „ 
giving subscriptions away to allow more. ^ 
«[ Kindly show this issue to a friend likely to be 
ested and allow him to use YOUR coupon. 
11 When this coupon is received with the 60 cents, 
(Stamps accepted)wewillsend YOU fory our trouble 
our beautiful Steel Engraved 1906 Musicians Cal¬ 
endar, 8 portraits. So premiums allowed on this offer. 
• V* / 
s/ J 
BE SURE TO WRITE YOUR NAME 
AND ADDRESS ON BACK 
OF THE COUPON 
£0// 
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AN OFFER TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS 
TO AID IN SECURING 
NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Our Offer: For the low price in the second eolnmn 
we will Rend a year’* nubstoription to The Etudk, and 
the work mentioned, and alao gin to the pereon sending 
thin mdwrriptiou the regular premium o« mentioned in 
our Premium Lint, Rent ou application. 
Free Rumple eopicR will be Rent to any one desiring to 
nso them for soliciting subscriptions. 
This offer means the giving of a double premium—a 
premium to the person who subscribes, and one also to 
the person getting the subscription. 
To takr advantage of the above offer the following con 
) • tiona are to be observed : 
The names sent mast bo new subscribers. 
Cash must aooompany all orders. 
The articles can be sent to any address. 
Everything will be delivered free. 
The order and tho new snlwcription most come 
together; under no circumstances can we fill 
an order at these prices after the subscription 
has been sent in. 
Bach, J. S., Inventions for the Plano, Complete . . 
Bach, J. S.. First Study of Bach (Leefson). 
Beethoven, Selections from Piano Works . . . . 
Behnke & Pearce, Voice Training Exerciaea (Sop.) 
Chopin, F., Lighter Compoeitiona for the Plano . 
Clarka, H. A., Counterpoint, Strict and Free . . . 
Clarke, H. A., Theory Explained to Piano Students 
Clarke, H. A., Harmony: A Text-Book. 
Clarka, H. A., Pronouncing Dictionary. 
Clarke, H. A., Students’ Pocket Dictionary . . . 
Classic and Modern Qems for Reed Organ. 
Concert Dueta. 
Cummlnga, W. H , Rudiments of Music. 
Ehrlich, A., Celebrated Pianists, Past and Present 
Elaon, L. C., European Reminiscences. 
First Dance Album. 
First Parlor Pieces for the Piano. 
First Recital Pisces for the Plano. 
Francis, Edw., Life and Works of Handel, Haydn, 
Wsber, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin, 
Llsst, Wagner, Muxart, each. 
Oates, W. F„ Anecdotes of Orest Musicians . 
Ooodrlch, A. J., Theory of Interpretation. 
Orest Composers, Musics! Game. 
Grieg, Ed., Album of Miscellaneous Piano Com¬ 
positions  
Haller, 3., Thirty Selected Studies. 
Holer, W. L„ Allegrando, Musical Game .... 
Landon, C. W., Foundation Materials. 
Landon, C. W„ Reed Organ Method. 
Lesson A McOranshan, The Choral Clasa Book . 
Loafaon, M., Modern Sonatinas. 
Lcschetisky Method, The Modern Pianist. 
Lithographs inxzgi of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, 
Wegner, Lisst or Mendelssohn, Mozart, 
Rubinstein, Harmony, Inspiration, Beetho¬ 
ven in Hie Study, or Moxart Directing Hie 
Requiem. 
Maelxel Metronome, Lid Attached, Bell. 
Maclxet Metronome, Lid Attached, No Bell . . . 
Mason, We, Touch and Technic (4 volt, complete) 
Mason, Wm., Touch and Technic (one of 4 vole.) 
Mathews, W. S. B., Masters and Their Music . 
Mathews, W. S. B„ Standard First and Second 
Crado Pieces for Plano. 
Mathews, W. S. B., Standard Third and Fourth 
Grade Pieces for Piano. 
Mathews, W. S. B., Standard Fifth and Sixth 
Grade Pieces for Piano. 
Mathews,W. S. B„ One Hundred Years of Music 
In America. 
Mendelssohn, F., Songs without Words, Complete 
Modern Student, in three volumes, each. 
Musical Essays in Art, Culture, and Education . . 
Music Satchel, Handles. 
Music Satchel, Handies (full sheet music size) , 
Parlor and School Marches for the Piano 
Perry, E. B., Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works 
Presser, Theodore, Album of Instructive Pieces . 
Presser, Theo., First Steps in Pianoforte Study 
Riemann, Dr. Hugo, Dictionary of Music .... 
Rogers Jas. H„ Graded Materials for the Pipe Org n.. 
Root, F. W., Introductory Lessons in Voice Cul- 
Scfton, E. M., Clast Book for Music Teachers 
Skinner, O. R„ First Year in Theory . 
Tapper, Thos., Chats with Music Students 
The Duet Hour. 
Tranquil Hours, Sabbath Day Music for the Piano 
Wodell, F. W., Choir and Chorus Conducting 
“THE ETUDE,” 1712 Chestnut St. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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The 'first Is excellent for Iwglnners. The exercises are 
beautiful and of great variety and gradually increasing 
l" liaveCrecelTOd'™be\urner!s ^Etiide School” and con¬ 
sider it really excellent material for attracHve and 
progressive music study. I have nothing but commencia 
“T nm m'liclf 'pleased^ wUb*' ‘'Czerny's JOO ReCTeations^ 
It is ft wonder you cun offer It at such a low puce. 
^7'have received the "Popular Parlor Album” and con¬ 
sider it a very good collection of melodious pieces, well 
ad 1P havef“beenm uefi ~p (easeef Ji.h'The “Parlor Album.” 
The pieces are bright and pleasing and well adapted for 
teaching purposes.—Margaret Doggctt. „ 
1 have*received the "Modern Drawing-Room Pieces. 
It will become very popular with my large elass of 
oiidIIs as it Is a very pretty and instructive collection, 
which Is usually the kind that is published by Presser.— 
You/way of dealing is the best I have ever experienced, 
and I wish you .nil (he success you deserve for your 
honesty in business and your zeal to promote.—Oscar 
°rwas delighted with the "Little Home Player" and 
will take pleasure in recommending It to my friends for 
teaching purposes.—Clara J'atterson. 
I consider "100 Progressive Studies,” by Czerny, very 
fine for voung musicians.—Mrs. E. II. Market. 
The "First Steps in Pianoforte Study” is very satisfac¬ 
tory. Please send me five more.—Mrs. J. M. Jones. 
The “First Steps in Pianoforte” is the most complete 
study for beginners I have ever used.—Mrs. 8. E. Gaines. 
The Special Offers which I have had from you have 
been entirely satisfactory. I have found it a pleasure to 
deal with you on account of your promptness, accuracy 
and courtesy.—.If. E. Padgett. 
I am glad to be one of the many who subscribe for 
Tub Etude. I cannot do without It. and shall endeavor 
lo have my friends and scholars get acquainted with It. 
—Miss Alice K. Plympton. 
I wish to commend your promptness In filling orders 
and your strict honestness in every Instance. You give 
the best satisfaction of any house to which I have ever 
given an order.—Esther A. Perham. 
It Is a source of gratification to me, as no doubt it is 
to countless others, to find the “Presser” selections so 
free from the trashy compositions so prevalent nowadays. 
Even the simplest music is sure to be “good.”—Mrs. M. J. 
Emerson. 
I am a subscriber to The Etude and as time passes I 
grow more deeply attached to this dear friend.—Mrs. J. 
I congratulate you on getting out such a magnificent 
music journal. It Is absolutely perfect in appearance 
and contents.-—I. r. Flagler. 
I have received "Czerny Studies, Op. 656." Think It is 
n great bargain and am delighted with It.—Nellie M. 
Mum eg. 
I have received the ”28 Melodious Studies” for four 
hands, by Diabelli, and am highly pleased with it. I can 
recommend it to young students. It is worth a great 
deal in cultivating time and harmony In that class of 
pupils, besides Interesting them In the study of music.— 
Mrs. E. It. lie,lie 
l have _ 
greatly pleased 
"Popular I 
pice —Grace Lytle. 
— —lived tk 
li it, 1 collect: 
- —j “Popular Parlor Album." It Is a 
fine collection of pieces for young players.—Jos. It. Anlcr. 
1 have just begun using your Reward Cards, procuring 
them chiefly for my younger pupils as an incentive to 
work. My older pupils also find them beautiful, as well 
as Instructive.—Mrs. 8. It. Callcn. 
I have received the “Spanish Dances,” Op. 12 (fonr 
hands), by Moszkowski. and am well pleased with the 
same. It. is In good slyle.—Sarah L. Nicholas. 
I beg to say that The Etude is of great value to the 
music student. I have been a subscriber for one year and 
have renewed my subscription. 1 am now convinced of its 
r Jr*" wil1 always be a continued subscriber.—Reuben 
THE EDUCATION OF THE MASTERS. 
(Continued from, page 1C,.) 
Hiller, Wagner, Liszt and other great musicians, w 
are fully developed men, from the older type of m 
sieian, are precisely those first found in Weber” 
goes too far, inasmuch as we have seen that the 
uas more of general mentality in the older nmste 
than they get credit for; Gluck even antieipat 
Weber as a bright, incisive essayist. But that Web 
deserves to be called the first musical man of lette 
of the modern type is true. He wrote a great deal 
the third volume of his biography by bis son (ov 
three hundred pages) is made up entirely of litera 
writings, including the fragment of a* novel, 
these, as in his numerous letters, he reveals a mi] 
of- exceptional keenness. From his earlv youth 
educated his intellect, as well as his musical talen 
he studied the philosophers. Kant and ScheUhm cai 
fully, and was well versed in current literature. T 
leading German poets, including Treek, Goeti 
Arnim, Jean Paul. Wilhelm Mailer, were his frien. 
and his aristocratic descent., combined with 1 
genius, opened all circles to him. Such were t 
sources of the eduction of Carl Muh von Weber 
review or new publications 
THE LIFE OF JOHANNES BRAHMS. By Florence 
May. Two Volumes. Longmans, Green & Co. 
The work is by an English lady who was a pupil of 
Brahms, having been introduced to him by Mine. 
Clara Schumann, and the material has been gathered 
at first hand, statements from previous works having 
been verified. In addition to the biographical details, 
the author contributes a series of intensely interesting 
"Personal Recollections.” Valuable appendices are 
included on Musical Form, Absolute Music, Program 
Music, Berlioz and Wagner; a chronological catalogue 
of Brahms’ works and of pieces edited by him. 
THE MUSIC LOVERS’ TREASURY. Edited by 
Helen Philbrook Patten. Dana, Estes & Co., Bos¬ 
ton. $ 1.20 net. 
Musicians, writers and lecturers on music and pro¬ 
gram makers are often in need of quotations showing 
what the poets have written about music and musi¬ 
cians. The present volume will astonish many a 
reader with its wealth of beautiful and interesting 
selections. Such great masters as Beethoven, Mozart, 
Chopin, Handel; such subjects as the violin, lute, 
piano, orchestra, symphony are frequent themes. 
Among the authors represented are the two Brown¬ 
ings, Richard Watson Gilder, Dryden, Milton, Tenny¬ 
son, Celia Thaxter, Walt Whitman, Shakespeare, 
Aldrich, Landor, Shelley, Pope, Moore, Lowell, Van 
Dyke, Coleridge, Byron, William Watson, Rosetti, 
Schiller and Austin Dobson, giving a wide range in 
character of thought and style of expression. It will 
make a fine gift book for any one who is fond of music 
and literature. 
THE STORY OF ORGAN MUSIC. By C. F. Abdy 
Williams. Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons. 
$1.25 net. 
A new volume of the very useful “Music Story 
Series,” making a companion work to the “Story of 
(lie Organ,” by the same writer. The present volume 
gives an account of the rise and development of organ 
music, not exhaustive, of course, yet very full when 
the size of the book, 289 pages, is taken into con¬ 
sideration. One interesting point made by the author 
is that “the history of organ music revolves round 
one gigantic personality, J. S. Bach; for the earlier 
compositions of Italy, Germany and England seem 
almost to have existed in order to make his possible, 
and since him, no organ composer of any eminence 
has existed who has not been largely influenced by 
him.” We note some of the chapter headings: Form 
in Music; Italian Organ Music (3 chapters); Ger¬ 
man Organ Music (4 chapters) ; French Organ 
Music; Organ Music in Spain and the Netherlands; 
English Organ Music (2 chapters). There are three 
appendices, musical illustrations, synopsis of organ 
composers and a bibliography. 
BEETHOVEN, THE MAN AND THE ARTIST, AS 
REVEALED IN HIS OWN WORDS. Compiled and 
Annotated by Friedrich Kerst. Edited and Trans¬ 
lated by H. E. Krehbiel. B. W. Huebsch, 150 
Nassau St., New York City. $1.00 net, postage 10 
MOZART, THE MAN AND THE ARTIST, AS RE¬ 
VEALED IN HIS OWN WORDS. Compiled and 
Annotated by Friedrich Kerst. Edited and Trans¬ 
lated by H. E. Krehbiel. B. W. Huebsch, 150 
Nassau St., New York City. $1.00 net, postage 10 
The contents of the above two volumes are made up 
of the sayings of the composers themselves, presenting 
their views on important events in their lives, their 
ideas of their art, estimates of other composers, re¬ 
ligious views, etc. The scheme is a novel one and has 
v a I ne beyond the usual biography in that it enables 
us to see the man as revealed by himself. This book 
should lie in every public and private library used 
* I,eisons "’ho are interested in music and musicians. 
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HUMORESQUES- 
BY A. H. 1IAUSBAT1I. 
M Sirius: “You know Overtone, the composer, 
‘/fellow he is all broken up. His daughter, the 
l^/cert singer, ran off and eloped with A. Bird, the 
aeronaut, who sailed away with her in Ins new air- 
ShMr Wag: “Well, it’s natural for a singer to go up 
in thg air—and for a composer to go to pieces.” 
Von BUlow, after listening to a certain tenor emit 
a series of thin, shrill tones in an effort to sing a 
c0n<r was asked what he thought of the voice. 
“Tenor?” he said, “voice? That’s no voice, that’s 
a disease.” 
Organ Pedals Merely Ornamental. 
An organist tells of a humorous experience he had 
with a music committee in a country church down 
East The church was equipped with a good two- 
manual organ; and the organist, playing on trial 
before them, rendered a very brilliant piece with con¬ 
siderable pedal work. The committee in a body 
gathered around him. Two of them just stared in 
open-mouthed wonder, seemingly struck dumb. One 
grinned as though he thought the man was beside 
himself and not accountable for his antics. The 
other stooped down and with eyes fixed on the pedals 
evidently enjoyed the heel-and-toe polka going on near 
the floor. When the piece was finished, the chairman 
asked what all that fuss was about, and why he 
kicked the floor when he played? The former organist 
never moved her feet when she played, he said. After 
having the function of the pedals explained to them, 
they all declared they had considered the pedals just 
a sort of fancy flooring and foot-rest. Then the 
organist slid off the bench and knocked down a couple 
of books, entitled: “Simple Voluntaries for the Har¬ 
monium” and made his escape. 
Handing it Down.—Mrs. Jacobs, who recently 
bought a brand new first-class up-to-date piano with 
all the latest attachments, including scarf and stool, 
and has undertaken to learn the art of piano playing, 
has just graciously escorted her teacher to the door, 
and is standing on the front porch for a few mo¬ 
ments awaiting with keen interest the disappearance 
of her lady-teacher around the corner. Suddenly 
Mrs. Jacobs turns wildly, beckons her ten-year-old 
daughter, and shrieks: “Bertha! Bertha! come in 
till I gif you your music lesson.” 
A New Definition of Dr. Mason’s Great Work. 
A young lad who is taking piano lessons was ex¬ 
pressing his opinion of Mason's “Touch and Technic 
in none too flattering terms, when someone of maturer 
years explained how beneficial the exercises are. 
“Yes,” he said, wearily, “I suppose they are. Mason’s 
exercises are the brick and mortar of the piano 
student.” 
First Small Boy (gazing at man with very long 
hair, passing by dreamily) : “I’ll bet he’s a great foot¬ 
ball player! ” 
Second Small Boy (disgustedly) : “Naw, he’s only 
a planner player.” 
“What aie you trying to do?” queried the caller, 
to his friend who was blowing some strong blasts of 
questionable pitch on the new cornet. 
“O, just killing time,” was the careless answer. 
“Only time? ” 
His Confidence Abused.—A composer (after t 
failure of his comic opera) : “If I could only red 
the names of the composers from whom 1 plagiarizi 
1 would register an oath never again to touch a 
of their works.”—Translated from Flicgende Blatt 
Real Thing.—Doctor: “The indications are that 
you have throat trouble.” 
Patient: “You bet 1 have. Three of my daughters 
ore taking singing lessons.”—Chicago A ews. 
What About Laughing Jackasses? 
The birds were giving an opera. 
“We want things just like human beings have em, 
declared the blue jay. 
“In that case,” advised the o\\+, “put the bald eagles 
in the front row and the parrots in the boxes. 
Pittsburg Post. 
PIANO TUNING PAYS 
Our Graduates Earn $5 to 
SI O Per Day the Year Round 
F you are receiving less, we 
CAN DOUBLE YOUR EARNING 
power’. We teach PIANO 
I TUNING, ACTION KEGULAT- 
,1 ING, voicing, and fine 
1 REPAIRING, all in one practical, 
“l easy and complete c&urse, taken 
y at your own home BY CORRES- 
sm PONDENCE. Under our per- jjS .1 SONAL ATTENTION system of in- 
thc tune-a-phone in use. 0LUSIVE j’nTention, the TUNE-A- 
PHONE, ANYONE WHO can hear can learn to tune. After two 
or three months of leisure hour study, you can BEGIN TO 
EARN MONEY by tuning, regulating and repairing pianos. 
When you have finished our easy, thorough, fascinating 
course, we will grant you a DIPLOMA accepted everywhere 
as PROOF op skill You will then be in possession of a busi¬ 
ness that will make you INDEPENDENT AND YOUR OWN 
MASTER FOR LIFE. 
WE SUPPLY FREE A TUNE-A-PHONE. also a working 
model of a full size, modern upright PIANO ACTION, also the 
ry TOOLS, for each student. 
Many professional tuners study with us to perfect them¬ 
selves in their art. Scores op musicians take the course that 
they may be able to care for their own instruments. But 
more take our course as a SURE MEANS TO MONEY-MAK¬ 
ING . We fit ouystudents to command splendjd proflts in^the 
say about it :— 
“I average *9 a day.”—Simpson 
Thomas, Aquebogue, N. Y. 
‘ ‘I easily make an average of $5 
to S3 a day.”—John T. Hannam, 
Galt, Ont. 
“I made *100 fixing two old 
pianos.”—Mrs. S. A. Albertos, 
Los Angeles,*Cal. 
“I made *31.50 the first two 
weeks, and 85 to *12 per day 
thereafter.” - Cabby F. Hall, 
Coffeyville, Kansas. 
“I am earning good money 
since I began tuning, repairing, 
etc. Lost week I took in^ *27.50, ^ 
Manistee, Mich. 
“This profession, I find, is one that is surely not overcrowded. 
At a place where there are several older tuners, I get more 
work than I can easily dispose of, from which I realize from 
*2.50 to *3 per instrument.'1—J. W. Unser, Tiffin, Ohio. 
“My best day's earnings has been to tune four pianos at *3 
each.”—(Rev.) C. D. Nickelsen, Hood River, Oregon. 
“I made *36 last week and $212 the last two months tuning 
and regulating pianos.”—Joseph Gribler, Astoria, Oregon. 
LET US MAKE YOU LIKEWISE PROSPEROUS 
THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL 
ANO TUNING 
204 Music Hall, 
LE CREEK, MICH. 
NILES BRYANT, 
—Rat J. Magnai 
Relieves Nervousness 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate 
Quiets the nerves, relieves the tired and 
confused condition of the brain, and increases 
the capacity for mental and physical labor. 
The Everett Piano 
The best symbol of musical culture 
•J You can usually estimate with reasonable 
accuracy the intellectual aspirations in a home 
by the class of books in the library. 
•J An Everett in the music room denotes 
musical culture throughout the home. 
The greater sum necessary in the purchase 
of an Everett does not constitute a larger ex¬ 
pense account, but is an additional investment 
in a finer and more valuable property. 
«fl The greater durability of an Everett and 
the more perfect achievements resulting from its 
use are the extra dividends you receive on a 
»judicious purchase. 
« If you are really interested in the purchase 
of a piano, write us and we will give you facts 
which attest the above. 
The John Church Company 
Cincinnati New York Chicago 
Owners of The Everett Piano Company. Boston. Mass. 
Hthe latest work of a popular composer 
VESPERS No. 3, inD 
By PAOLO GIORZA 
A Vesper Service with a musical setting that is dignifi*, 
muslciaudy, vet brilliant and effective, within the abilities of 
the average choir, yet strong enough to be thoroughly suited 
even to a festival occasion. It is arranged for a quartet of solo voices and chorus, each 
voice having solo parts as well as a share in duets, mos ere 
The popularity of the composer is shown by the fact that in a 
large proportion of the Catholic Churches of tl.e country, on 
Easter Sunday, at least one ofhis compositions was given. 
l THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., PHILA. ^ 
Musical Euchre 
By CARL W. GRIMM 
Price, 5Oc 
ANEW musical game by the inventor 
of the popular “Musical Dominoes” 
and other well-known interesting 
and instructive musical games. 
The game is played similar to the ordi¬ 
nary game of euchre, with the exception 
that a special deck of cards has been pre • 
pared, in which the various suits instead 
of being represented by clubs, hearts, etc., 
are named after orchestral instruments, 
a Prima Donna being used instead of a 
Joker, and the sequence of the cards is 
represented by the circle of fifths. 
This game will prove most interesting 
and fascinating as well as musically in¬ 
structive. The cards are handsomely 
and substantially gotten up. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
1906-ART 
CALENDAR 
THEODORE PRESSER 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
STEEL ENGRAVED 
PORTRAITS 
Of eight composers printed on six-ply, kid finish 
Bristol boatd, size in., with a substantial 
easel. <J By far the most artistic and beautifully- 
made musical calendar we have ever offered 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressir 
the ETUDE 
COMMENTS ON EUROPEAN MUSICAL 
HAPPENINGS. 
BY ARTHUR ELHON. 
A hew edition of Berlioz’s book on instrumenta¬ 
tion, edited by Richard Strauss, is soon to appear, 
and this prompt* Ferruccio Bunoni, of American ac¬ 
quaintance. to expound hi* idea* on instrumentation 
in Die Mutile. According to lii* ideaa, Mozurt, Weber, 
Wagner, and especially Berlioz, were true instrumen¬ 
talist*—that i* to say. their thoughts arc in real 
orchestral form. Others, he believes, wrote music 
that wa* not essentially orchestral, but which gives 
the effect of being taken from some instrument and 
arranged for orchestra. 
It is tme that with certain composers the orches¬ 
tra is to some extent a foreign language. Thus 
Hchuuinnn never seem* really at home in his scoring. 
His ideas are deep, earnest, full of meaning; but 
their expression is somewhat muddy. Schumann 
wrote licit and thought most naturally for piano. 
Schubert, too, i* an example of the same point. He 
Wrote melodies because they came to him naturally, 
and even hi* symphonies are lyrical in effect, though 
his orchestration is not to be despised. 
Hut Beethoven should certainly have been classed 
among those who could think in orchestral numbers. 
In fact, his Inst five piano sonatas are examples of 
clfeet* too broad for thu single instrument. He has 
been well called “the liberator of tho orchestra,” and 
ho brought out the capabilities of each instrument as 
no one before him had ever dreamed of doing. 
Books on orchestration have seldom lieen put in 
popular form, and if Htrauss has fashioned Berlioz 
into this shape, lie has performed a worthy task. 
Hero are soma of the points that Busoni hopes will 
bo treated in tho new work: 
The orchestra itself is one great instrument, and 
tlio composer who writes long episodes for one par¬ 
ticular group of instruments is neglecting his oppor¬ 
tunities. 
Each phrnso for an instrument should begin and 
end clearly and neatly, and not be left hanging in 
the air. Wagner and Mozart are quoted as good 
examples to follow in this. 
The effect of holding notes, corresponding with the 
pedal in piano music, should not bo abused. Pianis¬ 
simo arid fortissimo are not necessarily obtained by 
employing the least or the greutc»t number of in¬ 
struments; due regard must bo had to the tone-color 
desired. 
tho beg., 
thing of 
points are mostly for advanced students. 
jrdinury details of scoring a_ 
. ry, needlessly complicated by man; 
eiisuims that aro not ail necessary at present. Oi 
opening a score, he finds anywhere from one to tw< 
dozen stnffs, for as many different instruments. A 
the outset he must master new clefs—the soprani 
clef, little used, with middle C on tho first line o 
the staff; the alto clef, with C on the third line 
and the tenor clef, with C on the fourth line. Or 
looking down the page, he will find certain parts writ 
ten apparently in n different key from that of the 
piece notably the Knglish horn’ and the clarinets 
In the first case, this is no longer necessary; but in 
times past, when English horn and oboe were played 
by one man, it enabled him to use the same fingering 
on liotli. As tho English horn sounded a fifth deeper 
than the oboe, its part hnd to be written a fifth 
higher; and the custom has survived. 
With the clarinets, there is a reason for the pro¬ 
cedure. as the different instruments have somewhat 
different tone-colors. That in C, played as written, 
givrs n rather thin tone, while n richer quality comes 
from the B-flat and A instruments, sounding a whole 
tone and a minor third below the tvritten note, but 
with the same fingering as the C clarinet. 
The French horns, too, transpose, but in a different 
1ST r»V*Z ?ftPV‘ey iUP writtpn in C, and a crook 
of different length inserted to bring the horn to the 
required key. Many composers prefer the F horn 
sounding a fifth lower than the written note- its 
part being written a fifth higher than the required 
key hke that of the English horn. All this icons 
much hke the Dutchman’s clock, which struck seven 
when the hands pointed to ha If-past four, and then 
he knew that it was a quarter of nine 
Having mastered the details of score-writing, the 
student must then learn the compass and tone-color 
of each instrument; not attempting, for example 
to picture merriment with the sombre viola tone, 
nor sadness with tho grotesque bassoon. Then he 
must learn what is called the balance of tone, and 
have tho proper kind anil the requisite number of 
instruments play the melody or theme; otherwise it 
will be lost in the mass of accompanying harmonies. 
The performers, too, will thank him if he learns the 
technical difficulties of their instruments, and does 
not write needlessly hard passages for them. An 
excellent English work on the subject is Prout’s 
‘•Orchestra,” but the student will do well to go 
directly to the scores of the great masters, and even 
copy them for practice. 
The “Sinfonia Domestics,” of Strauss, has long 
been a butt for critical wit; “family jars,” one calls 
it, while another is glad the composer’s family was 
no longer at the time it was written. But Strauss 
himself came to London to lead it, and now the mu¬ 
sical world is beginning to understand and admire it. 
“ ’Twas ever thus.” Benjamin Franklin, in his 
autobiography, expressed a regret that music had 
become involved and dissonant, and was no longer the 
sweetly simple affair of his childhood days. Yet the 
music of Franklin’s maturity is not what later gen¬ 
erations would call obscure. A composer named 
Beethoven was attacked, during his lifetime, for 
making music complicated, harsh, discordant; yet 
in some way his music has managed to survive to the 
present. One Wagner, we are told on good authority, 
suffered furious onslaughts from the critics; and 
yet people have learned to appreciate and enjoy his 
music-dramas. 
Will it be the same with Strauss? It is too soon 
to predict, but signs seem to point that way. What 
is radical and advanced to one generation becomes 
simple'and commonplace to the next. It may be that 
concert audiences of fifty years from now will look 
back upon Strauss as belonging to a period of crude 
simplicity in the tonal art. Meanwhile, 4iia thunders 
still resound, and when he takes the baton to direct 
them, they seem fraught with deep meaning. 
A HUMOROUS DICTIONARY OF MUSIC. 
BY PROF. A. KALAUER. 
TRANSLATED BY A. H. II. 
Rubinstein—a renowned pianist and composer who, 
through his herculean attacks on the piano, became 
the bugbear of all piano manufacturers, in spite of 
the fact that he seldom wrecked more than two or 
three pianos during an evening. 
Opinion (to have an) is really only the province 
of the critic. These form a hasty judgment at an 
evening performance, so that the audience may dis¬ 
cover in the morning papers whether they enjoye;! 
themselves on the previous evening. Should the 
papers desire to express an opinion before the per¬ 
formance, they simply dole out boundless praise. In 
the case of new orchestral compositions, they recog¬ 
nize in the instrumentation unmistakable harmonies 
from \\ agner, as well as a lack of originality. If it is 
a case of great technic, they tell us of a lack of ex¬ 
pression and soul. If they wish to run no risk, they 
tell us how the same piece was given a different 
rendition by von Biilow, d’Albert, Joachim, Niemann 
or any other that suits the case. A diligent perusal 
of and reference (by the critic) to the newspapers 
gives nn air of knowledge to his work. 
Virtuoso.—To become a virtuoso in these days is 
not much to be desired. The woods are so full of 
them that they cannot earn enough to have their 
hair cut. The fiddle players seem to have the best 
prospects of scraping somewhat together. 
Weber, Carl Maria von, had very large hands, 
which were responsible for his writing such unplay, 
able, gigantic chords in his piano works. Otherwise 
quite talented, particularly in the operatic field His 
last thought was: “At the Mill sits a man with a 
sponge.” 
Tausio, Carl.—Strenuous piano-giant and rain¬ 
maker. He played with such power, not to say vio- 
hS aU<?'’encos’ rvfin th°ugh they arrived 
m clear weather, always went home in the rain 
tliT A tl,iaS that nob°dy has in 
ite yS' T " °m' rof,ects 0,1 the shortness of 
ll nn* IT ”Tel at th° $ma11 value musicians 
l ilZZ *5? C e’ and wh0 8til1 fmd time to play 
adagios. Many virtuosi have already begun in a 
'ATthin '’ n,an"cr’t0 hustle “>ong the slow tempos. 
The thing must be done in a systematic manner- 
1 ol*rtThare t0 bC Playe<1 faSt’ faater' 8ti« faster, 
fvohition ilUTlln SeTV° haVe anticiPated this 
evolution ,n a hazy sort of way, when in his G Minor 
Sonata he gives brief directions to play; fast, faster, 
ns fast as possible, still faster! Programs will soon 
begin to take on an appearance somewhat like this; 
Scena for Soprano.Spohr. 
(Lehmann 20 minutes—on this program 10.) 
Wanderer—Phantasie.Schubert. I 
(Everywhere else 15 minutes, here only 7%.) 
Waltz in E-flat Major.Chopin. \ 
(Formerly one minute; now one second.) a 
Our entire musical fashion will change and receive 
a fresh, new turn. A Chopin evening, consisting of 
the complete works of the master, will become the 
simplest undertaking in the world; the audience 
might easily be able to go home to tea at 8.30: while 
the overworked critic could conveniently attend a half- 
dozen concerts in a single evening. Yes, it might be 
quite possible after an unabbreviated performance of 
“Die Meistersinger” to go to rest—at least for people 
who have time to sleep to a finish in the morning. 
THREE SHORT HISTORICAL NOTES. 
Origin of the Major Scale. 
It is commonly believed that our major scale had 
its origin in the Greek modes; that it is a survival of 
what is called, in the ecclesiastical system, the Ionian 
Scale, this being the only octave succession in which 
the half tones fall between 3-4 and 7-8. But history 
shows that the major scale has existed in Asia froiii 
time immemorial, so that it would be difficult indeed, 
if not impossible, to trace the actual origin of scales. 
All that is known regarding the musical scales .of 
the Greeks is that they consisted of groups of four 
notes, ascending in natural order, and that two of 
these groups put together form a scale of one octave, 
such as we are used to. 
The History of Fingering. 
Very little attention was paid to fingering before 
the time of Johann Sebastian Bach, probably for the 
reason that the keyed instruments that preceded the 
clavichord were so constructed that they admitted 
of little else than a continual staccato effect. A 
great musician (Schultz, also called Praetorious) is 
quoted as saying, as late as the year 1619: “It is 
absurd to make a fuss about what finger should be 
used for this or that note; let the pupil strike with 
any finger, etc., etc.” In 1720 a protest was made 
against the use of the thumb in performance. In 
modern times there have been three systems of finger¬ 
ing, i. e.: three different ways of indicating finger¬ 
ing, viz.: the “American,” “English” and “Foreign” 
(that of Germany, France and Italy). The “Ameri¬ 
can” introduced a cipher (0) for a thumb sign, thus: 
0, 1, 2, 3, 4; the “English” an X for the thumb, 
thus: X, 1, 2, 3, 4; the “Foreign” calls the thumb 
finger number one, and uses: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. This lat¬ 
ter method is the one most commonly used at the 
present time. The entire system of fingering for the 
piano, as now followed, developed from a chaos of 
impractical rules into a more perfect arrangement 
under Bach, but only $o much of his method remained 
as was retained by his third son, Carl Philip Em¬ 
manuel Bach (1714-1788). The system has passed 
through numerous changes in the hands of dementi, 
Cramer, Hummel, Chopin, Liszt and others, gradually 
assuming its present form. 
Certain groups of composers are sometimes 
ferred to, in history, as belonging to this or tl 
“school” of music. Certain musical works, also, 
described as the productions of, or as belonging 
such and such a “school” of music. Certain musi 
works, also, are described as the productions of, 
as belonging to, such and such a “school.” Beg 
mng about the end of the 14th century, one coun 
after another would, for a time (perhaps for a c 
tury or longer), take the lead in the cultivation 
the art of music. Musicians of that nation f 
period, and the musical works produced by them, c 
statute the so-called “schools.” The music thus p 
duced was distinctly characteristic of each par 
ular nation We read of the Old Flemish (Fran 
fs .f '001’ which beffan in the 14th centui 
the Old English school, in the 15th and 16th c 
tunes: the Italian school, including the Rom 
Venetian and Neapolitan, which was inaugura 
frnm ll 16th Century; the German, which da 
,-J? the ,h™e of Luther- beginning about the v 
iiu~' Tl the/midl scho°l of opera, dating fr 104;i. Jlobcvt F. Chandler. 
THE E T UID E 
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The Greatest Composers in the World 
Have spent the best part of 1905 in writing forTHE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL. Early 
last spring the magazine sent a musical authority abroad for the sole purpose of procuring 
from these world-famous masters examples of their best recently-completed work. He 
visited the noted musical centres of Europe, traveling from London to Paris, Vienna and 
Berlin, and from Italy to Norway. After months of unremitting effort he secured for us. 
A Beautiful Nocturne by Ignace Paderewski 
Full of charming qualities heretofore not found in his music. So tender and haunting is its melody that it seems as if 
the marvelous Polish composer were dreamily recalling the touching romance of his early marriage o 1 s 
Roumanian bride, whom he loved and lost long ago, before he became known as the greatest pianist ot his time. 
A Dance Waltz by Madame Chaminade 
This is the latest, as well as the most .playable and danceable waltz she has composed. Romantic and weird in 
tone, very melodious, and throughout brilliantly characteristic of this gifted French composer s vivacious style, 
combines all that is most individual and striking in her work. 
An Easter Song by Edvard Grieg 
As graceful and captivating as anything the “Chopin of the North” has ever done. It is simple, too, like all really 
graftZrtsof art-Snple enough to be easily played and sung. Through its flowing melody sounds the distant 
pealing of Easter bells, and the whole song pulsates with the beauty and joy of Eastertide. 
A Piano Composition by Josef Hofmann 
Whirh dknlavs all that is best in the creative work of this distinguished master of the piano. The movements are 
Sfy interesting and deS|ightful?y harmonious the stream of melody as unfailing as Mendelssohn's, and .he atmop- 
phere suggestive of much of Schumann's dreamlike charm. 
An Exquisite Song by Richard Strauss 
his^American tour. This song is a sweetly mournful setting of Burns s John Anderson, My Jo. 
A New Waltz by Moritz Moszkowski 
, „ . . . , rlU ond color vet easy to play; in short, another “Germany” by this 
^ngof"’^ his^famous^"Maurice Waltz,” and he has carefuily 
maikld the fingering and the expression so as to make both absolutely clear to every player. 
A New “Strauss” Waltz by Eduard Strauss 
r. . . . . .ntJpst and most readily played efforts. It well sustains the high reputation as a writer of dance-music 
; rr^”.XIdea as conductor of music at the court balls of the Emperor Francs Josef 
t nitty forty y"arS, and haVpIayed before more crowned heads than any other music,an rn Europe. 
We shall also publish a number of other carefully-selected pieces of music, including 
The Josef Hofmann Music Awards 
+ mnA+it;on for American piano compositions naturally aroused the most widespread interest and brought out 
This greatcompetihon fo American pia F” examining them, and as soon as possible after Janu- 
pub,ished in THE LAD,BS'HOMB JOURNAL 
The Madame Nordica American Song Awards 
, . ,. ... „ Aifvin<r response from all parts of the United States and Canada. She will give three 
Her offer rs meeting with agWyl"® P constructed and most melodious songs of not more than ;6 bars in length. 
p- songs published in THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL. 
All these and 20 other compositions will be published in THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL during 1906 
THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
.40 THH ETUDE 
-jr ■■■ A great Musical Novel of thrilling 
1 Ik R interest. The love story of a Polish 
# (-1 I musician in America. Hvery pianist 
JLj XX XJ will read it. 
An International Romance. By RUPERT HUGHES 
“ Lovers of piano music will find much to “ ‘Zal’is among the novels of the hour very 
fascinate them in this really effective ro- much what its hero is among pianists.”—New 
mancc.”—Pioneer Press, St. Paul. York rimes Review. 
12 mo. $1.30. THE CENTURY CO. Union Square New York 
IN PRESS 
Selected “Czerny” Studies 
A Graded Course 
Edited, Annotated, Explained, Fingered 
By EMIL LIEBLING 
IN THREE BOOKS. 75 CENTS EACH. GRADES II TO VI 
v and valuable addition to the educational literature of the pianoforte. A graded course In Czerny, with copious 
i and explanatory text, editing, fingering and phrasing by Emil Llebllng. This work represents a careful sifting 
an frern the ©niiro works of Czerny. In addition to the more popular opus numbers of this voluminous writer of 
iterlal has been selected from many less known but equally valuable works. The editorial work has been done by 
,r''*a —at successful teachers. It Is of the most careful and exact character, both as regards finger- 
• The various studies ar ry department of piano technic. 
THEODORE PRESSRR, PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER ON BOOK I. 25c POSTPAID 
If cash accompanies the order; for this month only 
THE COMING OF RUTH 
BY Wtt. T. NOSS 
Price, $| .00 each $0.00 per dozen 
. together with a mlir.l ,-horua, amt in >lx ik on,... 
> is founded on tlm nr.t chapter of thn Book of 
work of exceptional merit, a (axeltinting and In- 
en tat ion and portrayal of Blbllial .tory, dramatic 
Jin man tmnpathj, marrying much that could 
idchoru, areall of moderate tlifllrulljr, melodious 
xprasslve and Inspiring. The choruses am well- 
turned awl .tatted : can be prepared in from 12 to 15 rehesmil*. 
The production of .urh cantata, tend, to awaken interact lu n 
<•ongregi.ii.in, Sunday .ehool or young people', .oclcty. Aside 
from the .octal and educational benefit derived. It is a pleasant 
and proHtable method of financially aiding any church 
enterprise. 
THE0. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St„ Phils., Pa. 
MIND AND FINGERS 
By ALBERT ROSS PARSONS 
"The most novel, interesting and effective five finger ex- 
erc.ses ever devised for pianoforte." An instantaneous sul 
ss,dBi’.r"«'t.s1'■"*Th' -x- 
THE MASTER TOUCH 
By ALBERT ROSS PARSONS 
A Musical Grouping of the Essentials of 
Pianoforte Technic for Daily Practice 
"The beautiful sequence of chords makes this work a ver- 
blc coitrse o Harmontehar-Traming and Music-Reading." 
J <.C- D l lat a"d n Major). Price, $1.00, 
ur deal 
■I. M. 5CHR0HDER ,0EN“‘ 16th Street NEW YORK 
Springtime 
MRS. E. L. ASHFORD 
Price, $1.00 
This cycle consists of five very pretty and w«ll-<-nntr->...a 
sonEs. intended to be sung by child r<5i YVchSw TnunTson ll 
SSAWVSBIAKSJar' '5" 
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TtlEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
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Pleas, mention THE ETUDE when addressing^ advisers. 
Mbs. U.—Cz is pronounced like eh in church in Bo¬ 
hemian or Polish names: Czerny, for example. 
E. J. G. L.—In the way of helps for a “green” choir 
leader we suggest F. W. Wodell’s. “Choir and Chorus Con¬ 
ducting,” as a practical book that should prove extremely 
valuable to you. The leading American publishers will 
send on application catalogues of church music for the 
average choir; some of them make up packages from 
which leaders may select such musie as they can use. 
There are several magazines devoted to the interests of 
choir leading; among them, the “Choir and Choral Maga¬ 
zine.” published by Ditson: the “Choir Journal,” pub- 
lished by The B. F. Word Co.. Boston, and the “New 
Music Review,” published by Xovello. Ewer & Co., N. Y. 
Journals of a similar sort, but suited to choirs that use ai 
easier grade of music, are published by Lorenz & Co., o 
Dayton, O., and Fillmore Bros., of Cincinnati. 
Mas. O. G. Shaxklin.—1. So far as difficulty and com¬ 
plexity go. Liszt has been far exceeded by Richard 
Strauss, Vincent d’lnd.v and other living composers. The 
admirers of Johannes Brahms believe his music to be " 
most profound of modern times. 
2. Liszt’s “Don Juan” Fantasie. his transcription of the 
Tannhkuser overture, and the Tarantelle after Auber’s 
"Muette de Portici” were considered the most difficult 
piano pieces in existence at one time: they were super¬ 
seded by Balakireff s "Islamey,” a fantasie on Georgian 
themes: but now the title of honor is said to be held by 
Rosenthal's “Variations” on an original theme. 
3. Among Beethoven’s piano sonatas the title of mk_ 
piece would be given by many to the "Appasionata,” al¬ 
though this might be disputed by the Sonatas. Op. 10(1 
and 111. Among the orchestral works the Ninth Sym¬ 
phony ranks highest. 
V. Y. B.—Madame Szumowska was born of Polish 
parents at Lubli, Poland, in 18G8. She first studied with 
Strobel and Michalowski and Warsaw, later she was a 
pupil of Paderewski, for several years, at Paris. At her 
first appearances in this country, in 1894-95, the critics 
found much likeness in style and interpretation to that 
of her distinguished teacher. For several years she has 
taught much at the New England Conservatory of Music, 
and has played far less frequently in public, then chiefly 
in chamber-music with her husband. Mr. Josef Adamowski, 
and her brother-in-law, Mr. Timothfie Adamowski. 
C. B. C.—In reply to your question how one can tell 
whether to play an appoggiatura preceding a quarter note 
like an eighth note with the accompaniment, or to play it 
quickly like a sixteenth, we would say that if there is no 
s roke across the stem of the appoggiatura play it as an 
eighth note; if there is, consider it as a sixteenth. The 
question of playing “ornaments” with the left hand ac¬ 
companiment or before it, is one that has ranged eminent 
authorities on both sides from the time of Emanuel Bach 
to the present day. The general opinion among teachers 
today is in fator of playing ornament and bass note to¬ 
gether. [The editor of this column in most cases prefers 
the opposite.] 
„i,In response to your query, we re¬ 
ply that the seventh in the scale according to the Italian 
names si. was changed to H in the Tonic-Sol-Fa system 
mJrne«not 5° r!,n ,!be nsk of confusion with so. the 
modification of sol. The intervals in order are Doll, de 
Jiay;n re’r, I?a’ ™£e’ ?ah> ba' fe- Soh- se, la, Lah, le. J“> f|< Don. Tlle chromatic intervals are used as real 
t“c!Idontals, modulation being indicated by change of 
key. Thus, re is the sharp above Ray, and rna the fiat 
y,fT™ I''?r fi'i'ther information, see the Tonic-Sol-Fa 
I rimer, edited by Dr. Stainer, published by Novello. 
T™" ounce “repertoire” as if spelled. Rep-pair-twa-er, 
the last er slightly sounded. The English word “reper- 
tory answers every purpose for which the French is used. 
A Organ manufacturers usually publish a pamphlet 
f 'Jh? information as to how to combine the stops of their 
organs advantageously. There is no book which deals 
alJ makes of organs, owing to the varied nature of 
you St0*)S emPloyed- -N° doubt your organ-maker can help 
, W —Perhaps the following will help you in ex- 
fug t,Vv°m-’ pupils the construction of the Dominant 
£“*3? „1MnMislied Sevenths. Consider the Dominant 
a. . choBl of four notes, of which the fourth is 
at5tihe,l5terlT?1 of the minor third above the Domi- 
Sfd *r*ad with which they are undoubtedly familiar. In 
Sj®ie(’ray' consider the Diminished Seventh as a 
EXrtom /our notes whose fourth note is added at the 
i°te/.val of a minor third above the usual Diminished triad 
on the seventh degree. I should suggest Shepard’s “Har- 
Wd’ published by G. Schirmer, N. Y., as a 
suitable book for your uses. 
The following may help you in your search 
ls^dm- Phifinn° Rf0I2,0te, ^he Independence of finger action: 
Ilshat l . PI; th5 IaHslan Pianist and teacher, has pub- 
'S an elaborate treatise of exercises for this special 
; , U Is Published by G. Schirmer. N. Y. In the 
itrflhme °f hngei; exercises, published by Johannes 
are federal admirably adapted for making the [in^ors independent. These exercises are not so well 
leeatn th.S .shol','i be, and contain many exercises in 
S n'at are invaluable in the Interpretation of Brahms 
rtei v v,0We ST Technical Exercises." Breitkopf and 
?!„K ,r‘! » 
ont'n tiIe'eemotronome should not be used through- 
rrA _ Piece, except, in unusual cases as a makeshift The 
melimnome should be used merely to estahTteh the correct 
Jhythm dendninI'i’Liit tl"n’'Kho'it « piece would make the 
does not^ nlnv *?n M6 flr from artistic. If the pupil InThfi raS time the change must come from alter- 
arflfielaHv r£TTion °,f, 'bythm. not ip correcting it 
pulse the' PUPJ' ,hat rhythm is the life, the 
varies °/ tho, music, and like the heart. 
Bv f'ultl\*fltin^ A 2D,vx aJth1ou^ Arm and consistent. 
music his ESRlrKB frebng for the sentiment of 
self-reliant. wiU become more elastic, vital and 
HTU 
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER. 
c composer and leave 
n instrument and leave an intoxicant, 
n opera and leave a classical mountain. 
1 resonant body and leave an ancient 
l musical character and leave an in- 
c and leave unity, 
leave an equally 
. Decapitations. 
Decapitate a German dramatic 
good fortune. 
a French dramatic composer and leave 
an obstruction. Decapitate him a second time-and 
leave a form of the verb to be. Retain his head hut 
take away his feet and leave a girl’s name. 
frefax his second decapitation to the name of an¬ 
other trench dramatic composer and make it a term 
derisively applied to a poor painter. 
Decpaitate a musical term and leave a contest. De- 
capitate it a second time and leave the highest card. 
Decapitate a wind instrument and leave a stringed 
instrument. 6 
Decapitate a voice and leave a quadruped. 
Decapitate an embellishment and leave a stream. 
Decapitate it a second time and leave it unwell 
Decapitate another embellishment and leave a 
mortuary emblem. 
Decapitate a musical term and leave a footstep. 
Decapitate a musical form and leave an architec¬ 
tural form. 
Decapitate 
Decapitate 
Decapitate 
measure. 
Decapitate 
strument. 
Decapitate the material of 
Decapitate a lively dance 
lively fish. 
Decapitate a word indicating a slow, sedate move¬ 
ment and leave one signifying the exact opposite. 
Decapitate part of the mechanism of the organ and 
leave a toy. 
Decapitate another mechanical adjunct of the organ 
and leave an excavation. 
Decapitate a word poetically applied to a few 
measures of music and leave a line of cars. Decapi¬ 
tate it a second time and leave precipitated moisture. 
Decapitate musie in parts and leave an inner sub¬ 
stance. Decapitate it a second time and leave crude 
metal. 
Four Musical Diamonds. 
To give a clear idea of the construction of these 
puzzles, the solution of the first is printed in full, 
ft will be seen that each word occurs twice, once 
horizontally and once vertically. 
I. 
I. A letter which represents the pitch to which 
orchestral instriunents are tuned. 
II. A poetical form. 
III. A musical abbreviation allowing freedom of 
interpretation. 
IV. The first word (German) of the most famous 
chorale. 
V. The most characteristic letter in the scale of C. 
■Solution. 
A 
ODE 
ADLIB 
E I N 
My whole is a line from a universally-known song. 
My 14, 31, 9, 18, 10, 25 composed the music to this 
My 25, 27, 4, 17, 3 is a noted prima donna who 
sang it frequently in her concerts. 
My 2, 27, 4, 17, 3 is an American singer well-known 
for beauty of voice, and singing at present in this 
country. 
My 11, 7, 20, 1, 21, 8, 17 is an American composer 
and conductor. 
My 14, 19, 29, 4, 34, 24, C, 37, 23 is one of the 
greatest of composers. 
My 28, 15, 33, 13, 10, 23, 4, 31 was one of his con¬ 
temporaries. 
My 32, 35, 18, 26, 5, 20 is a well-known writer of 
My 8, 12, 22, 32, 3, 23 is a noted writer on art and 
musie. 
A Double Acrostic Charade. 
Find them out if you have patience. 
My wholes are two musicians. 
1. My first is a mode, 
It’s jolly, bright and gay. 
And it’s the very one 
Noting players like to play. 
2. My second is a play 
In which the words are sung. 
And there’s hardly a word said 
Until the whole is done. 
3. My third is just a beer, 
Malt and ancient is its brew, 
And the word’s the very last 
In the dictionary too. 
4. My fourth’s a tender term; 
Is used in music oft; 
And young folks use it some 
If they happen to feel soft. 
5. My fifth’s a maiden’s name, 
It’s the German one for Rose, 
Which I’m sure you will agree 
Is the sweetest flower that grows. 
C. My last word is in French, 
And it’s the name of those 
Tall, straight and hollow things 
Through which organ music flows. 
The initials and finals of each word form the names 
of the musicians.—Helena Maguire. 
Answers to puzzles in The Etude for December, 
1905, Children’s Fage. 
Hidden Acrostic.—Ludwig Van Beethoven. Start 
"itIt the first letter in the first line, second in the 
second line, etc., in each paragraph. 
Picture Puzzles.—P-an-o-forty equals pianoforte. 
Saxophone. Violin (Via Lynn). Bassoon. 
A BRAIN WORKER 
Must Have the Kind of Food That Nour= 
ishes Brain. 
“I ! 
i the German musical 
s fashioned into a 
important part in 
B 
II. 
I. A letter which occurs 
nomenclature but in no other. 
II. A portion of this animal 
musical instrument and played 
Jewish ceremonial rites. 
III. The father of modern instrumental music. 
IV. The Latin abbreviation for the year in which 
modern music may be said to have originated. 
V. The last initial of a famous American singer. 
III. 
I. An abbreviation for a term signifying sub¬ 
dued tone. 
II. An Italian word meaning more. 
III. The most popular instrument. 
IV. The first of two words indicating the use of a 
certain mechanism in this instrument. 
V. A vowel. 
. IV. 
I. An abbreviation for quadruple measure. 
II. Indispensable in denoting measure. 
III. The strictest musical form. 
IV. A fabulous bird. 
V. The first initial of the most famous violinist. 
I am composed of thirty-seven letters. 
literary 1 
great part of nty stock in trade, and ordinarily 1 
have little patience with breakfast foods and the ex¬ 
travagant claims made of them. But I cannot with¬ 
hold my acknowledgment of the debt that I owe to 
Grape-Nuts food. 
“I discovered long ago that the very bulkiness of 
the ordinary diet was not calculated to give oue a 
clear head, the power of sustained, accurate think¬ 
ing. 1 always felt heavy and sluggish in mind as 
well as body after eating the ordinary meal, which 
diverted the blood from the brain to the digestive 
apparatus. 
“I tried foods easy of digestion, but found them 
usually deficient in nutriment. I experimented with 
many breakfast foods and they, too, proved unsatis¬ 
factory, till I reached Grape-Nuts. And then the 
problem was solved. 
“Grape-Nuts agreed with me perfectly from the be¬ 
ginning. satisfying my hunger and supplying the 
nutriment that so many other prepared foods lack. 
“1 had not been using it very long before I found 
that I was turning, out rn unusual qumtitv and 
quality of work. Continued use has demonstrated to 
my entire satisfaction that Grape-Nuts food contains 
c.II the elements needed by the brain and nervous 
system of the hard-working public writer.” Name 
given by Postum. Co., Battle Creek, Mich. 
There’s a reason. Reid the little hook, “The Road 
Pkgs. i Wellville,” 
mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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0 ^Dudley C. Limerick 
To Work at Home 
JNo. io South hicks Street, Philadelphia 
I Mart* »hnv. Fifteenth ) 
A bright Boy or Girl can earn Spending 
Money by selling single copies of The Etude 
after ichool hours. It’s not hard and is a 
splendid experience-teaching politeness, assig¬ 
nee and self-control. It pays better than 
ewspapers anJ is a much higher class of work. 
We have little fellows only 
Music Printing 
TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE. 
(Continued from page 32.) 
, u number who could be induced to 
Attend Furthermore, the best time to 
consent to.at tw suggested by our corre- 
hold such ms he gummer vacation, the music 
gpondent, is d g They are all too busy 
teacher’s only tune oMe.sure- - a week to suej, 
^"wVuUt couirbe made vastly profitable to them 
work, but it time to begin to make 
during the summer Tha test ^ so that 
plans for ^^^^feeted and realised in 
vrs 
‘™?“ “CU»«de tl» .u— -f »">' “'k “O'1"- 
taAnauarter of a century and more ago. such musical 
A quart common in the towns and 
7nd - «v«« the. ge„e„,,r 
taiwn as County Musical Associations. By means 
feadv to wax enthusiastic about them, and the fine 
toes they used to have at the musical institutes. 
To'make the public familiar with such works was 
a great thing for the cause of music. Even though 
Were only one work, yet this was something and 
something that was a great deal tetter than nothing. 
What have we today that takes the place of these 
institutes? Do the young people of this generation 
become familiar with these old standard classics, to 
say nothing of the new works of our present-day 
composers? What musical enterprises are organised 
that will arouse the public enthusiasm. In the 
passing of these institutes a very valuable factor u. 
musical education was lost, and so far as I can per¬ 
ceive there is no adequate substitute for them. It is 
I true that the average of musical taste is constantly 
rising, and that the increase in the study of the 
piano exercises a vast influence in this direction but 
would it not be a great help if some of the old en¬ 
thusiasm that resulted from the musical institutes 
could be revived again? 
A Recalcitrant Little Finger. 
“With many of my pupils the little finger gives a 
great deal of trouble, because of a convulsive tendency 
to extend straight up in the air while the other 
fingers are plaving. After a few moments practice 
pupils complain that the finger aches violently, tan 
you suggest any way of overcoming this difficulty. 
Yes, this trouble can be overcome in a compara¬ 
tively short time, if the pupil will use a little pa- 
tient application. Place the ends of the little finger 
and thumb, the one against the other, and hold them 
firmly together underneath the hand while practicing 
the following exercise with the remaining three 
fingers, or any other three-note combination, so far 
as that is concerned: 
If the little finger is very recalcitrant, and at 
first refuses to remain in this position, it may 
necessary' to begin by grasping the thumb firmly 
over the third joint of the finger and thus hold i 
down. Practice this a few moments several times a 
day, and a cure is almost sure. I have never known 
it to fail. It may be necessary to continue the prac¬ 
tice for a month, possibly longer; and it may 
necessary to return to it later, but a little persistence 
will accomplish the desired result. 
r 
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THE STORY OF THE “WATER MUSIC.” 
(Continued from page 20.) 
A short time after his arrival, the king thought he 
would have a picnic upon the River Thames. 
royal barge was made ready, and the king and & 
family set out for a pleasure sail. Along the ba ’* 
the people raised flags and decorations. Cannons tier 
tired, boats titled with gayly-dressed people crowd 
the river, and everything was very festive. 
Among the crafts appeared a barge containing 
band of music, with a very young man for leader, 
king’s barge paddled about, and the orchestral ’ 
followed after, all the while giving the most delig 
f"1 music to the assembled company. Such 11111,1 ^ 
- been heard, and the people wonder* 
i. _ _i :a. imAv. for “e 
_ _ n a a xn uyic .. . i 
mightily who composed it. The king knew, for 1 I 
recognized the style of his runaway chapelmas • I 
and was greatly pleased, both at the delicate comp I 
meat and the performance. 
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European correspondence reports that Paderewski has 
recovered from the nervous breakdown of a year ago. He 
is not to reappear In public until next March. He is, at 
present, busy on an opera, and has recently finished some 
important works, including a sonata and a symphony. 
A volume recently published in Germany gives a list 
of 3143 letters by Wagner, which indicates a great ac¬ 
tivity in that line. 
Elgar Is said to have finished a violin concerto which 
is to be played by Fritz Kreister. 
Mark Hambourg has offered another prize to English 
composers, for a work in the form of a fantasia, a sonata, 
a ballade, scherzo or set of variations, to take from ten to 
fifteen minutes in playing. The first prize is $100, the 
second $50, the third $25, the ownership of the pieces to 
remain with the composer. Mr. Hambourg will play the 
piece next June, in London. 
At a sale of old Italian violins in London, in November, 
the prices ranged from about $100 to $2000, the latter 
sum Pbeing paid for a Strad, date of 1703. A Nicolo 
Amati (1040) sold for $1725. 
The English composer. Edward Elgar, has been made 
an honorary citizen of Worcester, where he was born. 
A German contemporary in commenting on the activ¬ 
ity of the Italian composers in opera, mentions Mascagni. 
Puccini, Franehetti and Giordano, are each busy on new 
works, while Leoncavallo has four under way. Other men 
less widely known, such as Cilea, Samara. Montemerzl 
and Pacchlerotti, are in the harness, with a number of 
others who enjoy a reputation only in tneir own country. 
Shall we ever have an American opeiaf 
- — • ~ i favorite operas, 
43 
Robert Radecke. the celebrated German composef, cele¬ 
brated his seventy-fifth birthday, October 31st, la . 
other example of longevity among musicians. 
Paul Gekhardt, organist at the MarienKUcne.^ ^ 
Ziwickan, Germany, gave a series of^itais 
introduced works by Spanish, English, tne 
French and German composers of the lutn, 11 tn auu 
ceaturies. „ , . ,,,, i,„t. WOrk in light 
op^a \sSXC5feltNltHcramPed hSer from an artistic stand- 
choir training and liturgical music with oth^r privilege 
IXIfi. 
JU October, at the Paris Opera, 1 
f"°™TannhauMr”eani>t“Armide.” 
A WORK FOR EVERY MUSIC LOVER 
Descriptive Analyses of 
Piano Works 
By EDWARD BAXTER FERRY 
Price $1.50, Cloth Gilt 
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emotional 
Bpiration, 
t Dalila, “ a na ser auu aiiuivac. 
Max Reger has completed six sonatas for the violin 
alone. There’s a chance for up-to-date violinists. 
The work of the composer Jacques Dalcroze with chil- 
dJn and his concerts for the young have attracted much 
attention in German cities. It seems to be a combination 
jtjgnCLouis^AmjLPH° CttE^NE, American composer and 
professor of music at Smith College has1 written an^opera 
f°; 
HOU8h luwo.u tne ena ox iyuvuiuuc. . 
A^E-haYbeen^lnstaned in a New York theatre,^ 
"newYobk paper says that an offer has been made houses, etc. . 0ffer hag been made 
York t’lilltiarmonlc S«W 
°rA^?m?NcpMENT is made by Rudolph Aronson that he 
SMS'S? «.*-Ss? 
229 ; Gounod $[ Iaust. 220 , eB^; Die Meistersinger, 
Zimmermann, 201, 1* ^rova-tore, ±ot «,«ute 175 • T>ie 
Meyerbeer does „s? T - Af dcaine 62; Le Prophete. 
“iferSIt alSin N,. Y-ork W 
nies0Augustus and Owen Wlster, represeut- 
mg music, criticism. Uterature and art Col. 
,eJe.BhaBsKb^uM^ecSd ^Sfdf musical depart¬ 
ment at Leland Stanford University. manager. 
OSCAR Hammerstein, a^New York .tneatnea^ *he 
r8sesPl His ne^'entrfwiU siTtfom- {hiusand. Italian 
and Berman. opera are to be gben BaUImore to ralse a 
Br S?SrgSi prl..s«VY,S5; 
awarded, that for an mchestral o ..^v|rtnre .Toyeuse” 
ShAPNEw wortan rtrlsh Symphony,’; by Hamilton Hart^ 
Me.” He claims this as an Insn tune. 
l 
mt of the piece is analyzed,—what the iiieve *°. 
.... .egend or episode on which the composition is founded . 
i depicted or the picture Portrayed, ^contains ^en^f thy ne i t  r t  i t r p rtr  
piano compositions of Beethoven, 
ow»n by Liszt, and 
a t , four by w euer, • 
Cieve u «uu several eacli by Scbubert, Ru^insteii 
-o, -nd Saint-Saens. 
The Work is Alike Useful to the Player and the Listener 
MUSIC SATCHELS 
^aza ana uujuwiw*** 
‘‘Roland von Berlin,” which be wrote i 
BessieSAbbottraPd Geraldine Farrar. 
nnist was married, last fall, 
American woman, at Aix-les- 
i satchel, n 
HALF SHEET MUSIC SIZE 
i most convenient and natural method of carrying musjc Hiu 
i. ot a roll, folding it but once, and not Injuring it at all. This 
is being used to the exclusion of all others. Made in black 
n brown leather, price, $1.50 ; black seal grain leather, Sl-/»- 
SHEET MUSIC SIZE 
This is another style on the same plan. A satchel whichcanbe 
used either to carry music folded once, or, as in the case of 
3r ia?e .entity of sheet music, without folding at all. It bas straps 
and buckles, making it possible to be used either way. Made 1 
blackor brown. Price, $3.00. We have the same satchel to be 
used only in full sheet music size. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila. 
JOSEF HWMjBii. 
to Mrs. Marie Eustis, 
Bains. France. lessons to the class in opera Mmb Nordica has given l sson^t^t wuh M 
at the School of Opera, in n ]10pes to develop good 
politan Opera House^ ft. C ^/ the school Other great 
Y°A symphony OrcheJ 
tra* and8 that'Mahle^ortWeingartner will succeed him as 
conductor. ,g the authority for the statement 
European 0 Vw Yo?ker™seem to think that their 
cHy Thould have' undoubted supremacy in music as well 
rsmp ox two thon- 
are elgnt hol-ki1® n' jrr wav to establish an alf- 
numerous ^oral someHes and i mm k)n(, ,nstead 0f 
to ^York^msbu^or Chicago for orchestra, 
support for festivals. famous “Prelude” In 
three hundred ZZMSESt Music Festival ,n 
p,'“^mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
THE “COFFEE HEART” 
It Is as Dangerous as the Tobacco or 
Whisky Heart. 
“Coffee heart” is common to many coffee users and 
is liable to send the owner to his or her long home 
if the drug is persisted in. You can ™n 30 or 4 
yards and find out if your heart is troubled. A lady 
‘who was once a victim of the “coffee heart writes 
»«oi »*«... win. 
and have suffered very much in recent years from 
ailments which I became satisfied were directly due 
to the poison in the beverage, such as torpid liver and 
indigestion, which in turn made my complexion 
blotchy and muddy. ,, , . 
“Then my heart became affected. It would beat 
most rapidly just after I drank my coffee, and go 
below normal as the coffee effect wore off. Sometimes 
mv pulse would go as high as 137 beats to the min¬ 
ute. Mv family were greatly alarmed at my condi¬ 
tion and at last mother persuaded me to begin the 
use of Postum Food Coffee. . 
“I wave up the old coffee entirely and absolutely, 
and made Postum my sole table beverage. This was 
6 months ago, and all my ills, the indigestion, inactive 
liver and rickety heart action, have passed away, and 
mv complexion has become clear and natural. The 
improvement set in very soon after I made the change, 
just as soon as the coffee poison had time to work out 
of my system. 
“My husband has also been greatly benefited by 
the use of Postum, and we find that a simple break¬ 
fast with Postum, is as satisfying and more strength¬ 
ening than the old heavier meal we used to have with 
the other kind of coffee.” Name given by Postum Co., 
Battle Creek, Mich. 
There’s a reason. Bead the little book, The Koad 
to Wellville,” in pkgs. 
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INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
or THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
S3 rillh Avenue, New York FRANK DAMROSCH, Director 
Established and endowed for the education of serious students of music. Offers 
all advantages of a European musical education. Faculty composed of the most 
eminent teachers of Europe and America. 
Prospectus on application to the Registrar. 
“Used by all Up-to-Date Teachers” 
THE KINDER 
Adjustable Foot Rest 
and 
Pedal Extenders for the Piano 
The children who n«o them learn twicn nr fait and practice twice aa much with half the exertion. 
Foot Reit *3.00. Pedal Extenders *2.00 per set of two. 
Illustrate I catalog for the asking. * **** Agents wanted. 
W MARKS, 145 West Eighty-Fourth Street, NEW YORK 
GOOD MUSIC LIVES FOREVER. 
Back Numbers of “1904” and "1905” 
The Etude 
The reading matter as good to-day as the day of issue. 
We have these issues done up in bundles at 
25 CENTS PER BUNDLE. 
More than 30 Pieces of Music in each Package. 
Address THE ETUDE. 1712 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa. 
Almost a. Kindergarten Method 
FIRST STEPS 
IN PIANOFORTE STUDY 
Compiled by Tkeo. Preiser 
PRICE, $1.00 
A concise, practical, and melodious intro¬ 
duction to the study of PIANO PLAYING 
SOME POINTS OF INTEREST: 
New material. Popular and yet of high grade. 
— ■K*' ‘h'ir “> 
kindergarUrn°rnettocL^•**‘“*"*«—« «o be almost . 
tn a raoMp'leaainc aod ^Sle nmnner""’' ra°mhS°f in“ruc‘io" 
T° ,fnch fro,y book la monotonous; it f.ns become the 
lira bread?t.‘Ktlh* ^ i!each,*rf ,othan*' instructioiTKoks-il 
ww tsrafc iigh,en>,he 
Let ua send it to you "ON SALE," Subject to Return 
THEO. PRESSER, PubH.her 
1712 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, p*. 
The Thomas 
Normal Training School 
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
—Public School- 
Music, Drawing, Penmanship, 
Physical Training, 
Domestic Science and Art, 
Manual Training (Knife, Bench and Lathe Work), 
Jessie L. Gaynor and Emil Liebline 
Piano Systems. 
Write for full Information regarding Courses to 
LOUIS A. THOMAS, Secretary 
550 Woodward Avenue . . Detroit, Michigan 
harmony 
Harm"7 ■,-l^uh.t^Stefime 
carefully analv7r ■ - 
card for fre 
J|~-- -lions W|li 
thnt*?r Lessons cxuniplifutl 
phnatory l«£‘ if Im'eS 'h'" . 
F.w.SEWALL Wiscaw>, Me 
The Hahn Violin School 
FREDERICK E. HAHN, Director 
Weighlman B.ildi.,. ,524 Ches(nBl ^ ^ 
r'rr'rby Mr-»•■>" l'"Knlsthe highest grades. 
RECITAL PROGRAMS, 
Pupils of Claude R. Hartzell. 
Salut ft Pesth (2 pianos, 4 hds.), Kowalski; in 
land, It. Ilowe; Tarantelle, C. Rolling; Reverie RotSS*’ 
Love's Dream, Liszt: The Young Marshal’ Renal8; 
Heavenward (2 pianos, 8 hds.), Vilbre; Fruhlines,^. ; 
chen, Sinding : Poet and Peasant, Sutme : Tu iii,'1,Vg,sfa.1a' 
Mountain, • ’ 
maim: St 
Mocking I 
Pupils of Jits* Jjucy i . mice ley. 
Nocturne, from 'Midsummer Night s Dream-’ f ni„„ 
8 hds.), Mendelssohn : The Pretty Primrose Kean- <.°s> 
reling Sparrows, i- ink; The lilue Bells oi' Scotland08,, 
hds.), Jtozart; Don Juan .uenuet (4 hds., M,,-,-,,-,8 U 
rette, Chaminade; A Runaway, t)p. 94, Kern - iLl et' 
Dance, Op. 2U8. No. 3, Bauwfelder; Cradle’ Son384”1 
pianos, 8 hds.),.Sartorio; In the Garden, op ido & <- 
Gurlitt; In der Fremde. Wolff; Young Arneri™ il'’ *• 
" ..ler; La Grace. Op. 3<)5r Nof,, ,:'Iar<* HlintAp’a t 1 light.lid In.. i -> . '“..PlftDte, 
; lippy ; w |ight^n^
, Rathbun; Nocturne, Hartzell; Rosebud to, , 
nu; arry Night, S. Smith: Auld Lung Sm.- S1' 
-• ■■ Bird (2 pianos, 8 hds.i, E. Hoffmann? 
Whe r
SeTTk Piano Scliool Pennsylvania 
Wr MUSIC IS TORN!!! 
Mul%M-m-PARvrBMmGbTAPE 
rater doe. not cany it SEN® TO 
Iheo Presser, Philadelphia Pa 
—’MuHum-,n-P.no BinderCn 
* THE ETUDE when addressing o 
advertisers. 
trjiiiy jLii ti r r r  
(4 hds.), Goerdeler; . Jo"" nTTVo "““fell 
8 hds.), Bohm; unter's Chorus. ••Der Freiehiitlanos’ 
hds.), Weber; Gaiety Polka, Op. 62 iI s S M 
Fleurette, Biumenschein; A Song of Sprint On Scafe: 
iams; La Zephyrette. Krogmann ; The Two stv’, 
Leschetizky; Dance of the Automatons, Lerrnan^ vrn’ 
itary Galop, Op. 118 (2 pianos, 8 hds.), Licbne? ' M ' 
Pupils of Miss McNemar. 
N°03’7"Du;celI,f;liO^u^r 
Good-Night, Op. 60, No ll sfbyYte. ’ b’ Gurlltt( 
Piano Pupils of the Strassberycr Conservatories 
^ar«ss%®{s?uw Jsssi!- Tarantella, Thalberg; Scherzo8 H HnrU o °r;,J'lszt; 
Menuett Moderne, C?onraYh : Chanso^ lR “sse^'s Dreaming by the Brook. Goldbeck ■ Le CScale K,Sth: 
La Livery, Chaminade; Serenade Flo reft 12: 
Violin Re c 
ssiiispfa? 
,,. 'P- 4, Artot; Grande Mi 
1- violins and piano). Schubert 
Phe Be],.e A ndrlessen. 
J-* Ms.), Engelmann: Krogman , 
^orrentlna, 
Rose Fairy Heins Pee™’ s: Intermezzo, Gautier; 
Words, No.’ 0 Mlndei«rTen.ade-:r <:'lrli" : s'>ug Without 
Eifin Dance Jenron • \v«^ 'v "NoI vveglan Ma'd>. Grieg; 
Thoma: Serenata No s w* m°.* *” ,,0(lar(i: Simple Aveu, 
MacDowell • Aleiodip * ,, " Dteyschock; Shadow Dance, 
SonatrPat'hetW Bee hmln1'181}’, !>p‘ -'IwDowell Moszkowski 5 ' thove,‘ ’ Llebes Walzer (4 hds.) 
Pupils of I va D. Moore. 
I.iitlabvf (ImdUt011 Good^Afni nine0I1/'0GZi = Fr0lic' Gabriel ’• Hay, Spaulding;’ Danee „ S C’ Ai,c.h “ ■' New Mown Op. 49, No •> iE. 0l! the Mwn, Kullak : Sonatina, 
Bunte Schmetterllnge Cari^Fink8- \te Yaisire,s’ Spaulding; 
bog; Doll's Dream Oesten^ ri;i^01'n,ng.PraYer, Strea> 
1, Heins; Tarantelle miY1 ckY,,msch’ °p- 103’ No- Song, Alletter- Dink ’rtehn?.“ O Beaumont; Morning 
FinS; Sonatina,1^.’ SC^No = ‘h,e ai k Cl^ 
Dussek ; Butterfly Merkin I-'bbner : Rondo in D, 
Haydn; Le Pan'iilmi x J ’ u°na,a 1,1 D. first movement. 
Sonata In C Mozart •n'vL'?ve!!P<’’■ Hipsy Rondo, Haydn; 
B-fla, (2npik“r4 hds )!^)YmPeStie’ XeW,aad: Sonata lD 
P<Ytarch■Gurr,u Smith. 
Dynes ; TaranteBelnw 0° SmiThNevln ; Memorla, La Pileuse, S Smith •’ Nocturne, Leschetizky ; 
Lack; Babloii, Adams^ iflenietatZZ nA: Valse Arabesque, Verdi-Liszt. ' “Igoletto, Concert Paraphrase. 
Mr* u. Nathan. 
t'nt‘p^er,B^hr 'BChgoerai M,arch (4 hds '- L3w: Ave Marik (“ hds , L4. ^d *’ Vilw: 1“ Mai. Behr: 
Oobbaerts: Carmen 14 »?5^’P0bP0^: dancing leaves, 
L^ge; Musical Clock IIein« ? ^ife?ge«ln,ann : ButterfligB. 
Witchery Waltz \\Vil ■ ’ Jnfegg,le"°- C P- I: Bach: 
lanche, Heller- Hetiir oi' !njInp Leaves, Behr: Ava- 
FreischUtz (4'hds ,^eltern.(J hds >- '-erman; Der Lance, No. 1 ,4 Mq 1 : , Ech(,)- Spindler: Spanish 
«ong. Heinhold • Snan ;hMiSSZk0W^i : IIlingarian Battle 
a 2r!T£*7F 
Beim : We/co-' 0r'i‘^.S,,f!r!g' E,iF 
No to 8, r--'Ts' Toati Lov 
"Fnn«t"r ?i’-t: !? May Tin tau8t. Gounod; The T 
ssi,-oW7£"sS;H"?-' asw. Czerny; Wind end Tilfi ' / l,aii>n!,do ,;l pianos, 6 hd: 
Hance. MaVcivnfont • '4„hds'*’ Hewitt: Sunflm 
S2*2 J^. (vkcanTcosU EzJklTh^ ( S.T rmi/»a8L.Hof>e' Cottschalk Bohm : Capr ce HwCTofsi of thp rh,ans "* " 
The Hour if Dreams tvoLi , giw1?08.' 8 hds 't Kett. 
de Concert (4 hds.), Ketterer Schleslnger: «ra“1 < 
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HOME NOTES. 
this orchestra of the Broad St. Conservatory of Music, 
Dhialdelnbla, gave a concert of popular music, under the 
.miction of Mr. Combs, November 22d. 
a kecital by members of the faculty was given at the 
unrankle Studio of Music, Indianapolis, November 22d. 
bPM»s Frank M. Davis, a prominent music teacher of 
Boston died Novemoer 7th. Mrs. Davis made a specialty 
of work with cnildren, in which line of work she was 
‘ efrai Beethoven Club, of Condersport, Pa.. Theodore 
Stearns, director, gave a symphony concert. December 5th. 
The Illinois Club, of Bloomington, had a recital. No¬ 
vember 23d. Among those who assisted were Mr. and 
Mrs 0 R. Skinner. 
Miss Edith L. Wix.n lectured before the Woman's 
flub Worcester, Mass., December 27th. on “Life Among 
the Peasants of North Germany," with a study of folk¬ 
lore January 2d, Miss Winn will lecture before the 
students of the Bridgewater Normal School, on “Hun- 
gf*THE Chicago Madrigal Club, Mr. D. A. Clippinger, 
director, gave its first concert for this season, December 
7th The club numbers twenty-six active members. 
Mbs. Frances C. Robinson, for a number of years a 
vaiued contributor of The Etude, died at her home in 
Wakefield, Mass., November Uth last, after an illness of 
some years. During this time Mrs. Robinson bravely 
kept to her literary work, her writing always full of 
Inspiration and high courage. The readers of the Ciiil- 
pren's Pace in particular, will miss her fine and in¬ 
structive articles. 
The Etupe Club, of Iowa Falls, twenty-four members. 
Is having an enjoyable season of study in musical history 
.and biography, with miscellaneous programs. 
Mb David Hantsch Grosch, baritone, of Chicago, gave 
a recital at Stephens College, Mo.. November 22d. 
A'‘Waoner Festival" was given at the Janes M. B. 
Church. Brooklyn, N. Y., November 16th. Rev. J. W. 
Hill made an address and an orchestra from the Jagy 
School of Music rendered the instrumental numbers. 
A piano recital was given at Des Moines, Iowa. Novem¬ 
ber 21st, by Heinrich pfitzner. 
A new choral society has been organized in Dayton, O., 
with a meinliership of upwards of three hundred, to be 
known as the Dayton Choral Society. Mr. W. L. Bium¬ 
enschein, the well-known composer, was elected director. 
Mr. Biumenschein was director of the Dayton Philhar¬ 
monic Society for twenty-five years. The present society 
will continue the work the former organization and will 
doubtless do as splendid work under Mr. Blumenschein's 
baton as the older society was noted for. 
The Music Study Class of the Chicago W< 
was favored with a lecture "' ’ 
by Mr. Walter Spry. 
“Modern American Music,” 
Mr." Clarence' Eddy gave an inaugural organ recital 
in the First Presbyterian Church. Ashland. Ky.. November 
19th. The organ was built by the Wirscbing Co. 
Dr. Hans Habthan is giving a series of historical 
organ recitals at the Conseravtory of Music, McGill 
University. 
A Chopin-Liszt program was given at the Chicago 
Piano College. November 9th, by members of the faculty. 
A reception was given to Sir Caspar Purdon Clarke, 
November 16th, at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York City. Music was rendered by the-New York Sym¬ 
phony Orchestra under David Mannes. 
Mb. Lodis Arthur Russell gave a lecture before the 
Musical Culture Club of the Metropolitan Schools of Mu¬ 
sical Art, on the subject: "The Romantic Era in Music.’’ 
An organ recital was given on a new Haskell organ 
l the Twenty-Ninth Street M. E. Church, Philadelhpia, 
f Mr. Frederic Maxson, November 14th. Mr. Maxson 
Iso gave an inaugural recital i nthe First Baptist Church, 
'oylestown. Pa., November lGth. The organ ir ~ i Hook- 
THIR TY-SECOND YEAR 
Finest Conservatory in the World 
Detroit Conservatory of Music 
FRANCIS L. YORK, M. A., Director 
ing; Composition; Con© Free A 
Orchestra Playing; 1 
Five Weeks’ SUMMER SESSION, June 25th to Aug. 1st. 
PROSPECTUS ON APPLICATION 
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary 
530 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich. 
BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY 
NORTH CLARK STREET AND CHICAGO AVENUE, CHICAGO 
KENNETH M. BRADLEY, Director. 
Fann.e Bl.oa.ReM Ze.alee BII^2ld vSl^MU»“|K ' ""Ln,-, M. Bea.t.e, 
, SSs?'” F£kKiS,u““ 
THE LEADING |ll| I I O I f* ORATORY AND 
SCHOOL OF IVIUOIO LANGUAGES 
H.°tu,,d^artmen™“,l",,al Keputatlon Jg.-, F,ne ArtaEBldB.h*08M?cliiean Avenue 
Catalog fteo oa^application to K. Kt llM 11»T,f Seeretary 
Church, La Cross. Wis.. November 23d, assisted by Miss 
Haronhill, soprano, and Mr. Enoch, baritone. 
Mr. Arthur Lieber. who lately took up the director¬ 
ship of the Apollo Club. St. Louis, Mo., gave a very 
successful concert last month. The Club is in fine con¬ 
dition. , 
Mr. Edward Scherueel is now dean of the Fine Arts 
Department at Washburn College. Topeka. Kans. Mr. 
Seherubel has revised the courses in music and greatly 
strengthened them. There arc ten teachrs in the music 
faculty. 
Nor long ago the writer passed a large building, in 
front of which an excavation had been made for the 
purpose of extending the foundation. Above the foot¬ 
bridge, which formed a temporary sidewalk, there was 
a sign that read: “Danger! Keep Moving! ” He 
was wise enough not to tarry, but pursued his way, 
musing on the words overhead. 
“Danger! Keep moving! ” Do they not apply, he 
thought, to every path in life? Is there not danger in 
not moving, whether one is artist or musician, busi¬ 
ness man or politician? Even the apparently stead- 
fust earth owes stability to uninterrupted motion. An 
instant’s pause in her top-like spinning would spell 
annihilation for all on her surface. He thought of a 
man known to all by his illustrations, which give him 
an income a third larger than the salary of the Presi¬ 
dent of the United States, who had recently relin¬ 
quished this princely revenue because he felt that he 
w»s standing still in his art. He had accomplished 
all that was possible to him in the medium that had 
brought him fame and fortune; it had become a dull 
task, instead of an uplifting inspiration. He realized 
the danger of standing still, and cast it aside in order 
to extend his art by the study of a richer and more 
sensitive means of expression, at the sacrifice of an 
independent yearly fortune. 
Let the musician who contents himself with the 
memory’ of past achievements; the teacher who 
teaches just as he did ten or even five years ago; the 
student who plods the same deadly routine month in 
and month out—remember the warning: 
‘Danger! Keep moving! ” 
American 
Conservatory 
of Music BUILDING 
230-253 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL. 
The Leading School of MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART in this 
Country. Unrivaled Teachers’ Training Department, Lecture 
Courses, Concerts, Recitals. Diplomas and Certificates 
awarded by Authority of State of Illinois. Students’ Orches¬ 
tra. Virgil Clavier Department, School of Oratorio. Many 
free Advantages. Illustrated catalogue mailed on application. 
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President 
SHERWOOD 
MUSIC SCHOOL 
IT Faculty includes Win. 11. Sherwood, Arthur Beresford, 
Adolph Rosenbeeker, Holmes Cowper, Daniel Protheroe, 
Shirley Gandell, Lillian French Read, Dr. Hugh Schussler, 
Eleanor Sherwood. (Icorz-a Knber, Bertha Stevens, Wm. 
Apmadoc, Mmc. Ida Severn and others. 
WILLIAM H. SHERWOOD, Pianist 
Available for Concerts and Lecture Recitals 
; ; Address oil communications to 
LENA HUMPHREY, Mgr., 713 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
HE SCHOOL OF MUSIC OF NORTHWESTERN 
UNIVERSITY, LOCATED AT EVANSTON, 
CHICAGO, on the shore of Lake Michi¬ 
gan, has inaugurated a Department of 
Public School Music. The course in¬ 
cludes certain subjects selected from its long 
established theoretical courses, practical public 
school music methods undera thoroughly trained 
and 
specialist, and obser¬ 
vation of actual work 
among children in the 
public schools of 
Evanston. Oppor¬ 
tunity is offered for 
other studies in Col¬ 
lege, Academy and 
Music School. The 
environment is per¬ 
fect, and social advan¬ 
tages superior. 
The School of Music, 
numbering 8q students in 
j8<)2, has grown to over 
500. Its courses lead 
to University degreej of 
Graduate in Music and 
Bachelor of Music. A 
thorough Preparatory 
Department maintained. 
Send for catalogue. 
P. C. Lulkin, Dean 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL of MUSIC 
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 
Offer. Complete, Thorough ami Systematic Instruction in alt branches of Music 
Faculty of Twenty-five MeYnbers 
Choral Union 0/300 Voices—Orchestra of 40 Pieces 
CHARLES A. SINK, A. B-, SECRKTARY 
A BOOK OF UNIQUE CHILDREN’S SONGS 
For the HOME-SCHOOI—KINDERGARTEN 
MERRY SONGS FOR LITTLE FOLKS 
Words by WM. H. GARDNER Illustrations by JEROME P. UHL Music by LOUIS F. GOTTSCHALK 
Including Actions and Tableaux. Price, 81.50 
THE most elaborate work ever issued by this house. The illustrations are by an artist of 
national reputation. Every page is illumined in three colors, the work of perhaps the 
fineST he^uthorearwdUsthe illustrator are ardent lovers of children. Every verse, every 
melodv every illustration is bright, original, and attractive ; the humor is by turns quaint, nonsen- 
Idcal, and attractive. The work is considered by all who have examined it to be the superior of 
any The1:son Js arehT thf style of nonsense verees with catchy rhythms and jingling rhymes. The 
musk-isSdious and aptly fits the words, not at allid fficult, and within the compass of the 
child voice The piano accompaniments are effective and characteristic. 
" Numerous directions are given for the use of the various numbers as Action Songs, and for 
thC TherfeareninfthePbooka22 s^ngTsultable for all the various purposes to which a book of 
Children’! Songs coufd be put. For the homeland school the songs can be sung with or without 
actions or tableaux ; for kindergarten or exhibition purposes the actions or tableaux, or both, may 
be carried dut most effectively._- 
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadch-’ 
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— °me ,llu,trated Catlogue to the Bros. Ep.tein, N. W. Cor. Taylor Ave. and Olive Stre, 
MRS. HUGHEY S 
Home and Day School of Music 
5096 McPherson Avenue, SI. Louis, Mo. 
Mrs. Hughey’s Illustrated Lectures 
The Kroeger School of Music 
H R. KROEOB8, Direcior 
THE ODEON, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Klindworth Conservatory of Musi* 
371 PEACHTREE ST., ATLANTA, GA. 
dim urt,3U of natlonal reputation. Delightful dtmate both .ummer and winter. Boarding Depart' 
” ose having finished t e co“ri,e- 
1‘. «»■ Hox 77 " K L RT MUELLEr" “'Xnt. Gt 
teaching teachers 
HOW TO TEACH PIA 
Technic!* pJa" \\TXl 
JOHN ORTH, 146 Boylston St„ Boston, 
n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertiser! 
‘‘Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development.”—-D'/inw//. 
School of 
Music Education 
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CALVIN B. CAD- °rincip,l 
313 Pierce Building BOSTON. MASS. 
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ican Musical Education-J. Francis Cooke 
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Characteristic Music- ... TP. 1). Armstrong 
Notes on American Music.Walter Spry 
Reading Music at Sight . .Jean Farkman Broivn 
The Elements of Musical Appreciation 
Albert Gehring 
A Little Story with a Moral. .G. W. Smith 
Gymnastic Wrist Exercises .. K. R. Stuber 
The Young Woman Pianist and Her Business 
Prospects. W. S. B. Mathews 
The Modern Minor Mode Belle Squire 
How to Memorize Music.Emil Liebling 
The Triumph of Counterpoint.U. A. Clarke 
Practical Ideas Applied to the Teaching of 
The Mechanics 
-gf 
Piano Playing 
By ALBERT G. CARMIENCKE 
Price, $1.25 
book will interest you. It deals with tnodernideas 
In a modern way and the liue of reasoning is log¬ 
ically and convincingly stated. 
The issue is made on the l ow Wrist—now al¬ 
most universally advocated—for Standard Finger 
Action; Finger Groupings over four keys, instead 
of five; and Surface Practice at the start for un¬ 
developed muscles, thus assuring proper and 
ne< essary relaxation. 
The Five Finger Groupings were written for and 
adapted to the Level Wrist Posi'iai). The Four 
Finger Groupings make right position for elemen¬ 
tary work automatically possible, and allow the 
modern Low Wrist position to be easily taken and 
retained. 
Surface Practice Insures the right order in teach¬ 
ing—preparation first and attack after < ards. 
The Mechanics of Piano Playing is the only 
work contain ng exercises especially adapted to 
the Low Wrist Position. 
Tbeentire field of technic is covered completely, 
specifically and progressively. The descriptive 
circular sets forth the foil contents of the work in 
detail and will be sent to all inquirers. 
We are desirous of giving the book wide 
circulation among the teachers and to that 
. end will, for a limited time, supply one 
copy to any one address tor 75 Cents, 
postage paid. 
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EASTER MUSIC 
Solos in Sheet Form 
Brackett. Victor Immortal. Medium 
V ice. 
Campbell. Day of Resurrection. 2 Key 
— High and Low Voice. 
Coombs. King of Glory. 2 Keys—High 
and Low Voice. 
Gounod. Raster Eve. 2 Keys—High and 
Gounod. Easter Eve. With Violin and 
Organ Obligato. 2 Keys-High and 
Low Voice. 
Holt. The Lord of Ages. 2 Keys—High 
and Medium Voice. 
Lansing. Lord is Risen. With Violin Ob¬ 
ligato. 2 Keys—H i g h and Low 
Norris. Alleluia. 2 Keys—High and Low 
Voice. 
Rotoll. Gloiy t» God. 3 Keys-High, 
Medium and Low Voice. 
Stults. Voice Triumphant. Medium 
Voice  
Sudds. O Gladsome Day. With Violin 
and 'Cello Obligato. High Voice . . 
Carols in Octavo Form 
flow. Ye Happy Bells of Easter Day . . . 
Wheeler. Welcome Happy Morning. . . 
Anthems in Octavo Form 
Allen. Now is Christ Risen. 
,ou Attwater. He is Risen. 
Chappie. Christ our Passover. 
•3'' Danks. Christ the Lord is Risen To-day 
Darnton. Chr.st our Passover. 
•/a Denee. Alleluia, Christ is Risen .... 
... Glorza. Regina Cceli, No. 2 (Christ 
Risen). (Latin and English Words) 
Goodrich. Awake Thou that Sleepest . 
, _ Goodrich. Sweetly the Birds are Singing 
,0 Gounod. Blessed is He who Cometh 
King. I am He that Liveth. 
Lyon. Christ is Risen. 
Maker. Now is Christ Risen . . . . 
-- Martin. As it Began to Dawn . . . 
Newcomb. Day of Resurrection . . . 
Nichol. Now is Christ Risen .... 
' Norris. As it Began to dawn .... 
-- Schnecker. How Calm and Beautiful the Mon 
Shackley. Christ our Passover . 
-,, Smallwood. Thanks be to God . 
Sudds. This is the Day .... 
Trowbridge. Why Seek Ye the Living ■VV I Inhnm OU .IlUin, Upha .  Hail Him 
Upham. Saviour Hath Risen .... 
Watson. Give Thanks unto the Lord 
Wodell. Sing, Gladly Sing. 
In addition to the above list of our own publications we have a large and complete stock of 
Easter Music for the Sunday School and Choir; Solos, Duets, Quartets, Anthems, Carols, 
Services and Cantatas. 
All sent on Selection at our usual Libera! Discounts 
THEODORE PRESSER 
Music Publisher, Dealer. Importer PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
A New and Important Piano Instruction Work 
THEODORE WIEHMAYER 
SCHOOL OF SCALES 
(According to New Principles) 
Scales in Thirds Scales in Sixths 
also a Supplement containing 
School of Arpeggios” 
Complete in one book Price $2.50; discount 50 per cent. 
What Xaver Scharwenka says in regard to it: 
Single Scales 
“1 consider Wiehmayer's School of Scale* *i« 
conceives the study of scales from an entirely new point V/eYe^in'"^ pe,daS,0Sical val«- The author 
based upon the order intervals of the whole and half-tones „7tl, ihls, ^amental principle is no[ 
and the knowledge of the oilferent positions by application of the l >* °» ^countof the fingering 
therefore a complete systematical method of teaching * h yme,r,c order of the keys, starting 
I he difficulties of setting under the thumb are arranged ,k , . 
of the positions have been classified according to the strikiSpoims^f'th' T'00*’ whJ'e those «f the change 
1 h,s sv,tem hav»* >>«" proved as an absolutely perffet one I 7* subse<iuent order. g 
-■ -r p rrect one’ 1 ian only recommend it very highly ” 
RPFITYGDC o »»VU^‘lied by “d ‘° be had from " “ BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 11 East IfifK m 
16th St> New York 
, cents each for Sheet Music, . 
^.05o51B^rl4r sh, et < 
THC non lincnn u.t 1 * ‘»puiar Music Herald. 
l >|TWE^v^,k^ERa 'S,J ,C CO.. 1 - I Seven til St. rinrinnafl nk! 
Fireside Melodies!''Four ?e'wS’eMV°h,‘ Mart,nUl e,Wrd 
Martin03- for bands" ohn 
BREHM BRnc 
:n addressing 0| 
-[ JUST ISSUED j— 
TWENTY-FIVE 
ENCORE SOLOS 
<1 A New Book that will 
enable you to view life from 
the “sunny side of the street” 
g Each of the Compositions aro Well Written, supplied With 
Effective Accompaniments, and we confidently assert that 
there Is, at thistime, no other publication offered thatapproach- 
es It In point of Variety, Richness and Adaptability. 
Price $1.00, net 
& 
PUBLISHED BY 
The J. A. Parks Company 
YORK, NEBRASKA 
Do You Meed Mew Organ Voluntaries? 
Tire ORGANIST 
Edited by E. L. ASHFORD 
Appears every two months and contains 32 pages, sheet 
music size, of attractive, practicable and churchlv organ vol¬ 
untaries. Besides striking fresh things from varied European 
Hi ,h*re. a^e most charming things written for this journal by E. L. Ashford. 
Send IS cents, mention THE ETUDE and you will 
3S * cPPyJour selection). Regular price. 35 cents per copy, $1.50 per year. 
New Voluntary Book 
VOX CELESTE 
Edited by E. L. ASHFORD 
ninJ9nrP7„!iS °f usefu\ practicable, attractive voluntaries foi 
,r,eed °rg?n. Very rich and varied. Highly com¬ 
mended by orgamsts. $2.00 per copy, net, postpaid. 
THE LORENZ PUBLISHING CO. 
150 Fifth Ave., New York Dayton, Ohio 
- . SONGS BY . . 
Herbert Johnson 
Face to Face. $.60 
The Homeland. High, Medium, and Low Voice . . $ .70 
m a Pilgrim. High, Medium, and Low Voice . . .60 
Rock of Ages. High, Medium, and Low Voice . . .60 
I ‘ E‘e™‘ c“dness. High. Medium, and Low Voice. .60 
TheNewWorid. High, Medium, and Low Voice . .70 
The Endless Day. High, Medium, and Low Voice . .60 
The Broken Pinion, or the Bird with a Broken Wing. 
High, Medium, and Low Voice 70 
O May My Walk be Close Wlih God. High,'Medium,’ 
and Low Voice .... 60 
Shall I Be Forgotten. High. Medium, and Low Voice! .60 
My Jacqueminot. High, Medium, and Low Voice . .60 
SEND FOR COMPLETE LIST 
THCO°" PRESS ER WALD°Sf,:CC°- 
and all Music Dealers 235 W. Newton St., BOSTON 
' advertisers. 
ORGANISTS 
Kras.-as'.r: 
Lemarnean7otherPnoytedor^nisu?rSed by Edwi" H 
1*6 8 f ,WHITE« PUBLISHE1 
Cleveland, ohli 
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The Advent of Endowed Institutions in -American 
Musical Education 
Including the views of DR. FRANK. DAMROSCH, Director of the Institute for Musical 
Art of New YorK, upon Conservatory Conditions in America and in Europe 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
1 
A Review of Musical Education. 
With the great intellectual awakening which 
electrified all Europe, following the discovery 
of America, Italy, “the mother of Columbus,” 
manifested her pride by various enterprises 
which have now become little more than dreams 
of her glorious days. In the year 1537, in 
Naples, the conservatory, “Santa Maria di 
Loreto,” was founded. The first music school 
came into existence nearly five hundred years 
later than the first university—that of Salerno, 
which was founded in 10(50. The Naples Con¬ 
servatory was an eleemosynary institution in 
that its pupils were mostly orphans. 
The following century brought forth a State 
music school in Lisbon, Portugal. In 1771, a 
State music school was founded at Stockholm. 
Just as the United States was recovering from 
the terrible effects of the Revolutionary War, 
France founded the National Conservatory in 
Paris. A little later, in Germany, through the 
enthusiasm of Joseph Froelich, a humble teacher, 
the splendid mediaeval city of Wurzburg founded 
the first German music school, one which is still 
in flourishing existence. Other famous music 
schools were found in the following years: 
Prague, 1808; Vienna, 1817; Brussels, 1813; 
Warsaw, 1821; Roval Academy of England, 
1822; The Hague, 1826; Berlin, 1822 (Church 
Music Institute, 1833, for compositions; for 
practical musicians, 1869) ; Dessau, 1829; 
Leipzig, 1843; Munich, 1848; Rotterdam, 1845; 
Cologne, 1850; Stern Conservatory (Berlin), 
1850; Darmstadt, 1851; Strassburg, 1855; 
Dresden and Stuttgart, 1856; Frankfort and 
Florence, 1860; Amsterdam, 1862; St. Peters¬ 
burg and Christiania, 1865; Copenhagen, 1866; 
Weimar, 1872; Hoch Conservatory, Frankfort, 
1878. This list, while not altogether complete, 
outlines the development of European musical 
educational work from the institutional stand¬ 
point. 
Most of these schools were either State schools, 
senii-State schools, or endowed schools. Notwithstand¬ 
ing the success of the Stern, Kullak, Klindworth, 
Scharwenka jtnd other private conservatories, it may 
readily be seen from the above, that musical educa¬ 
tion, so far as conservatories are concerned, has been 
largely dependent upon outside assistance. A pri- 
'ate music school depends largely upon the interest, 
enthusiasm and judgment of its principal owner or 
founder. With the death of the founder or prime- 
mover, the school loses its motive power, as it were, 
and few private schools have been able to continue 
under other management. 
Endowed Institutions. 
It is this very permanence which an adequate en¬ 
dowment confers upon a school, that is the most ad¬ 
vantageous characteristic of such institutions. It 
tends to distribute the interest formerly concentrated 
in the chief owner, among all the teachers engaged. 
It gives each teacher a feeling of security which he 
cannot associate with institutions destined for more 
transient existence. It is somewhat difficult to esti¬ 
mate the effect upon the music of the last century 
of the direct contributions of such men as Dr. Hoch-— 
who wave his fortune to found a conservatory in 
Frankfort—and others. It is the Hoch Conservatory 
that we have to thank for the most impor¬ 
tant part of the education of Edward Mac- 
Dowell. The munificence of other public-spirited 
men in Europe has been the means of assisting 
many an American student. These endowments, 
however, are but trivial beside those of the thou¬ 
sands of musicians who have so liberally con¬ 
tributed their golden hours to students—never 
expecting any monument more permanent than 
the consciousness of the perpetuation of the 
ideals for which they have spent their lives. It 
is to these benefactors and philanthropists across 
the seas, that the American musician bows with 
gratitude and reverence. The real philanthro¬ 
pists are men of the type of Franke who, in 1695, 
with a capital of $2.80, founded in Hallg an in¬ 
stitution which has taught 118,000, and has to¬ 
day 3000 children under its care. 
How, indeed, are the easily-spared millions of 
a Carnegie or a Rockefeller to be compared with 
the endowments of a Schubert, a Pestalozzi, or a 
Horace Mann—who gave not a little from a great 
fortune to the cause of education, but their very 
lives, that the world might be better! These are 
the greater benefactors of mankind. 
At last the endowed conservatory on a large 
scale has made its appearance upon our shores. 
Through the executive ability of Dr. Frank Dam- 
rosch and the public spirit of Mr. James Loeb, 
the United States now has a music school with 
an endowment fund of $500,000 and the assur¬ 
ance of further financial support equal to and, in 
the majority of cases, greater than most Euro¬ 
pean music schools. An endowment of 2,000,000 
marks for a music school would create an up¬ 
roar in musical circles in Germany; but in 
America the great plethora of money has so 
minimized the real importance of the event that 
musicians seem to have taken little cognizance 
of the element which will certainly have a most 
powerful effeet, not only upon the art develop¬ 
ment of America, but a direct effect, no matter 
how slight, upon the business of every individual 
teacher on this side of the Atlantic. Not many years 
can pass before the rivalry of other cities in America 
will lead to the foundation of music schools with sub¬ 
stantial endowments. The munificence of Mr. James 
Loeb in founding the “Betsy Loeb Fund” and the re¬ 
sultant Institute for Musical Art of the City of New 
York will have an influence more far-reaching than it 
is safe to predict. It is obviously to the interests of 
all musicians, students and teachers, to study these 
conditions and to exercise all possible foresight in 
order that their art-work may be broadened in 
sympathy with the new movement. 
